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Cloud computing technology and solutions have grown at an incredible rate. By utilizing cloud computing resources like servers, storage, and databases, businesses can lower operating costs and run their infrastructure more efficiently.
Cloud Computing

Cloud Development

- Amazon EC2 Master Class (with Auto Scaling & Load Balancer)
- Application security on AWS with Amazon Cognito (June 2017)
- AWS CloudFormation Master Class
- AWS CodeDeploy
- AWS Lambda & Serverless Architecture Bootcamp (Build 5 Apps)
- AWS Lambda and the Serverless Framework – Hands On Learning!
- AWS Master Class: Databases In The Cloud With AWS RDS
- AWS Serverless APIs & Apps – A Complete Introduction
- Azure – Deploying Websites
- Azure Serverless Functions and Logic Apps
- Build a Serverless App with AWS Lambda – Hands On!
- Building Cloud Infrastructure with Terraform
- Building Serverless Web Applications on AWS
- Clear and Simple VMware vSAN 6.7 (Virtual SAN)
- Connecting and working with Oracle Cloud DBaaS
- Continuous Delivery on Amazon Web Services (April 2017)
- Continuous Deployments using Spinnaker on AWS and Kubernetes
- Developing with S3: AWS with Python and Boto3 Series
- DevOps: CI/CD using AWS CodePipeline & Elastic Beanstalk
- Docker on Windows 10 and Server 2016
- Fundamentals of the OpenStack Cloud with Hands-on Labs
- GCP Professional Data Engineer Course [UPDATED 2019!]
- GCP: Complete Google Data Engineer and Cloud Architect Guide
- Google Cloud Platform (GCP) – For Techs
- How To Become A SQL Server Cloud Architect on AWS
- Learn DevOps: On-Prem or Cloud Agnostic Kubernetes
- Learn to Develop for Cloud with Pivotal Cloud Foundry
- Learning Pivotal Cloud Foundry for Web Developers
- Managing EC2 and VPC: AWS with Python and Boto3 Series
- Master Microservices with Spring Boot and Spring Cloud
- Mastering AWS CloudFormation Templates Using JSON
- Microservices with Spring Cloud
- Office365 and AzureAD for Developers
- OpenStack Installation and Deployment
- Scaling Docker on AWS
- Serverless Data Processing on AWS
- The complete walkthrough of Azure networking services
- VMware vSphere 6.5 – Setup your own enterprise environment
- VPC Solutions with EC2 for Production: AWS with Terraform
- Work with RDS and DynamoDB: AWS with Python and Boto3 Series
- Xero Online Accounting – Learn Xero in a Day

Cloud Fundamentals

- A Practical Introduction to Cloud Computing
- Amazon s3 Mastery – THE How-To’ Guides For Amazon S3
- AWS Concepts
- AWS Essentials
- AWS Essentials – Hands-on Learning
- AWS Essentials (2019)
- Citrix Cloud – Introduction
- Designing Architectures in AWS
- Getting Started With Microsoft Azure (UPDATED 2019)
- Introduction to Cloud Computing
- Learn Amazon Web Services (AWS): The complete introduction
- Microsoft Azure – Beginner’s Guide + AZ-900 questions
- Serverless Concepts
Businesses rely on accurate data to make the right decisions every day. Learn to mine data and correctly analyze it to understand and realize valuable insights.

Analytics

- Advanced Excel Power Query-M language, troubleshoot, Pattern
- Advanced Tableau – Level of Detail Expressions / LOD
- Alteryx Bootcamp
- Alteryx Masterclass – crash course in alteryx for beginners
- Alteryx: Self-Service Analytics In Your Hands
- Amazon (AWS) QuickSight – Getting Started
- Applied Time Series Analysis and Forecasting with R Projects
- Become a Calculus 1 Master
- Become a Geometry Master
- Become a Python Data Analyst
- Beginner's Guide to Data & Data Analytics, by SF Data School
- Building a Binary Classification Model in Azure ML
- Business Analysis: Function Modelling Using IDEF0
- Certificate in QlikSense Analytics Development
- Cleaning Data In R with Tidyverse and Data.table
- Cluster Analysis- Theory & workout using SAS and R
- Complete Introduction to Business Data Analysis
- Crystal Reports for SAP Business One Mastery Training Course
- Data Analysis Essentials Using Excel
- Data Analysis with Pandas and Python
- Data Analytics: SQL for newbs, beginners and marketers
- Data Mining Through Cluster Analysis Using Python
- Data Processing with Python

Data Science Categories

- Analytics
- Big Data
- Data Visualization
- Machine Learning
- Statistical Analysis

Featured Data Science Courses

- Data Science A–Z™: Real–Life Data Science Exercises Included
- Data Science Career Guide – Interview Preparation
- Data Science for Professionals

- Machine Learning A–Z™: Hands-On Python & R In...
  Kinili Eremenka, Hadelin de Pont...
  ★★★★★ 4.5 (90.665)

- Python for Data Science and Machine Learning...
  Jose Portilla
  ★★★★★ 4.5 (50,351)

- Data Science: Data Mining & Natural Language Processing in R
- DAX Power Pivot – 10 Easy Steps for Beginners
- DAX Power Pivot – 10 Easy Steps for Intermediates
- DAX Power Pivot Time Intelligence – 10 Easy Steps
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don’t Launch your Survey Yet! 4 Traps to Remove First</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End to End Data Science Practicum with Knime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end Machine Learning: Polynomial Regression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel Interactive Dashboards and Data Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel Power Pivot, DAX &amp; Business Intelligence Masterclass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Briefing – Data Science and Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasting and Time Series Analysis in Tableau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation of Statistics with Minitab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Excel Pivot Table to Power BI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Zero to NVivo – Qualitative data analysis with NVivo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hands On Natural Language Processing (NLP) using Python</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Cognos Connection and Workspace Advanced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM SPSS AMOS Foundation Course: SEM Scratch to Advanced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing a Data Warehouse with SQL Server 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro to Data Science: Your Step-by-Step Guide To Starting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro to Trifacta: Clean Your Data Quickly and Easily</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Genetic Algorithms: Theory and Applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn SQL Using PostgreSQL: From Zero to Hero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn SSRS SQL Reporting &amp; Business Intelligence Essentials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 Intelligence Analyst Certification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression using SAS – Indepth Predictive Modeling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps with R Leaflet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Course in Tableau 10 &amp; 2019 for Business Intelligence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Pre Calculus and Trigonometry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master SQL For Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastering Data Visualization with R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastering QlikView Set Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDX Training Part 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Excel – Data Visualization, Excel Charts &amp; Graphs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Excel – Intro to Power Query, Power Pivot &amp; DAX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Power BI – A Complete Introduction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Power BI – Publishing to Power BI Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Power BI – Up &amp; Running With Power BI Desktop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Power Pivot (Excel) and SSAS (Tabular DAX model)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft SQL for Beginners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft SQL from A to Z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Web Scraping with Python using Scrapy and Splash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node, SQL, &amp; PostgreSQL – Mastering Backend Web Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office 365 Power BI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle 11g PL/SQL Fundamentals I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle 11g PL/SQL Fundamentals II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle PL/SQL Fundamentals vol. I &amp; II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL/SQL by Example – Beginner to Advanced PL/SQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power BI A–Z: Hands-On Power BI Training For Data Science!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power BI Essentials: Introduction to Microsoft Power BI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power BI Master Class – Consume and Transform Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power BI Master Class – Dashboards and Power BI Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power BI Master Class – Data Modeling and DAX Formulas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability and Statistics for Business and Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python + SQL + Tableau: Integrating Python, SQL, and Tableau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python A–Z™: Python For Data Science With Real Exercises!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python for Finance: Investment Fundamentals &amp; Data Analytics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python for Time Series Data Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QlikSense Data Architect Masterclass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QlikSense Visualizations Masterclass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Level 1 – Data Analytics with R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Programming A–Z™: R For Data Science With Real Exercises!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Programming: Advanced Analytics In R For Data Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDS PostgreSQL and DynamoDB CRUD: AWS with Python and Boto3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression Analysis / Data Analytics in Regression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP Data Services(BODS)Extraction, Transformation and Loading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP Lumira – Building Data Visualizations from Scratch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS Programming – Learn SAS from Beginner to Advanced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS Programming; Learn SAS and Become a Data Ninja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal processing problems, solved in MATLAB and in Python</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Sigma Green Belt Using Minitab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Sigma Statistics Using Minitab 17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowflake Data Warehouse and Cloud Data Analytics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL &amp; Database Design A–Z™: Learn MS SQL Server + PostgreSQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Science

- SQL & PostgreSQL for Beginners
- SQL for Beginners: The Easiest Way to Learn SQL - Step by Step
- SQL for Beginners: Learn SQL using MySQL and Database Design
- SQL for Data Analysis: Weekender Crash Course for Beginners
- SQL Server Essentials in an hour: The SELECT statement
- Starting with NodeJS-HapiJS and ReactJS
- Statistical Analysis with Excel 2013 Advanced Skills
- Statistical Data Analysis with SAS
- Statistics / Data Analysis in SPSS: Factorial ANOVA
- Statistics / Data Analysis in SPSS: Inferential Statistics
- Statistics / Data Analysis in SPSS: MANOVA
- Statistics / Data Analysis: Survey Data and Likert Scales
- Statistics for Business Analytics and Data Science A-Z™
- Statistics for Data Analysis Using Excel 2016
- Statistics for Data Analysis Using R
- Statistics for Data Science and Business Analysis
- Statistics/Data Analysis with SPSS: Descriptive Statistics
- Storytelling with data
- Tableau 10 A-Z: Hands-On Tableau Training For Data Science!
- Tableau 10 Advanced Training: Master Tableau in Data Science

Big Data

- [Intermediate] Spatial Data Analysis with R, QGIS & More
- Advanced AI: Deep Reinforcement Learning in Python
- An introduction to GIS and QGIS
- Apache Flink | A Real Time & Hands-On course on Flink
- Apache Kafka Series - Confluent Schema Registry & REST Proxy
- Apache Kafka Series - Kafka Cluster Setup & Administration
- Apache Kafka Series - Kafka Connect Hands-on Learning
- Apache Kafka Series - Kafka Monitoring & Operations
- Apache Kafka Series - Kafka Security (SSL SASL Kerberos ACL)
- Apache Kafka Series - Kafka Streams for Data Processing
- Apache Kafka Series – KSQL for Stream Processing – Hands On!
- Apache Kafka Series – Learn Apache Kafka for Beginners v2
- Apache Spark 2 with Scala – Hands On with Big Data!
- Apache Spark 2.0 with Java – Learn Spark from a Big Data Guru
- Apache Spark for Java Developers
- ArcPy for Python Developers using ArcGIS Pro
- ArcSWAT Model with ArcGIS – Run for any Study Area – GIS
- Artificial Intelligence 2018: Build the Most Powerful AI
- Artificial Intelligence A-Z™: Learn How To Build An AI
- Artificial Intelligence for Business
## Data Science

- Artificial Intelligence: Reinforcement Learning in Python
- AWS DynamoDB – The Complete Guide (Build 18+ Hands On Demos)
- Basics of Python & arcpy , the Python library of ESRI ArcGIS
- Building Recommender Systems with Machine Learning and AI
- Byte-Sized-Chunks: Recommendation Systems
- Cloudera Hadoop Administration
- College Level Advanced Linear Algebra! Theory & Programming!
- Complete Elasticsearch Masterclass with Logstash and Kibana
- Complete Guide to Elasticsearch
- Complete linear algebra: theory and implementation
- Core Spatial Data Analysis: Introductory GIS with R and QGIS
- Data Mining Through Cluster Analysis Using Python
- Data Mining with Rattle
- Data Structures in Java - Part I (+INTERVIEW QUESTIONS)
- Deep Learning and NLP A–Z™: How to create a ChatBot
- Dimension reduction and source separation in neuroscience
- Elasticsearch 6 and Elastic Stack – In Depth and Hands On!
- ElasticSearch, LogStash, Kibana ELK #2 – Learn LogStash
- ElasticSearch, LogStash, Kibana ELK #3 – Learn Kibana
- Executive Briefing: Big Data and the Hadoop Ecosystem
- From 0 to 1 : Spark for Data Science with Python
- From 0 to 1: The Cassandra Distributed Database
- GCP Professional Data Engineer Course [UPDATED 2019!]
- GIS for Beginners #1: QGIS 3 Orientation. +Free 111p eBook
- Hadoop Developer In Real World
- Hadoop MAPREDUCE in Depth | A Real-Time course on Mapreduce
- Hive to ADVANCE Hive (Real time usage) :Hadoop querying tool
- Introduction to GIS: Spatial Data Analysis with QGIS
- Learn Big Data: The Hadoop Ecosystem Masterclass
- Learn By Example : Apache Storm
- Map Series made easy using ArcGIS Pro
- MongoDB – The Complete Developer’s Guide
- MongoDB 3.2: Professional Developer
- Neo4j: GraphDB Foundations with Cypher
- Python for Data Structures, Algorithms, and Interviews!
- Rock the JVM! Akka Essentials with Scala
- Scala Advanced, Part 1 – The Scala Type System
- Scala Advanced, Part 2 - Best Practices, Async, Serializing
- Scalable programming with Scala and Spark
- Serverless Data Processing on AWS
- Spark and Python for Big Data with PySpark
- Splunk 2019 – Beginner to Architect
- SQL For Data Science With Google Big Query
- SQL Server SSAS (Multidimensional MDX) – an Introduction
- Stairway to Scala – Setup Instructions
- Stairway to Scala Applied, Part 1
- Stairway to Scala Applied, Part 2
- Stairway to Scala Applied, Part 3
- Taming Big Data with Apache Spark and Python – Hands On!
- Taming Big Data with MapReduce and Hadoop – Hands On!
- Taming Big Data with Spark Streaming and Scala – Hands On!
- The Beginner’s Guide to Artificial Intelligence in Unity.
- The Complete Developers Guide to MongoDB
- The Complete Hands-On Course to Master Apache Airflow
- The Complete Splunk Beginner Course
- The Ultimate Apache Spark with Java Course – Hands On!
- The Ultimate Hands-On Hadoop – Tame your Big Data!
- Understanding CouchDB : Learn Basic & Advanced NoSQL Skills
- Working with MongoDB

## Data Visualization

- Advanced Tableau – Level of Detail Expressions / LOD
- Build Insightful Dashboards with Google Data Studio
Data Science

- Business Intelligence with Microstrategy 10 Analytics
- Colors for Data Science A–Z: Data Visualization Color Theory
- Complete Course on Data Visualization, Matplotlib and Python
- Complete Data Wrangling & Data Visualisation With Python
- Complete Elasticsearch Masterclass with Logstash and Kibana
- Complete Time Series Analysis With Python
- Data Analysis and Dashboards with Google Data Studio
- Data Visualisation with Matplotlib and Python
- Data Visualization on the Browser with Python and Bokeh
- Data Visualization with MATLAB – Projects and Examples
- Data Visualization with Python and Matplotlib
- Data Visualization with Python for Beginners
- Digital Signal Processing (DSP) From Ground Up™ with MATLAB
- Elasticsearch 6 and Elastic Stack – In Depth and Hands On!
- ElasticSearch, LogStash, Kibana ELK #2 – Learn LogStash
- ElasticSearch, LogStash, Kibana ELK #3 – Learn Kibana
- First Guide to Dashboards using IBM Cognos Analytics (V11)
- Forecasting and Time Series Analysis in Tableau
- Get Started with MATLAB & Simulink: An Intro for Beginners
- Google Analytics Reports and Dashboards with Data Studio
- Interactive Python Dashboards with Plotly and Dash
- Jupyter Notebook for Data Science
- Learn and Understand D3.js for Data Visualization
- Learn MATLAB and Simulink Programming
- Learn MATLAB programming, debugging, and style
- Learning Pentaho – From PDI to Full Dashboard
- Master Course in Tableau 10 & 2019 for Business

Machine Learning

- [2019] Machine Learning Classification Bootcamp in Python
- 2019 AWS SageMaker and Machine Learning – With Python
- Advanced Machine Learning & Data Analysis Projects Bootcamp
- Algorithmic Problems in Python
- An Introduction to Machine Learning for Data Engineers An Introduction to Stata
Data Science

- An Introduction to Stata
- Artificial Intelligence A–Z™: Learn How To Build An AI
- Artificial Intelligence I: Basics and Games in Java
- Artificial Intelligence II - Neural Networks in Java
- Artificial Intelligence Masterclass
- Autonomous Cars: Deep Learning and Computer Vision in Python
- Bayesian Machine Learning in Python: A/B Testing
- Cluster Analysis and Unsupervised Machine Learning in Python
- College Level Advanced Linear Algebra! Theory & Programming!
- Complete Guide to TensorFlow for Deep Learning with Python
- Complete linear algebra: theory and implementation
- Data Science : Master Machine Learning Without Coding
- Data Science and Machine Learning Bootcamp with R
- Data Science: Deep Learning in Python
- Data Science: Natural Language Processing (NLP) in Python
- Data Science: Supervised Machine Learning in Python
- Deep Learning A–Z™: Hands-On Artificial Neural Networks
- Deep Learning and Computer Vision A–Z™: OpenCV, SSD & GANs
- Deep Learning and NLP A–Z™: How to create a ChatBot
- Deep Learning Computer Vision™ CNN, OpenCV, YOLO, SSD & GANs
- Deep Learning Prerequisites: Linear Regression in Python
- Deep Learning Prerequisites: Logistic Regression in Python
- Deep Learning Prerequisites: The Numpy Stack in Python
- Deep Learning with TensorFlow 2.0 [2019]
- Deep Learning: Advanced Computer Vision
- Deep Learning: Advanced NLP and RNNs
- Deep Learning: Convolutional Neural Networks in Python
- Deep Learning: GANs and Variational Autoencoders
- Deep Learning: Recurrent Neural Networks in Python
- Deploy Machine Learning & NLP Models with Dockers (DevOps)
- Deployment of Machine Learning Models
- End-to-end Machine Learning: Decision trees
- Ensemble Machine Learning in Python: Random Forest, AdaBoost
- Executive Briefing: Machine Learning
- Feature Engineering for Machine Learning
- Feature Selection for Machine Learning
- Fundamentals of Decision Trees in Machine Learning
- Introduction to Machine Learning for Data Science
- Introduction to Natural Language Processing (NLP)
- Introduction to Stata – Hands on!
- Machine Learning 101 with Scikit-learn and StatsModels
- Machine Learning and AI: Support Vector Machines in Python
- Machine Learning Practical: 6 Real-World Applications
- Machine Learning with Core ML 2 and Swift 5
- Machine Learning with Javascript
- Machine Learning with Python from Scratch
- Machine Learning, Data Science and Deep Learning with Python
- Master Computer Vision™ OpenCV4 in Python with Deep Learning
- Modern Deep Learning in Python
- Natural Language Processing with Deep Learning in Python
- Practical Deep Learning with Keras and Python
- Python + SQL + Tableau: Integrating Python, SQL, and Tableau
- Python for Computer Vision with OpenCV and Deep Learning
- Python for Data Science and Machine Learning Bootcamp
- PyTorch for Deep Learning and Computer Vision
- Recommender Systems and Deep Learning in Python
- Robotic Process Automation: RPA Fundamentals + Build a Robot
- Scala and Spark for Big Data and Machine Learning
- TensorFlow 101: Introduction to Deep Learning
- TensorFlow and the Google Cloud ML Engine for Deep Learning
- Tensorflow Bootcamp For Data Science in Python
- The Complete Machine Learning Course with Python
- The Complete Self-Driving Car Course – Applied Deep Learning
- Unsupervised Deep Learning in Python
Data Science

- Unsupervised Machine Learning Hidden Markov Models in Python
- Web Scraping In Python: Master The Fundamentals
- Zero to Deep Learning™ with Python and Keras

Statistical Analysis

- Applied Statistical Modeling for Data Analysis in R
- Become a Probability & Statistics Master
- Discrete Math–Sets, Relations, Functions and Math Induction
- IBM Cognos Report Studio
- Master the Fundamentals of Math
- Probability for Statistics and Data Science
- Six Sigma Statistics Using Minitab 17
- SQL Server Essentials in an hour: The SELECT statement
- Statistical Analysis with Excel 2013 Advanced Skills
- Statistics / Data Analysis in SPSS: Factorial ANOVA
- Statistics / Data Analysis in SPSS: Inferential Statistics
- Statistics / Data Analysis in SPSS: MANOVA
- Statistics / Data Analysis: Survey Data and Likert Scales
- Statistics & Data Analysis: Linear Regression Models in SPSS
- Statistics for Business Analytics and Data Science A–Z™
- Statistics for Data Analysis Using Excel 2016
- Statistics for Data Science and Business Analysis
- Statistics/Data Analysis with SPSS: Descriptive Statistics
- Workshop in Probability and Statistics
Design

Whether you’re creating products, web assets, print collateral, animation or other media, study the tools and techniques that the pros use to craft outstanding design.

3D & Animation

- 2D Composition in Photoshop & Animation in After Effects
- 3D Modeling Piped Systems in AutoCAD
- 3D Modelling – a Modo modeling guide
- 3ds Max Mastery in 7 Hrs: Project Based Intro for Beginners
- 60 AutoCAD 2D & 3D Drawings and Practical Projects
- Adobe After Effects CC – Motion Graphics Design & VFX
- Advanced Particle VFX in Unity and After Effects
- After Effects – Motion Graphics & Data Visualization
- After Effects CC 2019: Complete Course from Novice to Expert
- After Effects CC Expressions: Animated Infographics Design
- After Effects CC Masterclass: Beginner to Advanced
- After Effects for Entrepreneurs: 9 Practical Video Projects
- AutoCAD 2D and 3D practice drawings
- Become a Game Designer the Complete Series Coding to Design
- Blender 3D Complete Volume One
- Building your First VR Experience with Unity
- CINEMA 4D Unleashed – Master 3D Fundamentals
- Complete Blender Creator: Learn 3D Modelling for Beginners
- Create hand drawn character animations using Photoshop
- Create HUD graphics in After Effects and Illustrator
- Creating 3D environments in Blender
- Design and Animate a Gamer UI
- Designing for 3D Printing with Fusion 360
- Engage Your Audience with Animated Presentations in AE
- Fusion 360 For Hobbyists and Woodworkers
- Futuristic HUD Motion Graphics in After Effects
- Getting Started with 3D Printing

Featured Design Courses

- User Experience Design Fundamentals
  Joe Natoli
  ⭐⭐⭐⭐ 4.3 (6,579)
- Ultimate Web Designer & Developer Course: Build...
  Brad Hussey. Code College
  ⭐⭐⭐⭐ 4.4 (10,025)
- Getting Started with Solidworks
- Kinetic Typography in After Effects: Motion Graphics Course
- Learn Maya – A Beginners guide to Creating Realistic Scenes
- Learn Maya – Intro to 3D Box Modeling Techniques with Maya
- Learn SVG Animation – With HTML, CSS & Javascript
Design

- Learn the Foundations of Blender
- Learn the Fundamentals of Adobe Edge Animate
- Learn ZBrush with this Beginners Compendium Online Course
- Learning AutoCAD® 2013
- Learning Autodesk AutoCAD – Crash Course
- Learning Autodesk® Maya® 2013
- Learning Autodesk® Revit® Architecture 2013
- Learning Sketchup for Beginners
- Make a low poly scene in Blender and Unity in 30 minutes
- Produce Engaging Whiteboard Animations in VideoScribe
- Python For Maya: Artist Friendly Programming
- Revit Structure 2018 from Zero to Hero
- Rhino 3D tutorials v5 & v6 Beginner Level to Advanced Level
- Siemens NX 10 Essential Training
- Sketchup Architect Beginner Fast Track
- SOLIDWORKS 2017–19 :Become a Certified Associate Today–CSWA
- SOLIDWORKS: Become a Certified Associate Today (CSWA)
- SOLIDWORKS: Become a Certified Professional Today (CSWP)
- The complete AutoCAD 2016 course
- The complete AutoCAD 2018–20 course
- The Ultimate 2D Game Character Design & Animation Course
- Videoscribe Whiteboard Animations: The Complete Guide
- Zbrush : Hard Surface Sculpting for all Levels!

Design Tools

- 2D Composition in Photoshop & Animation in After Effects
- 3D Modeling Piped Systems in AutoCAD
- 3d modelling – a Modo modeling guide
- 3ds Max Mastery in 7 Hrs: Project Based Intro for Beginners
- 60 AutoCAD 2D & 3D Drawings and Practical Projects
- Adobe After Effects CC – Motion Graphics Design & VFX
- Adobe Animate CC 2018 – HTML5 Banner Ads
- Adobe CS6 New Features
- Adobe Illustrator CC 2018 – New Features
- Adobe Illustrator CC Mastery: Zero to Hero in Illustrator
- Adobe Illustrator CS5 (Beginning, Intermediate, & Advanced)
- Adobe InDesign CC – Essentials Training Course
- Adobe InDesign CC Complete Masterclass: Learn Adobe InDesign
- Adobe Muse CC Course – Design and Launch Websites
- Adobe Photoshop CC Retouching and Effects Masterclass
- Adobe Premiere Pro CC: Learn Video Editing In Premiere Pro
- Adobe XD UI/UX Design, prototype, and handoff from scratch
- Advanced Particle VFX in Unity and After Effects
- Affinity Designer: The Complete Guide to Affinity Designer
- Affinity Photo: Solid Foundations
- After Effects – Motion Graphics & Data Visualization
- After Effects CC 2019: Complete Course from Novice to Expert
- After Effects CC Masterclass: Beginner to Advanced
- After Effects for Entrepreneurs: 9 Practical Video Projects
- audio engineering: EQ and Compression for beginners
- AutoCAD 2D and 3D practice drawings
- Autodesk Revit 2018/19 – beginner to intermediate level
- Axure RP 8 – Comprehensive training for UX Design
- Bitfountain iOS Design Foundations
- Blender 3D Complete Volume One
- Canva 2019 Master Course | Use Canva to Grow your Business
- Canva Graphics Design for Entrepreneurs – Design 11 Projects
- CINEMA 4D Unleashed – Master 3D Fundamentals
- Complete Blender Creator: Learn 3D Modelling for Beginners
- Create hand drawn character animations using Photoshop
- Create HUD graphics in After Effects and Illustrator
- Create Professional Character Designs in Photoshop
Design

• Design and Animate a Gamer UI
• Designing for 3D Printing with Fusion 360
• Dreamweaver – Coding your first website using Dreamweaver
• Effective iOS & Android App Icon Design
• Engage Your Audience with Animated Presentations in AE
• Final Cut Pro X 101
• Framer Crash Course – Design, Code, and Collaborate
• Fusion 360 For Hobbyists and Woodworkers
• Futuristic HUD Motion Graphics in After Effects
• Getting Started with Solidworks
• GIMP 2.10 Made Easy for Beginners. Learn GIMP from a pro!
• Graphic Design Bootcamp: Part 1
• Graphic Design Masterclass: Learn Graphic Design in Projects
• Hands-On Sketch 4 Masterclass – Learn Web and Mobile Design
• How a Building is Designed and Built – Part 1 of 6
• How a Building is Designed and Built – Part 2 of 6
• How a Building is Designed and Built – Part 3 of 6
• How a Building is Designed and Built – Part 4 of 6
• How a Building is Designed and Built – Part 5 of 6
• How a Building is Designed and Built – Part 6 of 6
• How to Design a Website on Squarespace – No Coding Required
• Illustrator CC 2019 MasterClass
• iMovie – from beginner to advanced – Updated for 2018
• Kinetic Typography in After Effects: Motion Graphics Course
• LaTeX for Professional Publications
• Learn Adobe Dreamweaver CC – For Absolute Beginners
• Learn Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 – For Absolute Beginners
• Learn Adobe InDesign: Design a Magazine and More in InDesign
• Learn Figma – UI/UX Design Essential Training
• Learn Maya – A Beginners guide to Creating Realistic Scenes
• Learn Maya – Intro to 3D Box Modeling Techniques with Maya
• Learn Professional 2D Game Graphic Design in Photoshop
• Learn the Foundations of Blender
• Learn the Fundamentals of Adobe Edge Animate
• Learn to draw fashion with Adobe Illustrator CC – Beginners
• Learn ZBrush with this Beginners Compendium Online Course
• Learning AutoCAD® 2013
• Learning Autodesk AutoCAD – Crash Course
• Learning Autodesk® Maya® 2013
• Learning Autodesk® Revit® Architecture 2013
• Learning Axure RP 8 – UX Design Fundamentals
• Learning Sketchup for Beginners
• Logo Design Masterclass: Learn Logo Design + Illustrator
• Make a low poly scene in Blender and Unity in 30 minutes
• Make flat design trees in Adobe Illustrator in 30 minutes!
• Make tech circles in Adobe Illustrator in 30 minutes
• Master Adobe Lightroom Fast
• Master Adobe Photoshop Elements 13 the Easy Way – 15 Hours
• Master Web Design in Photoshop
• Mastering Camtasia Studio 9 and Camtasia Mac 3 Preview
• Mastering the Adobe Media Encoder CC
• Mobile App Design In Sketch 3: UX and UI Design From Scratch
• Mobile App Design: From Sketches to Interactive Prototypes
• Mobile Product Design: From Napkin to Launch
• Phantom & Mavic Editing school - edit like a pro!
• Photoshop Beginners Mastery: Zero to Hero in Photoshop
• Photoshop CC 2019 MasterClass
• Photoshop CC for Beginners: Your Complete Guide to Photoshop
• Photoshop CS6 Crash Course
• Photoshop In-Depth: Master all of Photoshop’s Tools Easily
• Premiere Pro CC for Beginners: Video Editing in Premiere
• Produce Engaging Whiteboard Animations in VideoScribe
• Revit Structure 2018 from Zero to Hero
• Rhino 3D tutorials v5 & v6 Beginner Level to Advanced Level
• Siemens NX 10 Essential Training
• Sketch from A to Z: Become an App Designer
• Sketchup Architect Beginner Fast Track
• SolidWorks 2017 Advanced Part Training
• SOLIDWORKS 2017-19 :Become a Certified Associate Today–CSWA
Design

• SOLIDWORKS: Become a Certified Associate Today (CSWA)
• SOLIDWORKS: Become a Certified Professional Today (CSWP)
• the Adobe Lightroom CC + Classic, Made Easy, Taught by a Pro
• The complete AutoCAD 2016 course
• The complete AutoCAD 2018-20 course
• The Complete Beginners Guide to Autodesk Revit Architecture
• The Complete iMovie Course – from Beginner to Advanced 2019!
• The Complete Video Production Bootcamp
• The Procreate 4.1 Super Course
• The Ultimate 2D Game Character Design & Animation Course

• The Ultimate GIMP 2.8 Guide Book included as sold on Amazon
• Thinking Like an Art Director with PaintShop Pro
• UI & Web Design using Adobe Illustrator CC
• UI Animation using Sketch 3, Principle App, and Flinto
• UI/UX design with Adobe XD: Design & Prototype a Mobile App
• Ultimate Photoshop Training: From Beginner to Pro
• User Experience Design Essentials – Adobe XD UI UX Design
• Vector Drawing on the iPad with Affinity Designer
• VFX: Complete Houdini Bootcamp
• Videoscribe Whiteboard Animations: The Complete Guide
• Voice-Over Training: Record And Edit Voice Overs Like A Pro
• Zbrush : Hard Surface Sculpting for all Levels!

Graphic Design

• Adobe CS6 New Features
• Adobe Illustrator CC – Essentials Training Course
• Adobe Illustrator CC – Advanced Training Course
• Adobe Illustrator CC 2018 - New Features
• Adobe Illustrator CC Mastery: Zero to Hero in Illustrator
• Adobe Illustrator CS5 (Beginning, Intermediate, & Advanced)
• Adobe InDesign CC – Advanced Training Course
• Adobe InDesign CC – Essentials Training Course
• Adobe InDesign CC Complete Masterclass: Learn Adobe InDesign
• Adobe Photoshop CC – Advanced Training Course
• Adobe Photoshop CC – Essentials Training Course
• Adobe Photoshop CC Retouching and Effects Masterclass
• Affinity Designer: The Complete Guide to Affinity Designer
• Affinity Photo: Solid Foundations
• Become A Logo Designer
• Canva Graphics Design for Entrepreneurs - Design 11 Projects
• Create Professional Character Designs in Photoshop
• Design a Unique Bookstore-Quality Photo Book with Blurb
• Design and Animate a Gamer UI
• Design Theory Blitz: Quickly Understand GREAT Design
• Drawing and Painting on the iPad with Procreate
• GIMP 2.10 Made Easy for Beginners. Learn GIMP from a pro!
• Graphic Design Bootcamp: Part 1
• Graphic Design Bootcamp: Part 2 Advanced Training
• Graphic Design Masterclass: Learn Graphic Design in Projects
• Graphic Design Masterclass: The Next Level
• Hands-On Sketch 4 Masterclass - Learn Web and Mobile Design
• How to Draw and Sketch for Absolute Beginners
• Illustrator CC 2019 MasterClass
• LaTeX for Professional Publications
• Learn Adobe InDesign: Design a Magazine and More in InDesign
• Learn Professional 2D Game Graphic Design in Photoshop
• Learn to draw fashion with Adobe Illustrator CC – Beginners
• Logo Design Masterclass: Learn Logo Design + Illustrator
• Logo Design: Mastering the Wordmark
• Make flat design trees in Adobe Illustrator in 30 minutes!
### Design

- Make tech circles in Adobe Illustrator in 30 minutes
- Master Adobe Lightroom Fast
- Master Adobe Photoshop Elements 13 the Easy Way – 15 Hours
- Photoshop Beginners Mastery: Zero to Hero in Photoshop
- Photoshop CC 2019 MasterClass
- Photoshop CS6 Crash Course
- Photoshop In-Depth: Master all of Photoshop's Tools Easily
- ProCreate Masterclass: How to Draw and Paint on Your iPad
- Quickly Batch Export & Package Logo Files for Clients
- Sketch from A to Z: Become an App Designer
- the Adobe Lightroom CC + Classic, Made Easy, Taught by a Pro
- The Complete Sketch 5 Course – Design Apps & Websites 2018
- The Digital Painting MEGA Course: Beginner to Advanced
- The Procreate 4.1 Super Course
- The Ultimate GIMP 2.8 GuideBook included as sold on Amazon
- Typographic Logos: Typography and Lettering for Logo Design
- Typography for Designers & Developers – Don’t suck at design
- Ultimate Photoshop Training: From Beginner to Pro

### Mobile Design

- Apple Watch UX: Design Beautiful UI and User Experiences
- Bitfountain iOS Design Foundations
- Effective iOS & Android App Icon Design
- Mobile App Design In Sketch 3: UX and UI Design From Scratch
- Mobile App Design: From Sketches to Interactive Prototypes
- Mobile Product Design: From Napkin to Launch
- Sketch from A to Z: Become an App Designer
- The Complete App Design Course – UX, UI and Design Thinking

### User Experience Design

- Adobe XD UI/UX Design, prototype, and handoff from scratch
- Apple Watch UX: Design Beautiful UI and User Experiences
- Axure RP 8 – Comprehensive training for UX Design
- Become a UX Designer | Learn the Skills & Get the Job
- Design for Humanity: A New Perspective on User Experience
- Design The Future: UX Design For Emerging Technologies
- Gamification & Behavioral Design: The Octalysis Framework
- Gamification: Motivation Psychology & The Art of Engagement
- How to Build Habit-Forming Products
- Information Architecture (IA) Fundamentals
- Learn Figma – UI/UX Design Essential Training
- Learning Axure RP 8 – UX Design Fundamentals
- Service Design: Designing for Experience Over Time
- Sketching for UX Designers – Boost UX work with pen & paper!
- The Complete App Design Course – UX, UI and Design Thinking
- UI/UX design with Adobe XD: Design & Prototype a Mobile App
- Use Eco-friendly, Sustainable Design to Improve your Life
- User Experience Design Essentials – Adobe XD UI UX Design
- User Experience Design Fundamentals
- UX & Design Thinking Quick Start for Application Design
- UX & Web Design Master Course: Strategy, Design, Development
- UX Design & User Experience Design Course – Theory Only
- UX Research for Apps: User-centric from Concept to Launch
- UX Strategy Fundamentals
Design

Web Design

- Adobe Animate CC 2018 – HTML5 Banner Ads
- Adobe Muse CC Course – Design and Launch Websites
- Beginners Guide to Wireframes – A Mini Course
- Build and Host Your Own LAMP Web Server!
- Creating a Responsive Web Design
- Creating Responsive Web Design
- DESIGN RULES: Principles + Practices for Great UI Design
- Detailed Guide to Building Wireframes Using Balsamiq Mockups
- Dreamweaver – Coding your first website using Dreamweaver
- Framer Crash Course – Design, Code, and Collaborate
- How to Design a Website on Squarespace – No Coding Required
- Landing Page Design & Conversion Rate Optimization 2018
- Learn Adobe Dreamweaver CC – For Absolute Beginners
- Learn Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 – For Absolute Beginners
- Learn Web Designing & HTML5/CSS3 Essentials in 4-Hours
- Master Web Design in Photoshop
- Master Wix – Create a Wix Website in 1 hour
- PSD to Responsive HTML5: Beginner to Advanced
- Responsive Design HTML CSS Web design – Dreamweaver CC
- The Complete Flexbox Tutorial: Learn CSS3 Flexbox in 2018
- The Complete Sass & SCSS Course: From Beginner to Advanced
- UI & Web Design using Adobe Illustrator CC
- UI Animation using Sketch 3, Principle App, and Flinto
- Ultimate Web Designer & Developer Course: Build 23 Projects!
- UX & Web Design Master Course: Strategy, Design, Development
- Web Hosting 101: Get Your Website Live on the Web in No Time
- Workflow of Modern Web Design from Wireframes to Style Guide
New technologies are critical for keeping your organization running efficiently. Learn everything you need to know to code websites, apps and databases from scratch.

### Database Design & Development

- 200+ SQL Interview Questions
- Advanced SQL: SQL Expert Certification Preparation Course
- AWS Master Class: Databases In The Cloud With AWS RDS
- Blockchain A-Z™: Learn How To Build Your First Blockchain
- Blockchain Advanced Level: Uses Beyond Bitcoin
- Blockchain Development on Hyperledger Fabric using Composer
- Blockchain for Business 2019: The New Industrial Revolution
- Build a Blockchain & Cryptocurrency | Full-Stack Edition
- Build a Blockchain and a Cryptocurrency from Scratch
- Build and Deploy Your First Decentralized App with Etherem
- Building an Automated SQL Server Performance Tuning Engine
- Compile Your First Ethereum Smart Contract With Solidity
- Complete Google Earth Engine for Remote Sensing & GIS
- Connecting and working with Oracle Cloud DBaaS
- Database Design Introduction
- Ethereum: Decentralized Application Design & Development
- Ethereum and Solidity: The Complete Developer’s Guide
- Ethereum Developer Masterclass: Build Real World Projects
- Implementing a Data Warehouse with SQL Server 2012
- Internet Mapping with Geoserver, Postgres, and Openlayers 3
- Introduction to Apache NiFi (Hortonworks DataFlow – HDF 2.0)
- Introduction to GIS: Spatial Data Analysis with QGIS

### Development Categories

- Database Design & Development
- Programming Languages
- Development Tools
- Mobile Development
- Software Testing
- Web Development

### Featured Development Courses

- **Complete Python Bootcamp: Go from zero...**
  - José Perilla
  - [4.5](#) (180,628)

- **Angular 8 (formerly Angular 2) - The Complete...**
  - Maximilian Schwarzmüller
  - [4.6](#) (90,534)

- Learn SQL +Security(pen) testing from Scratch
- Learn SQL Using PostgreSQL: From Zero to Hero
- LEARNING PATH: Azure: Explore Azure Functions and Logic Apps
- Mainframe: Code DB2 on COBOL Programs for Absolute Beginners
Development

- Master Ethereum & Solidity Programming: Build Real-World Apps
- Mastering Amazon Redshift – Development and Administration
- Mastering SQL Server 2017 Reporting Services From Scratch
- MongoDB – The Complete Developer’s Guide
- MongoDB 3.2: Professional Developer
- MySQL, SQL and Stored Procedures from Beginner to Advanced
- Node, SQL, & PostgreSQL – Mastering Backend Web Development
- NoSQL: Neo4j and Cypher (Part: 1-Beginners)
- NoSQL: Neo4j and Cypher (Part: 2-Intermediate)
- Oracle Database 12c SQL Certified Associate 1Z0-071
- Oracle Database on AWS: Exploring EC2 & RDS from scratch
- Oracle RAC and Grid Infrastructure Concepts
- Oracle SQL : Become a Certified SQL Developer From Scratch!
- Oracle SQL Developer : Tips and Tricks
- PL/SQL by Example – Beginner to Advanced PL/SQL
- Python + SQL + Tableau: Integrating Python, SQL, and Tableau
- Querying Microsoft SQL Server 2012 – (Exam No. 70-461)
- RDS PostgreSQL and DynamoDB CRUD: AWS with Python and Boto3
- Relational Database Design
- Spring Data JPA Using Hibernate
- SQL – MySQL for Data Analytics and Business Intelligence
- SQL & Database Design A–Z™: Learn SQL Server + PostgreSQL
- SQL & PostgreSQL for Beginners
- SQL Server Essentials in an hour: The SELECT statement
- SQL Server High Availability and Disaster Recovery (HA/DR)
- SQL Server SSAS (Multidimensional MDX) – an Introduction
- The Complete Oracle SQL Certification Course
- The Complete PL/SQL Bootcamp : “Beginner to Advanced PL/SQL”
- The Complete Python & PostgreSQL Developer Course
- The Philosophy of FileMaker – Part 1
- The Philosophy of FileMaker – Part 2
- The Philosophy of FileMaker – Part 3
- The Philosophy of FileMaker – Part 4
- The Ultimate MySQL Bootcamp: Go from SQL Beginner to Expert
- The Ultimate Oracle SQL Course
- Tutorial: Set up Multi Org Hyperledger Fabric Network
- Two popular tools – Easily Learn to work with Redis, Vagrant
- Understanding CouchDB : Learn Basic & Advanced NoSQL Skills
- Using Open Source Tools to Create an Enterprise GIS
- Vagrant Quick Start: Virtualized Development Environments
- Vagrant Up! Comprehensive development system automation
- Working with MongoDB

Development Tools

- Amazon EKS Starter: Docker on AWS EKS with Kubernetes
- Ansible Advanced – Hands-On – DevOps
- Ansible for the Absolute Beginner – Hands-On – DevOps
- Apache Maven: Beginner to Guru
- Appium – Mobile Testing with Latest 1.8.2 and Live Projects
- Atlassian Bamboo from Beginner to Advanced!
- Automated Software Testing with Python
- Automation framework development with Selenium C# (Advanced)
- AWS DynamoDB – The Complete Guide (Build 18+ Hands On Demos)
- Azure MasterClass: Analyze Data With Azure Stream Analytics
- Azure MasterClass: Manage Azure Cloud with ARM Templates
- BDD in C# – using Specflow (Cucumber) to develop a REST API and automate software testing
• Beginner: Complete Basics of SAP PO (Process Orchestration)
• Beginning Test Driven Development in C++
• Blender Character Creator: Rigging Humanoid 3D Characters
• Build a Serverless App with AWS Lambda – Hands On!
• Build+Deploy+Test with Jenkins 2.0
• CD/CD with TeamCity From Beginner to Advanced
• Chef for the Absolute Beginners – DevOps
• Chef Fundamentals: A Recipe for Automating Infrastructure
• Continuous Deployments using Spinnaker on AWS and Kubernetes
• Cucumber BDD for Selenium & Appium with Live Projects
• Cucumber with Java–Build Automation Framework in lesser code
• Cumulus Linux Fundamentals, plus Ansible automation
• Deploy Java Spring Apps Online to Amazon Cloud (AWS)
• Designing and Building Custom Apps using Dynamics 365
• DevOps: CI/CD using AWS CodePipeline & Elastic Beanstalk
• DevOps: CI/CD with Jenkins pipelines, Maven, Gradle
• Docker – Hands On for Java Developers
• Docker – Introducing Docker Essentials, Containers, and more
• Docker and Kubernetes: The Complete Guide
• Docker for Java Developers
• Docker for Node.js Projects From a Docker Captain
• Docker for the Absolute Beginner – Hands On – DevOps
• Docker Mastery: The Complete Toolset From a Docker Captain
• Docker Swarm Mastery: DevOps Style Cluster Orchestration
• Eclipse Tutorial For Beginners : Learn Java IDE in 10 Steps
• Entity Framework in Depth: The Complete Guide
• Full Stack Project: Spring Boot 2.0, ReactJS, Redux
• Getting and Writing IT Requirements in a Lean / Agile World
• Git & GitHub Bootcamp & Integration with most popular IDEs
• Git & GitHub Crash Course: Create a Repository From Scratch!
• Git & GitHub Masterclass
• Git Complete: The definitive, step-by-step guide to Git
• Git Essentials: Learn Git with Bitbucket and Sourcetree
• Git for Geeks: Quick Git Training for Developers
• Git for Windows: Step-By-Step Mastery using Commands and GUI
• Git Going Fast: One Hour Git Crash Course
• Git Going with Comparing, Branching and Merging
• Git: Advanced commands
• Git: Branching and Merging
• GitHub Ultimate: Master Git and GitHub – Beginner to Expert
• Grafana and Graphite from Beginner to Advanced (3rd Edition)
• Hortonworks Hadoop Cluster Installation in different ways.
• Host on Amazon S3 For Pennies And Save Your Hosting Budget
• HP LoadRunner 12.55 (Latest Version)
• Introduction to Artificial Neural Network and Deep Learning
• Introduction to Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation WF
• Jenkins 2 Bootcamp: Fully Automate Builds to Deployment 2019
• Kubernetes Certified Administrator by School of Devops®
• Kubernetes for the Absolute Beginners – Hands-on
• Kubernetes Hands-On – Deploy Microservices to the AWS Cloud
• Kubernetes On The Cloud & The CNCF CKA Certification
• Learn DevOps: Advanced Kubernetes Usage
• Learn DevOps: CI/CD with Jenkins using Pipelines and Docker
• Learn DevOps: Infrastructure Automation With Terraform
• Learn DevOps: On-Prem or Cloud Agnostic Kubernetes
• Learn DevOps: The Complete Kubernetes Course
• Learn Git by Doing: A step-by-step guide to version control
• Learn TDD in 24 hours
• Learn Unit Testing with Junit & Mockito in 30 Steps
• Master Java Unit Testing with Spring Boot & Mockito
• Master Network Automation with Python for Network Engineers
• Mastering Ansible
• Mastering Ansible
• Mastering Docker (2017) the devops way by School of Devops®
## Development

- Mastering Puppet for Large Infrastructures
- Microsoft Dynamics 365 Developer/Technical Training – Part 1
- Microsoft Dynamics 365 Developer/Technical Training – Part 2
- Mobile Automation: Appium Cucumber for Android&iOS + Jenkins
- MSTest Unit Testing Tutorial for beginners : C# Unit Testing
- Mule 4 Indepth
- Performance Testing Course with JMeter and Blazemeter
- POSTMAN API Testing – Step by Step for Beginners
- PowerUp Automation with Unified Functional Testing/UFT
- Processing Events with Logstash (includes Filebeat)
- Product Design Management for Agile Practitioners
- Productive coding with WebStorm
- Programming Internet of Things – Beginning to Advanced Level
- Protractor: End to End testing framework for AngularJS Apps
- Puppet for the Absolute Beginners – Hands-on – DevOps
- Red Hat OpenShift With Jenkins: DevOps For Beginners
- REST API Automation With REST Assured – A Complete Guide
- REST API Automation With REST Assured – An Introduction
- REST API Automation:REST Assured,Serenity BDD Framework
- REST API Testing, Automation using POSTMAN
- REST API Testing(Automation) from scratch-Rest Assured java
- REST Assured Fundamentals
- RF Microwave and Radio Frequency Transmission Line Theory
- Robot Framework – Jenkins CI & Git Version Control
- Robot Framework Test Automation - Level 1 (Selenium)
- Robot Framework Test Automation - Level 2
- Robot Framework Test Automation - Saucelabs Integration
- Robust Scrum Product Owner
- ROS Basics: Program Robots!
- ROS For Beginners
- Selenium Mastery: Apply What You Learn Here Today By RicherU
- Selenium WebDriver Training with Java and Many Live Projects
- Selenium WebDriver with C# for Beginners + Live Testing Site
- Selenium WebDriver with Java & Cucumber BDD
- Selenium WebDriver-JAVA|Best for Beginner|Framework–Live App
- Serverless Computing with Azure Functions
- Short and Sweet: Next-Level Git and GitHub – Get Productive
- System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) For Beginners
- TeamCity: continuous integration & DevOps with Java and .NET
- Terraform – Beginner to Advanced 2019
- Testing Angular 4 (previously Angular 2) Apps with Jasmine
- TestNG – All in One (Crash Course), Interview question & MCQ
- The Gradle Masterclass
- Ultimate Ansible Bootcamp by School of Devops®
- Unit Testing and Test Driven Development in Python
- Unit Testing AngularJS: Build Bugfree Apps That Always Work!
- Unit Testing for C# Developers

## Mobile Development

- 3D Game Character Creature – Full Complete Pipeline
- 60-Minute Kotlin Quick Start for Java Developers
- A Beginner’s Guide to Augmented Reality with Unity
- A Beginner’s Guide To Machine Learning with Unity
- Advanced Android – Architecture with Dagger 2 and more
- Advanced iOS: Volume Two – All projects updated to Swift 5
• Android App Development Masterclass using Kotlin
• Android Architecture Masterclass
• Android Java Masterclass – Become an App Developer
• Android Material Design
• Android N: From Beginner to Paid Professional
• Android O & Java – The Complete Android Development Bootcamp
• Android Studio Masterclass: Conquer the Android IDE
• Android Unit Testing and Test Driven Development
• Angry Birds, Crossy Road & more: Game Development in Swift 4
• Angular (Full App) with Angular Material, Angularfire & NgRx
• Apple TV App & Game Development for tvOS
• Apple Watch Programming for iOS Developers – WatchOS 3 Apps
• ARKit and Unity : Build a Drivable Car in Augmented Reality
• Augmented Reality Portal using Apple ARKit framework for AR
• Become a Game Designer the Complete Series Coding to Design
• Become an Android Developer from Scratch
• Blackberry 10 Native Development using Cascades
• Blockchain Programming in iOS Using Swift
• Build 12 Augmented Reality (AR) apps with Unity & Vuforia
• Build 20 SpriteKit Games for iPad and build 15 Websites!
• Build an app with React, Redux and Firestore from scratch
• Build Real World App In Xamarin Forms
• Building Games with Phaser
• Building your First VR Experience with Unity
• Complete C# Unity Developer 2D: Learn to Code Making Games
• Complete C# Unity Developer 3D: Learn to Code Making Games
• Complete Java SE 8 Developer Bootcamp – OCA Prep Included
• Core Data and Realm – Master Data Persistence for iOS
• CoreML – Master Machine Learning for iOS Apps
• Create a Battle Royale game using Unreal Engine 4 Blueprints
• Create a CRUD Application with Ionic 3 and Firebase
• Create Your First React Native App
• Create Your First Video Game – No Coding Skills Required
• Creating a Web App for iPad
• Dart and Flutter: The Complete Developer’s Guide
• Dependency Injection in Android with Dagger 2
• Design Patterns in Java
• Design Patterns in Modern C++
• Design Patterns in Swift
• Discover Voice Controlled AR Apps | Unity & A Cloud Based AI
• Discovering Godot: Make Video Games in Python-like GDScript
• Eclipse IDE for Beginners: Increase Your Java Productivity
• Efficient Java Multithreading with Executors
• Essentials of Developing Windows Store Apps Using C#
• Flutter – Advanced Course
• Flutter – Beginners Course
• Flutter – Intermediate
• Flutter & Dart – The Complete Flutter App Development Course
• From 0 to 1: Design Patterns – 24 That Matter – In Java
• From Sketch Design to iOS 12 App with Swift 4 and Xcode 10
• Game Physics – Introducing Gravitation & Rotation in Unity
• Getting Started with Ionic v2/v3 and Parse Server
• Hacking with watchOS 5 – Build Amazing Apple Watch Apps
• How to Make a Freaking iPhone App – iOS 11 and Swift 4
• How to Program Games: Tile Classics in JS for HTML5 Canvas
• HTML5 Mastery—Build Superior Websites & Mobile Apps NEW 2019
• IntelliJ IDEA Tricks to Boost Productivity for Java Devs
• Intermediate iOS – Complex and Advanced iPhone Apps
• Introduction to Algorithms and Data Structures in Swift 5
• Introduction to Kotlin for Java Developers
• Ionic 4 – Build iOS, Android & Web Apps with Ionic & Angular
• Ionic 4 Crash Course with Heartstone API & Angular
• Ionic Apps with Firebase
• Ionic Basics
• iOS 11 & Swift 4 - The Complete iOS App Development Bootcamp
• iOS 11 & Swift 4: From Beginner to Paid Professional™
• iOS 11 and Xcode 9 - Complete Swift 4 & Objective-C Course
• iOS 12 & Swift - The Complete iOS App Development Bootcamp
• iOS 12 & Swift 4: From Beginner to Paid Professional
• iOS 12 Chat Application like WhatsApp and Viber
• iOS 12: Learn to Code & Build Real iOS 12 Apps in Swift 4.2
• Java Database Connection: JDBC and MySQL
• Java Design Patterns – The Complete Masterclass
• Java Design Patterns & SOLID Design Principles
• Java from Beginner to Expert
• Java Interview Guide : 200+ Interview Questions and Answers
• Java Memory Management
• Java Multithreading
• Java Programming Masterclass for Software Developers
• Java Puzzles to Eliminate Code Fear
• Java Spring Tutorial Masterclass – Learn Spring Framework 5
• Java Tutorial for Complete Beginners
• JavaScript Game Development: Create Your Own Breakout Game
• Kotlin Android Development Masterclass
• Kotlin for Android & Java Developers: Clean Code on Android
• Kotlin for Android: Beginner to Advanced
• Kotlin for Java Developers
• Learn Advanced C# Scripting in Unity 5 for Games
• Learn Advanced Game Mechanics in Unity for Game Development
• Learn Android Application Development
• Learn Flutter & Dart to Build iOS & Android Apps
• Learn Ionic 3 From Scratch
• Learn Java the Easy Way: Build Desktop & Android Mobile Apps
• Learn MVVM in Xamarin Forms and C#

• Learn Spring Boot – Rapid Spring Application Development
• Learn Spring Boot in 100 Steps – Beginner to Expert
• Learn To Create An RPG Game In Unity
• Learn to Create Pixel Art for your Games
• Learn Xamarin by Creating Real World Cross-Platform Apps
• Lua Programming and Game Development with LÖVE
• MacOS Apps for iOS Developers
• Master Ionic 3 with Ionic Native and Cordova Integrations
• Master Object Oriented Design in Java – Homework + Solutions
• Mastering ARKit for iOS
• Mastering Server Side Swift Using Vapor 3
• Mathematics for Computer Games Development using Unity
• Multithreading and Parallel Computing in Java
• NativeScript + Angular: Build Native iOS, Android & Web Apps
• Objective-C Crash Course for Swift Developers
• Phonegap & Ludei - Build HTML5 CSS & JS Apps
• Professional iOS Chat App with Social Login using Firebase 3
• Protocol Oriented Programming in Swift 4 and iOS 11
• React Native – The Practical Guide
• React Native: Advanced Concepts
• Reactive Programming in iOS with RxSwift
• RPG Core Combat Creator: Learn Intermediate Unity C# Coding
• Shader Development from Scratch for Unity with Cg
• Spring Boot For Software Engineers
• Spring Framework 5: Beginner to Guru
• Spring Framework DevOps on AWS
• Spring Framework In Easy Steps
• Spring Framework Master Class – Learn Spring the Modern Way!
• Spring MVC For Beginners : Build Java Web App in 25 Steps
• Swift 5 Programming For Beginners
• SwiftUI – Learn How to Build Beautiful, Robust, Apps
• The 10 Day iPhone App Bootcamp – NEW iOS 12 and Xcode 10
• The Complete Android Oreo Developer Course – Build 23 Apps!
• The Complete ARKit Course – Build 11 Augmented Reality Apps
• The Complete Crowdfunding Course for Kickstarter & Indiegogo
• The Complete Flutter Development Bootcamp with Dart
• The Complete iOS 11 & Swift Developer Course – Build 20 Apps
• The Complete iOS 12 & Swift Developer Course – Build 28 Apps
• The Complete Java Certification Course
• The Complete Kotlin Developer Course
• The Complete React Native and Redux Course
• The complete React Native course (2nd edition)
• The Complete RxJava 2 For Android Development Masterclass
• The Complete Xamarin Developer Course: iOS And Android!
• The Comprehensive 2019 Android Development Masterclass
• The Comprehensive Guide to Scene Kit – 3D iOS Development
• The Essential Kotlin Programming Course (Android Developers)
• The Java Spring Tutorial: Learn Java’s Popular Web Framework

Programming Languages

• 100 Python Exercises: Evaluate and Improve Your Skills
• Absolute Introduction to Object Oriented Programming in Java
• Advanced Algorithms in Java
• Advanced C Programming: Pointers
• Advanced Javascript
• Advanced Object Oriented Analysis of Hard Problems using UML
• Algorithmic Problems in Java (+INTERVIEW QUESTIONS)
• Algorithmic Problems in Python
• Algorithms and Data Structures in C#: Complete Tutorial
• Algorithms and Data Structures in Java – Part II
• Algorithms Bootcamp in C++
• An 16 Hour C# Course With Microsoft Visual Studio 2013
• API in C#: The Best Practices of Design and Implementation
• Artificial Intelligence I: Basics and Games in Java
• ASP.Net Live Project
• Asynchronous JavaScript
• Automate the Boring Stuff with Python Programming
• Bash Scripting and Shell Programming (Linux Command Line)
• Basic C# Clearly Explained
• Basics of Software Architecture & Design Patterns in Java
• Beginning C++ Programming – From Beginner to Beyond
Development

- Beginning Modern C++ (C++11/C++14)
- Boost Your C# With Behavioural Design Patterns
- Boost Your C# With Structural And Creational Design Patterns
- Building Apps Using Amazon's Alexa and Lex
- C Programming For Beginners
- C Programming For Beginners – Master the C Language
- C Programming Tutorial – Complete Tutorial For Beginners
- C# Advanced Topics – The Next Logical Step
- C# Advanced Topics: Prepare for Technical Interviews
- C# Basics for Beginners: Learn C# Fundamentals by Coding
- C# Developers: Double Your Coding Speed with Visual Studio
- C# Developers: Learn the Art of Writing Clean Code
- C# in Depth: Puzzles, Gotchas, Questions at Interviews
- C# Intermediate Programming : Applications Driven Approach
- C# Intermediate: Classes, Interfaces and OOP
- C# Memory Tricks: Learn How To Master The Garbage Collector
- C# Performance Tricks: How To Radically Speed Up Your Code.
- C++ Working with Files – fstream I/O library
- C++: From Beginner to Expert
- Coding for Writers: Basic Programming
- Combinatorial Problems and Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm
- Complete C# Masterclass
- Complete Guide to Protocol Buffers 3 [Java, Golang, Python]
- Complete Java SE 8 Developer Bootcamp – OCA Prep Included
- Complete JDBC Programming Part-1
- Complete JDBC Programming Part-2
- Complete Linux Bootcamp for Beginners
- Complete Practical LINQ Tutorial in C#
- Complete Python 3 Masterclass Journey
- Complete Python Bootcamp: Go from zero to hero in Python 3
- Complete Salesforce Certified Platform Developer 1 Course
- Complete UiPath RPA Developer Course: Build 7 Robots
- Comprehensive Ruby on Rails
- Comprehensive Ruby Programming
- Computer Science 101: Master the Theory Behind Programming
- Core Java Made Easy
- Dart – Advanced Course
- Dart – Beginners Course
- Dart – Intermediate Course
- Data Structures and Algorithms Bootcamp
- Data Structures and Algorithms in C++ For Coding Interview
- Data Structures and Algorithms in Swift
- Data Structures and Algorithms: Deep Dive Using Java
- Data Structures in Java – Part I (+INTERVIEW QUESTIONS)
- Data Visualization with MATLAB – Projects and Examples
- Dependency Injection in C# and .NET with the Autofac Library
- Design Patterns in C# and .NET
- Design Patterns in JavaScript
- Design Patterns in Modern C++
- Design Patterns in Swift
- Digital Signal Processing (DSP) From Ground Up™ with MATLAB
- Efficient Java Multithreading with Executors
- End to End Java Project Development Using Spring Boot
- Essentials in JavaScript ES6 – A Fun and Clear Introduction
- Essentials of Developing Windows Store Apps Using C#
- Flutter & Dart – The Complete Flutter App Development Course
- Functional Programming For Beginners With JavaScript
- Fundamentals of Programming: Understanding C#
- Get Started with MATLAB & Simulink: An Intro for Beginners
- Getting Started with PHP 7
- Getting Started with Ruby on Rails
- Go Full Stack with Spring Boot and React
- Go: The Complete Bootcamp Course (Golang)
- Go: The Complete Developer’s Guide (Golang)
- Go: The Complete Developer’s Guide to Golang: 4-in-1
- gRPC [Golang] Master Class: Build Modern API & Microservices
- Hacking with macOS – Build 18 Desktop Apps with Swift 5
- HDPCD:Spark using Python (pyspark)
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- How To Become An Outstanding Solution Architect
- How to Program Voxel Worlds Like Minecraft with C# in Unity
- How To Write Bulletproof Multi-Threaded C# Code
- Intro To Dynamic Programming – Coding Interview Preparation
- Introduction to Kotlin for Java Developers
- Introduction to Programming
- Introduction to TypeScript Development
- Java 8 New Features In Simple Way
- Java 9 New Features In Simple Way: JShell, JPMS and More
- Java Certification : OCP (1Z0-809) Exam Simulation [2019]
- Java Design Patterns – The Complete Masterclass
- Java Design Patterns & SOLID Design Principles
- Java from Beginner to Expert
- Java In–Depth: Become a Complete Java Engineer!
- Java Interview Guide : 200+ Interview Questions and Answers
- Java Masterclass – Beginner to Expert Guide
- Java Maven :101 Stop Building Java Programs the Hard Way!
- Java Maven :102 The Truth About Building Java Programs
- Java Memory Management
- Java Multithreading
- Java Multithreading, Concurrency & Performance Optimization
- Java Non–Blocking IO with Java.NIO and Design Patterns
- Java Programming Masterclass for Software Developers
- Java Puzzles to Eliminate Code Fear
- Java Streams API Developer Guide
- Java Swing (GUI) Programming: From Beginner to Expert
- Java Tutorial for Complete Beginners
- JavaScript Basics for Beginners
- JavaScript JSON and AJAX Explained JavaScript Objects
- JDBC Servlets and JSP – Java Web Development Fundamentals
- JSF 2.2 – Java Server Faces for Beginners – Build a DB App
- Kotlin for Beginners: Learn Programming With Kotlin
- Learn Advanced C++ Programming
- Learn Advanced Python Programming
- Learn API Technical Writing 2: REST for Writers
- Learn API Technical Writing: JSON and XML for Writers
- Learn Basic Microsoft ASP.Net Development with Visual Studio
- Learn Blockchain By Building Your Own In JavaScript
- Learn C# for Beginners Crash Course
- Learn C# Programming (In Ten Easy Steps)
- Learn C# With Windows Forms and SQL Server
- Learn C#.Net Core With Real World Examples
- Learn How To Code: Google's Go (golang) Programming Language
- Learn Java Programming Crash Course
- Learn Java the Easy Way: Build Desktop & Android Mobile Apps
- Learn MATLAB and Simulink Programming
- Learn MATLAB programming, debugging, and style
- Learn Parallel Programming with C# and .NET
- Learn Perl 5 By Doing It
- Learn PHP 7 and Laravel Master Course
- Learn Python by Building a Blockchain & Cryptocurrency
- Learn Python Programming Masterclass
- Learn RabbitMQ: Asynchronous Messaging with Java and Spring
- Learn SAP ABAP Objects – Online Training Course
- Learn TDD in Java
- Learn To Program with Pascal
- Learning Haskell Programming
- Learning Path: Functional Programming in JavaScript
- LEARNING PATH: Python: Functional Programming with Python
- Let’s Code: C# and Windows Forms Exercises for Beginners
- Linked List Data Structure using Python
- Linux Shell Course for Beginners – Lite
- Live Project On ASP.Net Core 2.0 MVC(Formerly ASP.Net MVC 5)
- Mainframe : The Complete TSO/ISPF from Beginner to Expert
- Mainframe: The Complete JCL Course from Beginner to Expert
- Markdown Mastery: Simple yet Powerful Writing Format
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- Markdown: Learn to Write HTML-Ready Content in ANY Web Tool!
- Master Computer Vision™ OpenCV4 in Python with Deep Learning
- Master Drools – Turn Complex Logic into Simple to Read Rules
- Master MATLAB through Guided Problem Solving
- Master Microsoft PowerShell
- Master Object Oriented Design in Java – Homework + Solutions
- Master the Art of Writing Clean Code in C#
- Mastering C++ Standard Library Features
- Mastering LINQ with C# and .NET
- Mastering Reactive Extensions with C# and .NET
- MATLAB/SIMULINK Bible | Go From Zero to Hero!
- Maven Crash Course
- Maven Crash Course: Step-by-Step Introduction for Beginners
- Maven Quick Start: A Fast Introduction to Maven by Example
- Modern .NET Ecosystem and .NET Core
- Multi-objective Optimization Problems and Algorithms
- Multithreading and Parallel Computing in Java
- Multithreading and Parallel Programming in C#
- NLP – Natural Language Processing with Python
- NodeJS – The Complete Guide (incl. MVC, REST APIs, GraphQL)
- Object Orientation in PHP
- Object Oriented Analysis, Design & Programming with UML
- Object Oriented Programming with C# – Beginner to Advanced
- Objected Oriented Programming With C# and Visual Studio 2017
- OOP Object Oriented Programming In PHP 7
- Optimization problems and algorithms
- Oracle Java Certification – Pass the Associate 1Z0-808 Exam.
- PHP for Beginners
- Practical Data Structures & Algorithms in Java + HW
- Practical Hands-on Guide for Amazon Alexa Skill Development
- Practical Knowledge Modelling
- Practical Test Driven Development for Java Programmers
- Pre-Programming: Everything you need to know before you code
- Programming 101
- Programming in SAS for beginners
- Python 2 Network Programming – Build 12 Multi-Vendor Tools
- Python 3 Complete Masterclass – Make Your Job Tasks Easier!
- Python 3 Network Programming – Build 5 Network Applications
- Python 3: Deep Dive (Part 1)
- Python 3: Deep Dive (Part 2)
- Python 3: Deep Dive (Part 3)
- Python and Javascript Programming Bundle
- Python for Beginners – Go from Java to Python in 100 Steps
- Python for Beginners: Learn Python Programming (Python 3)
- Python for Data Structures, Algorithms, and Interviews!
- Python For Maya: Artist Friendly Programming
- Python for Programmers
- Python Network Programming for Network Engineers (Python 3)
- Python OOP – Object Oriented Programming for Beginners
- Python OOP : Four Pillars of OOP in Python 3 for Beginners
- Python Programming: Build Matchmaking Website + Geolocator
- Python Tkinter Masterclass – Learn Python GUI Programming
- R Programming for Statistics and Data Science
- RabbitMQ: The Complete Guide with Software Architecture Applications
- Refactoring Java with IntelliJ IDEA
- Regular Expressions for Beginners – Universal
- Rock the JVM! Advanced Scala and Functional Programming
- Rock the JVM! Akka HTTP with Scala
- Rock the JVM! Akka Persistence with Scala
- Rock the JVM! Akka Streams with Scala
- Rock the JVM! Scala and Functional Programming for
Development

Beginners
- Salesforce Lightning Component
- SAP ABAP Programming For Beginners – Online Training
- SAP ABAP Training – in Plain English
- SAP Debugging for Functional Consultants
- Scala Advanced, Part 1 – The Scala Type System
- Scala Advanced, Part 2 – Best Practices, Async, Serializing
- Scalable programming with Scala and Spark
- Scalable Web Applications with Python, Flask, and SQLAlchemy
- Search Algorithms in Artificial Intelligence with Java
- Shell Scripting: Discover How to Automate Command Line Tasks
- Short and Sweet: Basic Programming Concepts in 2 Hours
- Signal processing problems, solved in MATLAB and in Python
- Software Architecture for the Enterprise Architect
- Software Architecture: Dependency Injection for C# Devs
- Software Architecture: Meta and SOLID Principles in C#
- Software Design: Functional Programming in C#
- Software Development From A to Z – OOP, UML, Agile and more
- Software Development: Better Requirements Gathering Skills
- Sorting Algorithms using Java & C: Make Your Basics Strong
- Spice Up Your C# Code With Advanced Language Features
- Stairway to Scala – Setup Instructions
- Stairway to Scala Applied, Part 1
- Stairway to Scala Applied, Part 2
- Stairway to Scala Applied, Part 3
- TCP/IP Socket Programming in C#.Net For Coders & Students
- The Art of API Documentation
- The Complete Apache Groovy Developer Course
- The Complete Java Certification Course

Software Testing

- The Complete Kotlin Developer Course
- The Complete MacOS Developer Course – Apps for the Desktop!
- The Complete Mainframe Professional Course : TSO/ISPF
- The Complete MATLAB Mastery – From a Beginner to an Expert
- The Complete Node.js Developer Course (3rd Edition)
- The Complete Pandas Bootcamp: Master your Data in Python.
- The Complete Regular Expressions Course with Exercises 2019
- The Essential Kotlin Programming Course (Android Developers)
- The Full JavaScript & ES6 Tutorial – (including ES7 & React)
- The Java Design Patterns Course
- The Modern Python 3 Bootcamp
- The Python Bible™ | Everything You Need to Program in Python
- The Python Mega Course: Build 10 Real World Applications
- The Rust Programming Language
- The Ultimate LINQ with C# Masterclass – Basics to Advanced
- UML Class Diagrams for Programmers
- Understand the Fourier transform and its applications
- Using SOLID Principles to Write Better Code – A Crash Course
- VB.NET Introduction
- VB.NET with VS 2017 and Windows Forms
- Visual Studio Mastery with C# – Double Your Productivity
- What’s New in C#7 and C# 8
- What’s New in Java 9 – Modules and More!
- Windows Presentation Foundation Masterclass
- Write Asynchronous C# Code With Tasks and PLINQ
- x86 Assembly Language From Ground Up™
- XML and XML Schema Definition in Easy Steps

- Appium – Mobile Testing with Latest 1.8.2 and Live Projects
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- Automated Software Testing with Python
- Automation framework development with Selenium C# (Advanced)
- Automation framework with Selenium Java (Advanced)
- BDD in C# – using Specflow (Cucumber) to develop a REST API and automate software testing
- Beginning Test Driven Development in C++
- Build+Deploy+Test with Jenkins 2.0
- Cucumber BDD for Selenium & Appium with Live Projects
- End to End automation testing with Cypress
- HP LoadRunner 12.55 (Latest Version)
- HP UFT / QTP 14.00 (Latest Version)
- Instant Test Driven Development with Java, JUnit and Mockito
- Learn TDD in 24 hours
- Learn Unit Testing with JUnit & Mockito in 30 Steps
- Master Java Unit Testing with Spring Boot & Mockito
- MSTest Unit Testing Tutorial for beginners : C# Unit Testing
- POSTMAN API Testing – Step by Step for Beginners
- PowerUp Automation with Unified Functional Testing/UFT
- Protractor: End to End testing framework for AngularJS Apps
- REST API Automation:REST Assured,Serenity BDD Framework
- REST API Testing, Automation using POSTMAN
- REST API Testing(Automation) from scratch–Rest Assured java
- REST Assured Fundamentals
- Robot Framework – Jenkins CI & Git Version Control
- Robot Framework Test Automation – Level 1 (Selenium)
- Robot Framework Test Automation – Level 2
- Robot Framework Test Automation – Saucelabs Integration
- Rock the JVM! Akka Essentials with Scala
- SDT/Test Architect Essentials –Road to Full stack QA
- Selenium Mastery: Apply What You Learn Here Today By RicherU
- Selenium WebDriver Training with Java and Many Live Projects
- Selenium WebDriver with C# for Beginners + Live Testing Site
- Selenium WebDriver with Docker
- Selenium WebDriver with Java –Basics to Advanced+Frameworks
- Selenium WebDriver with Java & Cucumber BDD
- Selenium WebDriver-JAVA | Best for Beginner | Framework–Live App
- TDD in C# From A to Z
- Testing Angular 4 (previously Angular 2) Apps with Jasmine
- Testing Spring Boot: Beginner to Guru
- TestNG – All in One (Crash Course), Interview question & MCQ
- Unit Testing .Net Core 3 Applications with xUnit .net & MOQ
- Unit Testing and Test Driven Development in NodeJS
- Unit Testing and Test Driven Development in Python
- Unit Testing AngularJS: Build Bugfree Apps That Always Work!
- Unit Testing for C# Developers

Web Development

- 1 Hour CSS
- 1 hour jQuery
- 100 Python Exercises: Evaluate and Improve Your Skills
- 3D Programming with JavaScript and the Three.js 3D Library
- A 18 Hour SQL/SQL Server 2014/Visual Studio 2017 Course
- A Beginners Guide to Advanced JavaScript & ES6 – ES2017
- Accelerated ES6 JavaScript Training
- Accelerated JavaScript Training
- Advanced Algorithms in Java
- Advanced CSS and Sass: Flexbox, Grid, Animations and More!
- Advanced JavaScript Concepts
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- Advanced React and Redux: 2018 Edition
- Advanced REST APIs with Flask and Python
- AJAX: Let's build a COOL project
- AJAX Development
- All about NodeJS
- Angular & NodeJS - The MEAN Stack Guide
- Angular 2 + Rails 5 Bootcamp
- Angular 6 (Angular 2+) & React 16 - The Complete App Guide
- Angular 8 (formerly Angular 2) - The Complete Guide
- Angular 8 Advanced MasterClass & FREE E-Book
- Angular automation with Protractor + Typescript + Cucumber
- Angular Core Deep Dive (with FREE E-Book)
- Angular Crash Course for Busy Developers
- Angular Essentials (Angular 2+ with TypeScript)
- Angular Front To Back
- Angular RxJs Reactive Programming & FREE Ebook
- Angular Security Masterclass (with FREE E-Book)
- Angular Styling & Animations (for Angular 2+)
- AngularJS Authentication: Secure Your App with Auth0
- AngularJS Crash Course for Beginners
- AngularJS Custom Directives with Dan Wahlin
- AngularJS For .Net Developers From Scratch
- AngularJS JumpStart with Dan Wahlin
- Apache Tomcat Server from Beginners to Advanced
- API and Web Service Introduction
- Application security on AWS with Amazon Cognito (June 2017)
- Architect SaaS Applications – Unique Challenges & Solutions
- Asp.Net Core : The Complete Guide To Build RESTful Api’s
- ASP.NET Core Identity Management and Security
- ASP.Net Live Project
- ASP.Net MVC Quick Start: a real-world resume-builder for you
- ASP.NET Web API 2 Hands-On
- Automate the Boring Stuff with Python Programming
- Automate Web Development With Gulp JS
- Backbone Tutorial: Learn Backbonejs from Scratch
- Become a WordPress Developer: Unlocking Power With Code
- Beginner API development in Node, Express, ES6, & MongoDB
- Beginner Full Stack Web Development: HTML, CSS, React & Node
- Beginner VS Code
- Best Wordpress Plugins
- Blockchain applications in Food Safety, Healthcare & Pharma
- Bootstrap 4 – Create 4 Real World Projects
- Bootstrap 4 Beginners: Code a Responsive Landing Page
- Bootstrap 4 From Scratch With 5 Projects
- Bootstrap 4 Quick Start: Code Modern Responsive Websites
- Build a Backend REST API with Python & Django – Advanced
- Build a Backend REST API with Python & Django – Beginner
- Build a Real-world App with ASP.NET Core and Angular 2 (4+)
- Build an app with ASPNET Core and Angular from scratch
- Build an Online Store with React and GraphQL in 90 Minutes
- Build and Host Your Own LAMP Web Server!
- Build Data Visualizations with D3.js & Firebase
- Build Enterprise Applications with Angular 2 (and Angular 4)
- Build Incredible Chatbots
- Build Reactive RESTFUL APIs using Spring Boot/WebFlux
- Build Responsive Real World Websites with CSS3 v2.0
- Build Responsive Real World Websites with HTML5 and CSS3
- Build Web Apps with Vue JS 2 & Firebase
- Build Websites from Scratch with HTML & CSS
- ChatBots: Messenger ChatBot – DialogFlow and nodejs
- Chrome Extensions : Develop 5 chrome extensions from scratch
- Coding for Visual Learners: Learning JavaScript from Scratch
- Compass – powerful SASS library that makes your life easier
- Complete ASP.NET Core 2.0 with Razor Pages
- Complete JSON AJAX API Course – Beginner to Professional
- Complete Python 3 Masterclass Journey
- Complete Python Bootcamp: Go from zero to hero in Python 3
- Complete Python Web Course: Build 8 Python Web Apps
• Comprehensive Ruby on Rails
• Comprehensive Ruby Programming
• Computer Graphics with Modern OpenGL and C++
• Crash Course – Learn to Create a PHP MVC Framework
• Create a MEAN App by Example – Full Stack Course
• Create Chatbot for Website with React and Node.js
• Create Dynamic web Forms with jQuery
• Create REST APIs using Spring Data REST
• Creating websites with Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP)
• CSS – The Complete Guide (incl. Flexbox, Grid & Sass)
• D3.js in Action: Build 12 D3.js Data Visualization Projects
• Deep Dive – ASP.NET WebForms
• Dependency Injection in .NET Core 3 (Second Edition)
• Deploy Java Spring Apps Online to Amazon Cloud (AWS)
• Deploying web apps for new developers on AWS ec2
• Devtools Pro: Beginner to Expert w/ Chrome Developer Tools
• Devtools Pro: The Basics of Chrome Developer Tools
• Dissecting Ruby on Rails 5 – Become a Professional Developer
• Django + AngularJS for a Powerful Web Application
• Django 2.2 & Python | The Ultimate Web Development Bootcamp
• Drupal 8 for Beginners
• Dynamic JavaScript Master Class AJAX JSON Simple APIs
• Electron for Desktop Apps: The Complete Developer’s Guide
• EMME Faster HTML & CSS workflow – Best Tool For Developers
• End to End Java Project Development Using Spring Boot
• ES6 Javascript: The Complete Developer’s Guide
• ES6, ES7 & ES8, TIME to update your JavaScript / ECMAScript!
• Essentials in JavaScript ES6 – A Fun and Clear Introduction
• Free Automated A+ Graded SSL Certificates with Let’s Encrypt
• Full introduction to Views in Drupal 8
• Full-Stack Web Apps with Meteor and React
• Fundamentals of Watson Analytics
• Gatsby Tutorial and Projects Course
• Getting Started with LESS – Beginner Crash Course
• Getting Started with PHP 7
• Getting Started with Ruby on Rails
• Getting started with WebAssembly & Emscripten
• Go Full Stack with WebAssembly & Emscripten
• Go Full Stack with Spring Boot and Angular 7
• Google Apps Script Complete Course – Beginner to Advanced
• Google Assistant development with Actions on Google
• GraphQL (2016)
• GraphQL by Example
• GraphQL with React: The Complete Developers Guide
• gRPC [Java] Master Class: Build Modern API & Microservices
• Guide to Front-End Web Development and Design
• Hands-on Chatbots with Google Dialogflow
• Hello React – React Training for JavaScript Beginners
• High Performance Coding with .NET Core and C#
• Hosting Websites with Amazon Lightsail | AWS for 2019
• How to Create A Website: An HTML Tutorial and CSS Tutorial
• HTML and CSS for Beginners – Build a Website & Launch ONLINE
• HTML5 Mastery—Build Superior Websites & Mobile Apps NEW 2019
• HTML5 Specialist: Comprehensive HTML5 Training
• HTTP to HTTPS - Secure your Website with SSL for Free
• Interactive JavaScript DOM Introduction to the DOM Course
• Intro to Git
• Intro To PHP For Web Development
• Introduction to Collections & Generics in Java
• Introduction to Java EE
• Introduction to TypeScript Development
• Introduction to Unit Testing
• Introduction to Web Development
• Ionic 3 Apps for WooCommerce: Build an eCommerce Mobile App
• Java Enterprise Edition 8 for Beginners course
• Java Masterclass – Beginner to Expert Guide
• Java Message Service - JMS Fundamentals
• Java Non-Blocking IO with Java.NIO and Design Patterns
• Java Persistence: Hibernate and JPA Fundamentals
• Java Spring Tutorial Masterclass – Learn Spring Framework 5
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- Java Web Development Under The Hood
- Java Web Services
- Java Web Services Part 2
- JavaScript Algorithms and Data Structures Masterclass
- JavaScript and Ruby on Rails with React, Angular, and Vue
- JavaScript Basics for Beginners
- JavaScript Beginner Bootcamp (2019)
- JavaScript Bible – JavaScript and ES6 Bootcamp 2019
- JavaScript Bootcamp – Build Real World Applications
- Javascript for Beginners Learn by Doing Practical Exercises
- JavaScript from Beginner to Expert
- Javascript Intermediate level 1 – Mastering the DOM
- Javascript Intermediate level 2 – All about functions
- Javascript Intermediate level 3 – JSON
- JavaScript JSON and AJAX Explained JavaScript Objects
- JavaScript Projects for JavaScript Beginners
- JavaScript: Understanding the Weird Parts
- JavaServer Faces (JSF) Practical Guide
- JDBC Servlets and JSP – Java Web Development Fundamentals
- Jekyll: make fast, secure static sites and blogs with Jekyll
- Joomla: Create a Joomla Website This Weekend With NO CODING!
- jQuery Crash Course: Learn the Essentials of jQuery Fast
- jQuery for Beginners – Create Website Animations Easily
- JSF 2.2 – Java Server Faces for Beginners – Build a DB App
- JSP, Servlet, JSLT + Hibernate: A complete guide
- JSP, Servlets and JDBC for Beginners: Build a Database App
- Just Express (with a bunch of node and http). In detail.
- Laravel 2019, the complete guide with real world projects
- Laravel Homestead
- Learn and Build using Polymer LitElement (beyond Polymer 3)
- Learn and Understand AngularJS
- Learn and Understand D3.js for Data Visualization
- Learn and Understand NodeJS
- Learn Bootstrap 4 By Creating An Advanced Bootstrap Theme
- Learn Bootstrap 4 by Example
- Learn By Example: jQuery
- Learn complete Java – Core & JSP & Servlets
- Learn Drupal 8 module development with examples
- Learn jQuery for beginners web development
- Learn PHP Symfony 4 Hands-On Creating Real World Application
- Learn Protractor(Angular Testing) from scratch +Framework
- Learn Python Programming Masterclass
- Learn SASS and SCSS
- Learn Spring Boot – Rapid Spring Application Development
- Learn Spring Boot in 100 Steps – Beginner to Expert
- Learn Swagger and the Open API Specification
- Learn Symfony 3 framework by practical examples
- Learn to make a colorful one page website
- Learn to make an HTML 5 website with a video background
- Learn to Use jQuery UI Widgets
- Learn Unit Testing with NUnit and C#
- Learn Visual Studio Code
- Learn WCF And Web APIs From Scratch
- Learn Web Designing & HTML5/CSS3 Essentials in 4-Hours
- Learn Webpack 2 from scratch
- Learn what’s new in PHP 7
- Learning Algorithms in JavaScript from Scratch
- Learning Bootstrap – From HTML to Wordpress Theme
- Learning Data Structures in JavaScript from Scratch
- Learning ECMA Script The Next Generation of Javascript
- Live Project On ASP.Net Core 2.0 MVC(Formerly ASP.Net MVC 5)
- Lumen Microservices: Create your Services or APIs with Lumen
- Managed Extensibility Framework, MEF, from Novice to Guru
- Managing EC2 and VPC: AWS with Python and Boto3 Series
- Mapping in Leaflet JS
- Master ASP.NET MVC Core 2.2
- Master Electron v5: Desktop Apps with HTML, JavaScript & CSS
- Master Hibernate and JPA with Spring Boot in 100 Steps
- Master Java Web Services and RESTful API with Spring Boot
- Master Microservices with Spring Boot and Spring Cloud
- Master Riot: Learn Riot.js from Scratch
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- Mastering data visualization in D3.js
- Mastering Django Part 1 – AJAX, Class Based Views, Forms
- Mastering Yii 2
- Materialize CSS From Scratch With 5 Projects
- Maven Crash Course
- MERN Stack Front To Back: Full Stack React, Redux & Node.js
- Meteor and React for Realtime Apps
- MEVP Stack Vue JS 2 Course: MySQL + Express.js + Vue.js +PHP
- Microservices Software Architecture: Patterns and Techniques
- Microservices with Spring Cloud
- Microsoft Azure, SCRUM and MicroServices with .NET
- Migrate from WordPress to Hugo, Step by Step
- Modern .NET Ecosystem and .NET Core
- Modern HTML & CSS From The Beginning (Including Sass)
- Modern JavaScript From The Beginning
- Modern React with Redux [2019 Update]
- NgRx In Depth (Angular 8, with FREE E-Book)
- Node JS: Advanced Concepts
- Node with React: Fullstack Web Development
- Node.js, Express & MongoDB Dev to Deployment
- npm - Mastering the Basics
- Nuxt.js – Vue.js on Steroids
- Object Oriented PHP & MVC
- Object-oriented Programming in JavaScript
- PHP – Send and Receive Mobile Text Messages (SMS)
- PHP Date and Time with Carbon by Edwin Diaz
- PHP for Beginners
- PHP for Beginners – Become a PHP Master - CMS Project
- PHP for Beginners: How to Build an E-Commerce Store
- PHP Login and Registration System – Email Confirm Activation
- PHP MVC Framework CodeIgniter Tutorial for Beginners Project
- PHP OOP: Object Oriented Programming for beginners + Project
- PHP Symfony 4 API Platform + React.js Full Stack
- Masterclass
- PHP Unit Testing with PHPUnit
- PHP with Laravel for beginners – Become a Master in Laravel
- PHP with PDO – ULTIMATE Crash Course
- PHP: The Complete PHP MVC Course
- Pimcore Developer: Implement a Blog from a Bootstrap Theme
- Practical PHP: Master the Basics and Code Dynamic Websites
- Professional Ruby on Rails Developer with Rails 5
- Progressive Web Apps – The Concise PWA Masterclass
- Progressive Web Apps (PWA) – The Complete Guide
- PSD to Responsive HTML5: Beginner to Advanced
- Python and Django Full Stack Web Developer Bootcamp
- Python and Flask Bootcamp: Create Websites using Flask!
- Python Django Dev To Deployment
- Python eCommerce | Build a Django eCommerce Web Application
- Python for Beginners: Learn Python Programming (Python 3)
- Python for Programmers
- Python From Scratch & Selenium WebDriver From Scratch
- Python Programming: Build Matchmaking Website + Geolocator
- Python REST APIs with Flask, Docker, MongoDB, and AWS DevOps
- Qt core for beginners with C++
- React – Mastering Test Driven Development
- React Hooks
- React JS – Mastering Redux
- React JS Web Development – The Essentials Bootcamp
- React JS, Angular & Vue JS – Quickstart & Comparison
- React VR – Creating Virtual Reality Apps
- React vs Angular vs Vue.js by Example
- React, Redux, & Enzyme – Introducing Apps & Tests
- Reactive JS: Are you ready for the next big paradigm shift?
- Redux in Angular (2 and 4+)
- Responsive Web Design: HTML5 + CSS3 for Entrepreneurs 2018
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- REST API Design, Development & Management
- REST API for beginners - Retrofit and Android
- Rest Api's in Asp.Net Core and C#
- Rest API/Web Services testing with SoapUI+Realtime scenarios
- RESTful APIs with Flask and Python
- RESTful API with Laravel (5.0 to 5.2)
- RESTful Web Services with Spring Framework – A quick start
- RESTful Web Services, Java, Spring Boot, Spring MVC and JPA
- Robust Qt & C++ Gui Programming 2D Graphics App Tutorial
- Ruby and Ruby on Rails Starter
- Ruby on Rails Foundations
- Ruby Programming For Everyone
- RxJs 6 In Practice (with FREE E-Book)
- Salesforce Developer Training with real-time project
- SASS – Beginner Crash Course
- SASS from Beginner to Expert
- Sass Workflow
- Scrapy: Powerful Web Scraping & Crawling with Python
- Server Side Rendering with React and Redux
- Serverless React with AWS Amplify – The Complete Guide
- Single-Page Application with ASP.NET & jQuery Hands-On
- So you think you know JavaScript?
- Socket.IO (with websockets) – the details. (socket io v2)
- Spring & Hibernate for Beginners (includes Spring Boot)
- Spring Boot For Software Engineers
- Spring Core Advanced – Beyond the Basics
- Spring Data JPA Using Hibernate
- Spring Framework 5: Beginner to Guru
- Spring Framework DevOps on AWS
- Spring Framework In Easy Steps
- Spring Framework Interview Guide – 200+ Questions & Answers
- Spring Framework Master Class – Learn Spring the Modern Way!
- Spring MVC For Beginners : Build Java Web App in 25 Steps
- Struts 2 Framework for Beginners
- SVG & CSS Animation – Using HTML & CSS
- The Advanced Web Developer Bootcamp
- The Bootstrap 4 Bootcamp
- The Build a SAAS App with Flask Course
- The Coding Interview Bootcamp: Algorithms + Data Structures
- The Complete 2019 Fullstack Web Developer Course
- The Complete 2019 Web Development Bootcamp
- The Complete Angular Course: Beginner to Advanced
- The Complete ASP.NET MVC 5 Course
- The complete ASP.NET MVC Core 2.0 Course
- The Complete Developers Guide to MongoDB
- The Complete Elixir and Phoenix Bootcamp
- The Complete Flexbox Tutorial: Learn CSS3 Flexbox in 2018
- The Complete front end web developer Bootcamp – 14 projects
- The Complete Guide To Build Rest Api’s with Asp.Net and C#
- The Complete Guide to JSON Parsing Using Swift 4
- The Complete JavaScript Course 2019: Build Real Projects!
- The complete JavaScript developer: MEAN stack zero-to-hero
- The Complete Junior to Senior Web Developer Roadmap (2019)
- The Complete Node.js Developer Course (3rd Edition)
- The Complete Python Course | Learn Python by Doing
- The Complete React Developer Course (w/ Hooks and Redux)
- The Complete React Js & Redux Course – Build Modern Web Apps
- The Complete Ruby on Rails Developer Course
- The Complete Sass & SCSS Course: From Beginner to Advanced
- The Complete Web Developer Course 2.0
- The Complete Web Developer in 2019: Zero to Mastery
- The Complete WordPress Theme Development Course
- The Extensive WebGL Series ! - Part1 : Low Level Graphics
- The Full JavaScript & ES6 Tutorial – (including ES7 & React)
- The Java Spring Tutorial: Learn Java’s Popular Web Framework
- The Modern GraphQL Bootcamp (with Node.js and Apollo)
- The Modern JavaScript Bootcamp (2019)
- The Modern Python 3 Bootcamp
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- The Python Bible™ | Everything You Need to Program in Python
- The Python Mega Course: Build 10 Real World Applications
- The Sass Course! Learn Sass for Real-World Websites
- The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide to Django 1.11
- The Web Developer Bootcamp
- Typescript Masterclass & FREE E-Book
- Ubuntu Linux on Windows With VirtualBox For Web Development
- Ultimate AngularJS to Angular Migration Guide
- Ultimate AngularJS: Build a Real-World App from Scratch
- Ultimate CSS Grid Course: From Beginner to Advanced
- Ultimate Web Designer & Developer Course: Build 23 Projects!
- UML and Object-Oriented Design Foundations
- Understanding TypeScript
- Unreal VR Dev: Make VR Experiences with Unreal Engine in C++
- Up and Running with jQuery
- Upgrade from JSP to Thymeleaf with SpringMVC and Spring Boot
- Using Modern JavaScript Today
- Vim for Ruby Developers
- Vim Masterclass
- Vue JS 2 – The Complete Guide (incl. Vue Router & Vuex)
- Vue JS 2.0 – Mastering Web Apps
- Vue JS Essentials with Vuex and Vue Router
- Vue.js Essentials - 3 Course Bundle
- Web Components & Stencil.js – Build Custom HTML Elements
- Web Development Masterclass – Complete Certificate Course
- Web Development w/ Google’s Go (golang) Programming Language
- Web Scraping in Nodejs
- Webpack 2: The Complete Developer’s Guide
- Webpack 4 in 2019: The Complete Tutorial For Beginners
- Webpack 4: Beyond the Basics
- WebServices/Rest API Testing with SoapUI +Real time Projects
- WordPress E-Commerce Development w/ WooCommerce & Storefront
- Wordpress for Beginners – Master Wordpress Quickly
- Wordpress Security – How To Stop Hackers
- WordPress Theme Development with Bootstrap
- Work with RDS and DynamoDB: AWS with Python and Boto3 Series
Money makes the business world go round. 
Master accounting principles, investment strategies, and financial modeling skills.

**Accounting**

- 60 Minutes to Fundamental Accounting Skills
- Accounting 1 Simplified for You
- Accounting 2 Simplified for You
- Accounting For Beginners
- Accounting in 60 Minutes – A Brief Introduction
- Advanced Financial Management for CA/CMA/CFA/ACCA/CS/MBA
- Bookkeeping Basics #1: Understand the Fundamentals
- CFA Level 1 (2019) – Complete Fixed Income
- Core Financial Statement Concepts
- Corporate Internal Controls and Fraud Controls
- Financial Management A Complete Study for CA/CMA/CS/CFA/ACCA
- Financial Statement Auditing Cycles
- Find and Fix Fraud at Your Company
- How to Prepare Your Taxes
- Making Tax Digital – UK HMRC Legislation Explained
- Managerial (Cost) Accounting For Beginners
- Payroll Accounting Introduction
- PCI (Payment Card) Standards for Corporate Professionals
- Planning and Executing a Financial Statement Audit
- Ratio Analysis for Financial Statements
- Shark Accounting – Building a Business by the Numbers!

**Featured Finance & Accounting Courses**

- Introduction to Finance, Accounting, Modeling an... 4.4 (8,331)
- Accounting & Financial Statement Analysis... 4.6 (2,545)
- The Fast Route to a Faster Financial Close
- The invention of the Euro – Robert Mundell
Finance & Accounting

Accounting Software

- Learn QuickBooks Pro 2014 the Easy Way
- Master QuickBooks Pro 2015 & 2016 the Easy Way
- QuickBooks Pro 2013 Training the Easy Way
- QuickBooks Pro 2016 Training: Manage Small Business

Corporate Finance

- Financial Planning & Analysis: Building a Company's Budget
- Introduction to Corporate Finance (Mergers & Acquisitions)
- MBA ASAP Corporate Finance Fundamentals

Finance Fundamentals

- Budgeting for Business
- Finance for Non-Finance: Learn Quick and Easy
- Introduction to Finance, Accounting, Modeling and Valuation
- Introduction to Project Management for Finance and Acct’g

Financial Modeling & Analysis

- Accounting & Financial Statement Analysis: Complete Training
- Acumen Presents: Mihir Desai on Demystifying Finance
- CFA Level 1 (2019) – Complete Derivatives
- CFA Level 1 (2019) – Complete Quantitative Methods
- Commercial Credit Analysis
- Company Valuation & Financial Modeling
- Complete CFA Level I – 2016 curriculum
- Excel Crash Course: Master Excel for Financial Analysis

Finances

- QuickBooks Pro 2017 Training: Manage Small Business Finances
- The Ultimate QuickBooks Pro Training Bundle – 45 Hours

- Mergers & Acquisitions – M&A, Valuation & Selling a Company
- Tesla Company Analysis: Strategy, Marketing, Financials
- The Complete Financial Analyst Training & Investing Course

- Learn Estimating & Cost Control
- Project Management Skills #1 – Financial Appraisal with NPV
- The Complete Finance Manager Course 2019
- Understand Core Finance Principles in 60 Minutes

- Excel for Accountants: Mapping Tables
- Excel for Accountants: Volume 1
- Excel for Accountants: Volume 3
- Finance Training for Financial Analysts
- Financial modeling | Project Finance & Infrastructure | 2018
- Financial Modeling for Startups & Small Businesses
- Financial Modeling: Build a Complete DCF Valuation Model
- Financial Planning & Analysis: Building a Company’s Budget
- Introduction to Financial Modeling for Beginners
- Python for Financial Analysis and Algorithmic Trading
- Seeing the Big Picture: Understanding Financial Statements
Finance & Accounting

- Statistics for Data Analysis Using Excel 2016
- Tesla Company Analysis: Strategy, Marketing, Financials
- The Complete Financial Analyst Course 2019

Investing & Trading

- #1 Cryptocurrency Investment Course: A Step-By-Step Guide
- Advanced Options Concepts – Probability, Greeks, Simulation
- Advanced Stock Trading Course + Strategies
- Advanced Technical Analysis PART 2
- Advanced Technical Analysis PART1!
- Algorithmic Trading In Forex: Create Your First Forex Robot!
- Bitcoin Advanced Level: Transactions
- Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Bootcamp
- Black Algo Trading: Build Your Trading Robot
- Brief Intro to Commercial Real Estate
- Capital Market Immersion
- Certified Bitcoin Professional: Pass The Certification Exam
- CFA Level 1 (2019) – Complete Alternative Investments
- CFA Level 1 (2019) – Complete Equity Investments
- Chart Pattern Technical Analysis for Forex & Stock Trading!
- Create Your Own Hedge Fund: Trade Stocks Like A Fund Manager
- Cryptocurrency Investing: Buy & Trade Bitcoin & Altcoins
- Cryptocurrency Trading Course 2019: Achieve Wins Daily!
- Employee Stock Options & RSUs
- Equity Swaps
- Fixed Income Securities
- Forex MetaTrader 4: Master MT4 Like A Pro Forex Trader
- Forex Robots: Automate Your Trading – Forex Robot Included!
- Forex Strategies: Kelly Criterion, Larry Williams and more!
- Forex Trading A–Z™ – With LIVE Examples of Forex Trading
- Full Cryptocurrency Course: Bitcoin, Ethereum & Blockchain
- Fundamental Financial Math
- Fundamentals of Analyzing Real Estate Investments
- Guide to Stock Trading with Candlestick & Technical Analysis
- Hedge and Mutual Fund Careers: The Complete Guide
- High performance Stock Trading using key Options techniques
- How I Make Consistent Returns Trading Options
- Interest Rate Swaps
- Intro to Analyzing Rental Income Properties
- Introduction to Futures & Options
- Investment Banking: Private Equity 101
- Learn to Trade for Profit: Ten Most Profitable Trading Rules
- Mortgage Backed Securities
- Multifamily Real Estate Investing Rules of Thumb
- Options Trading Basics (3-Course Bundle)
- Options Trading for Rookies: Basic Stock Options Strategies
- Options Trading for Rookies: Make & Manage Profitable Trades
- Options Trading for Rookies: Understand Options Completely
- Options Trading MasterClass: Options With Technical Analysis
- Professional Forex trading: Master class with full analysis
- Stock Market For Beginners - How To Start Investing Today
- Stock Trading & Investing for Beginners
- Stock Trading Strategies: Technical Analysis MasterClass 2
- Technical Analysis – A practical approach for trade entry
- Technical Analysis 101: Master the Basics of Trading
- Technical Analysis MasterClass: Trading By Technical Analysis
- The Complete Bitcoin Course: Get .0001 BTC In Your Wallet
- The Complete Cryptocurrency Course: More than 5 Courses in 1
• The Complete Foundation Stock Trading Course
• The Complete Guide to Professional Trading with Elliott Wave
• The Complete Investment Banking Course 2019
• The Securities Trade Lifecycle
• The Startup Equity Calculator
• The U.S. Residential Mortgage Business
• Trading for Profit: 10 Primary Candlestick Reversal Patterns
• Value Investing Bootcamp: How to Invest Wisely
• VPS for Forex Trading – Protect Your Forex Robots
• Yield Curve Dynamics
HR professionals are dedicated to building a great workforce—and a great work environment. Develop the wide range of skills necessary to empower one of your most important assets: your people.

### Compliance

- A Diversity Deep-Dive, Lessons for Leaders and Managers!
- Acumen Presents: Jonathan Greenblatt on Fighting Hate & Bias
- Biotechnology Business, Law, and Science
- Building an Effective Corporate Code of Conduct
- Complete Health and Safety Auditor Course. OHSAS 18001.
- Corporate Ethics
- CPR, AED and First Aid Certification Course
- Creating a working environment based on RESPECT
- Cyber Security: Beginner’s Training Guide to Online Safety!
- Cybersecurity for HR Professionals
- Employment Law Compliance Made Easy
- HIPAA Workforce Basics
- HR 101: Compliance Made Easy – U.S. Employers Must Have
- Intellectual Property: Inventors, Entrepreneurs, Creators
- Introduction to Corporate Information Security
- Introduction to Security Awareness Campaigns
- Leading Disciplinary Meetings and Investigations
- Learning Business Contracts for Beginners
- Manage Diversity
- Navigate & Respect Age, Ethnic & Racial Differences
- Navigate Diversity
- OSHA Safety Pro: Deadly Concrete Dust. Crystalline Silica.
- OSHA Safety Pro: Hearing Protection Program
- OSHA Safety Pro: MUTCD Work Zone Traffic Control
- OSHA Safety Pro: Personal Protective Equipment
- OSHA Safety Pro: Transport Safety, Part 396 of The FMCSA
- OSHA Safety Pro: Trenching Excavation & Soil Mechanics
- OSHA Workplace Safety (General Industry 6 Hr Class)
- Preventing and Surviving an Active Shooter Incident
- Proper Segregation of Duties for Internal Control
- Psychology of Diversity and Unconscious Bias
- Respect Gender & Sexual Differences & Assert Yourself
- Security Awareness Training
- Security Awareness Training, Internet Security for
Human Resources

- Employees
- Supervisor Leadership Skills for a Safe Workplace
- The Legal Implications of Social Media in the Workplace
- Top Five Wage and Hour Traps for Business
- Trademark Law for Entrepreneurs
- Transgender awareness for work and life: Rachel’s story
- Understanding and Complying with HIPAA
- Understanding and tackling Gender Bias in the workplace
- Understanding HIPAA for the Medical Office
- Understanding Unconscious Bias
- Understanding Unconscious Bias
- Understanding Worker Classification Crash Course
- Your Guide to the Pharmaceutical Industry

Human Resource Fundamentals

- Administrative Human Resources (HR) for Beginners
- Green Jujitsu: Smart Employee Engagement for Sustainability
- HR Metrics That Matter
- Labor Relations for Human Resources
- Learn HR Fundamentals for a Career in Human Resources
- Strategic Planning Basics for Human Resources
- Successful HR in Business

Learning & Development

- Adobe Captivate - Focus on Demonstrations
- Adobe Captivate - Focus on Simulations
- Employee Training: Your Rapid Roadmap to Classroom Success
- Fast, Good & Cheap
- Flipped Learning for Businesses
- How to Add Practice Activities: Official Udemy Course
- How to Create your Course Outline: Official Udemy Course
- How to Design Effective Training Programs
- How to Edit Your Videos: Official Udemy Course
- How to Film your Videos: Official Udemy Course
- How to Improve Your Video Quality: Official Udemy Course
- How to Set your Course Goals: Official Udemy Course
- How To Train Your Team – Team Leadership Management Skills
- Instructional Design Pro (Part 1): No Beginners Allowed!
- Instructional Design Pro (Part 2): No Beginners Allowed!
- Instructional Design Pro (Part 3): No Beginners Allowed!
- Introduction to Learning and Development (HR)
- Leadership | How to Make Best Learning Environment Choices
- Let’s Create a Course in Articulate Storyline 3 / 360
- LX Design: Teach Anything in the Workplace!
- Mind Maps/ Mind Mapping for Teachers, Trainers, & Presenters
- Teach Anybody Anything: Reach Any Learner Anywhere
- The Complete Train the Trainer Bootcamp – Beginners-Advanced
- Train the Trainer Bootcamp Part 1: Mastery Certification
- Train the Trainer Bootcamp Part 2: Mastery Certification
- Train the Trainer Bootcamp Part 3: Mastery Certification
- Train the Trainer Foundation: Adult Education Mastery Course
- Train the Trainer Pro: No Beginners Allowed!
Talent Management

• Attract Great Candidates By Creating A Stand Out Job Advert
• Build A Culture of Freedom & Responsibility by Patty McCord
• Building Your Team: How to put together the perfect team
• Change Management 101 for Human Resources
• Cold Email Recruiter Training: Write Powerful Cold Emails
• Conduct Behavioral Interviews & Be a Great Mentor
• Delivering Organisational Change
• How to Master Hiring: Pick the right candidate every time
• Identifying and Building Digital Leadership Talent
• Instant Skills: Learn Recruitment and Hiring in 70 Minutes
• Interview Questions: Interview Like a Professional HRM
• Interview Training for Hiring Managers and Teams
• INTERVIEW TRAINING: Ask Better Questions, Hire Better People
• Introduction to Hiring and Recruiting Strategy
• Onboarding New Employees: Increase retention and performance
• Optimized Interview: For Hiring Managers & Recruiters
• Organizational Culture, Identity and Change
• Recruiter Secrets: How To Find Your Prospects Interests
• Recruiter Training – Hire Top Employees in 30 days
• Recruitment for startups: How to avoid common pitfalls
• Recruitment Interviewing Essentials: Interviewing Made Easy
• Rock The Review: Get Promoted as VIP Talent
• The Complete Job Interviewing Skills Masterclass Course
• Understanding Performance Management as an HR Professional
• Understanding Yourself and Others Through Myers-Briggs®
• World-Class HR: 21st Century Talent Management
Learn everything you need to pass the top certification exams in IT, master security skills and support your businesses’ infrastructure.

Database Administration

- 10 Things Every Production SQL Server Should Have
- 70-461 Session 6: Querying Microsoft SQL Server (SQL code)
- 70-461, 761: Querying Microsoft SQL Server with Transact-SQL
- A Beginners Guide to Exadata Patching for Oracle DBA’s
- Access 2013 Advanced
- Access 2013 Intermediate
- Access 2013 Introduction
- Access 2016 Advanced
- Access 2016 Intermediate
- Access 2016 Introduction
- Access 2016: Complete Microsoft Access Mastery for Beginners
- Administering Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Databases - 70-462
- Advanced SQL Server Performance Tuning
- Advanced SQL Server Transaction Log Analysis
- Azure Site Recovery
- Beginning Oracle WebLogic for Administrators
- Blockchain and Bitcoin Fundamentals
- Build an SAP Hybris Clustered Landscape
- ComputerCavalry: Creating, Managing, and Restoring Backups!
- Configuring Server 2012 (70-412)
- Foundation to Oracle Database in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
- How I Solve 95% of All SQL Server Outages
- How To Become A SQL Server Cloud Architect on AWS
- How You Can Master the Fundamentals of Transact-SQL

Featured IT Operations Courses

- CCNA 2019 200-125 Video Boot Camp With Chris...
  Chris Bryant
  ★★★★★ 4.6 (21,715)
- CompTIA Security+ Certification (SY0-501):...
  Total Seminars • 170,000+ Students
  ★★★★★ 4.6 (12,096)
- Introduction to Microsoft Access Tables
- Learn Advanced T-SQL For SQL Server Administrator
- Learn Microsoft Access 2013 the Easy Way - 10 Hours
- Learn T-SQL From Scratch For SQL Server Administrator
- Mastering SQL Server 2016 Integration Services (SSIS)
- Microsoft Access 2013 Advanced Course
IT Operations

• Microsoft Access 2016 Master Class: Beginner to Advanced
• Microsoft Access Complete Beginner to Advanced
• Microsoft Access VBA, Design and Advanced Methods Workshop 1
• Microsoft Access VBA, Design and Advanced Methods Workshop 2
• Microsoft Access VBA, Design and Advanced Methods Workshop 3
• Oracle 11g PL/SQL Fundamentals I
• Oracle 11g PL/SQL Fundamentals II
• Oracle Data Guard – Setup and Administration [Advanced]
• Oracle DBA 11g/12c – Database Administration for Junior DBA
• Oracle Goldengate 12c
• Oracle PL/SQL Fundamentals vol. I & II
• Oracle SQL Performance Tuning Masterclass 2019
• Oracle WebLogic 12c for Administrators
• Real World SQL Server From The Ground Up
• SQL for Microsoft Access 2007 to 2016
• SQL Server 2016 Administration
• SQL Server Administration Part 2
• SQL Server Administration Part 3
• SQL Server Administration Part1
• SQL Server Migration and Upgrade Process
• SQL Server Performance Tuning Part 1
• SQL Server Performance Tuning Part 2
• The Ultimate Guide in Becoming a SQL Server DBA

Hardware

• 2019 Ultimate Guide to Raspberry Pi : Tips, Tricks and Hacks
• A Practical Introduction to the BACnet Protocol
• Advanced Programming Paradigms (PLC IV)
• Aerospace Engineering: Aircraft Fundamentals and Advanced
• Arduino Programming and Hardware Fundamentals with Hackster
• ARM Cortex M Microcontroller DMA Programming Demystified
• ARM Cortex–M Bare–Metal Embedded–C Programming
• Beyond Arduino: Electronics for Developers & Makers – (GPIO)
• Build your own GPS tracking system–Raspberry Pi Zero W 2019
• Drone Programming Primer for Software Development
• Electricity & electronics – Robotics, learn by building
• Embedded Linux Step by Step using Beaglebone Black
• Embedded Systems Programming on ARM Cortex–M3/M4 Processor
• Exploring AWS IoT
• Foundations of Embedded Systems with ARM Cortex and STM32
• FPGA Design Learning VHDL
• From Wire to PLC , A Bootcamp In Industrial Automation
• Fusion 360 for 3D Printing – Creating Curved Bodies
• Fusion 360 for 3D Printing – Design Fidget Spinners
• Fusion 360 for 3D Printing – Designing with Components
• Fusion 360 Simulations, Complete Static Structural Training
• Fusion 360 Simulations, Modal Analysis and Event Simulations
• Hands on projects with the I2C protocol – Learn by doing!
• Hands-on Embedded Systems with Atmel SAM4s ARM Processor
• Internet of Things (IoT) – The Mega Course
• Learn SCADA from Scratch – Design, Program and Interface
• Learn Siemens S7–1200 PLC & HMI from Scratch using TIA
• Learn SystemVerilog Assertions and Coverage Coding in–depth
• Learn the Fundamentals of VHDL and FPGA Development
• Learn to build OVM & UVM Testbenches from scratch
• Learn VHDL and FPGA Development
• Learning Cisco Unified Computing System – UCS
• Mastering Microcontroller : TIMERS, PWM, CAN, RTC,LOW POWER
• Mastering Microcontroller with Embedded Driver Development
• Mastering RTOS: Hands on FreeRTOS and STM32Fx with
IT Operations

SystemVerilog Verification 4: Functional Coverage Coding
• Microcontrollers and the C Programming Language (MSP430)
• PLC Object Oriented Programming :Advanced Infrastructure
• PLC Programming From Scratch (PLC I)
• Practical PLC Programming (PLC II)
• Process Visualization with HMI / SCADA (PLC III)
• Raspberry Pi Workshop 2018 Become a Coder / Maker / Inventor
• Risk Management: Master FMEA/FMECA & Criticality from A to Z
• RSLogix5000 Training Using PLC Ladder Logic, Basic
• Starting with Altium Designer
• STM32Fx Microcontroller Custom Bootloader Development
• SystemVerilog Assertions & Functional Coverage FROM SCRATCH
• SystemVerilog Verification -4 : Writing Random TestBench
• SystemVerilog Verification -5: Functional Coverage Coding
• Tech Explorations™ Advanced Arduino Boards and Tools
• Tech Explorations™ Arduino Mastery Projects
• Tech Explorations™ Arduino Robotics with the mBot
• Tech Explorations™ Arduino Step by Step Getting Serious
• Tech Explorations™ Arduino Step by Step: Getting Started
• Tech Explorations™ Arduino: Make an IoT environment monitor
• Tech Explorations™ Basic electronics for Arduino Makers
• Tech Explorations™ KiCad like a Pro
• Tech Explorations™ KiCad Like a Pro 2nd edition
• Tech Explorations™ Make an Open Source Drone
• Tech Explorations™ Raspberry Pi Full Stack Raspbian
• Tech Explorations™ Raspberry Pi: Full Stack Minibian
• Tech Explorations™ The Electronics Workbench: a Setup Guide
• The Ultimate Guide for Land Surveying with Drones – Part 1
• The Ultimate Guide for Land Surveying with Drones – Part 2
• The Ultimate Guide for Land Surveying with Drones – Part 3

IT Certifications

• 2019 Practice Test AWS Solutions Architect Associate
• 70-462: SQL Server Database Administration (DBA)
• 70-764 Administering a SQL Database Infrastructure
• 77-728 Complete Techniques for the MOS Excel Expert Exam
• A+ 2016: Operating Systems Fundamentals
• A+ 2016: PC Assembly Fundamentals
• A+ 2016: PC Components Fundamentals
• AWS Certifications Practice Tests
• AWS Certified Big Data – Specialty 2019 (Exam Prep Course)
• AWS Certified Big Data Specialty 2019 – In Depth & Hands On!
• AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner
• AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner
• AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner 2019
• AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner Practice Exams
• AWS Certified Developer – Associate (2018)
• AWS Certified DevOps Engineer - Professional 2019
• AWS Certified Security Specialty – Practice Tests
• AWS Certified Security Specialty 2019
• AWS Certified Solution Architect – Associate
• AWS Certified Solution Architect Associate – Preparation
• AWS Certified Solutions Architect – Associate
• AWS Certified Solutions Architect –Associate: Practice Tests
• AWS Certified Solutions Architect Associate 2018 – Exam Prep
• AWS Certified Solutions Architect Associate Practice Exams
• AWS Certified SysOps Administrator – Associate (2018)
• AZ-102 – Azure Administrator Certification Transition
• AZ-103 Azure Administrator Exam Certification (AZ-100)
• AZ-300 Azure Architecture Technologies Certification Exam
• AZ-900 Azure Exam Prep: Security Privacy Compliance & Trust
• AZ-900 Azure Exam Prep: Understand Azure Pricing & Support
### IT Operations

- AZ-900 Azure Exam Prep: Understanding Core Azure Services
- Azure AZ-500 Security Technologies Practice Test
- Become an AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner: 2019
- Become An Expert At Microsoft Dynamics 365 For Sales (CRM)
- Become An Expert At Microsoft Dynamics 365 Online Deployment
- Become AWS Certified – Solutions Architect Associate (CSA)
- BGP Mastery For The CCNP ROUTE And TSHOOT Exams
- CCA 131 - Cloudera Certified Hadoop and Spark Administrator
- CCA 159 - Data Analyst using Sqoop, Hive and Impala
- CCA 175 - Spark and Hadoop Developer Certification – Scala
- CCA 175 Spark and Hadoop Developer - Practice Tests
- CCIE Routing & Switching Version 5.0 – BGP
- CCIE Routing & Switching Version 5.0 – IGP
- CCIE Routing & Switching Version 5.0 – Layer 2
- CCIE Routing & Switching Version 5.0 – VPN
- CCIE Routing & Switching Version 5.0 - IP Services - QoS
- CCNA 2016 – CCNA 200-125 exam – a complete guide – Cisco
- CCNA 2019 200-125 Video Boot Camp With Chris Bryant
- CCNA Cyber Ops 210-250 (SECFND) + Kali Linux Hacking Tools
- CCNA Cyber Ops 210-255 (SECOPS)
- CCNA IP Addressing and Subnetting – Practical, Exam Prep
- CCNA MPLS Core technologies and MPLS Layer 3 VPNs: Exam prep
- CCNA NAT configuration and troubleshooting: Cisco CCNA Exam
- CCNA Quiz Questions: Exam prep. Get ready for your exam!
- CCNA Security – 7 Days till your Cisco 210-260 exam – Labs
- CCNA Security 2018 210-260 Video Boot Camp With Chris Bryant
- CCNA VLOGs: Pass your CCNA 200-125, ICND1 or ICND2 exam!
- CCNP All-in-1 Video Boot Camp With Chris Bryant
- CCNP Route –300-101
- CCNP ROUTE 2018 Free Video Boot Camp: BGP Success
- CCNP ROUTE 300-101 Video Boot Camp With Chris Bryant
- CCNP SWITCH 300-115 Video Boot Camp With Chris Bryant
- CCNP Switch Version 2.0 (300-115)
- CCNP TSHOOT 300–135 2017 Video Boot Camp with Chris Bryant
- CCSO – Certified Cloud Security Officer (Updated 2018)
- Certified Ethical Hacker (CEHv10) Exams #UNOFFICIAL#
- Certified Information Security Manager 2019 – CISM
- Certified Kubernetes Administrator (CKA) with Practice Tests
- Chris Bryant's CCNA Practice Exam Pack #1 (ICND1 Topics)
- Chris Bryant's CCNA Practice Exam Pack #2 (ICND2 Topics)
- Cisco CCENT / ICND1 (100-105) + Bonus: The Complete Course
- Cisco CCENT Packet Tracer Ultimate labs: ICND1 Exam prep lab
- Cisco CCNA / ICND1 (100-105) Complete Course: Sims and GNS3
- Cisco CCNA / ICND2 (200-105) Complete Course: Sims and GNS3
- Cisco CCNA & NEW CCENT / ICND1 (100-105) Labs & More!
- Cisco CCNA 200–125 : Full Course For Networking Basics
- Cisco CCNA 200–125: The Complete Course
- Cisco CCNA GNS3 Ultimate Labs: CCNA Exam Prep Labs to pass
- Cisco CCNA ICND2 200-105
- Cisco CCNA Lab Options
- Cisco CCNA Packet Tracer Ultimate labs: CCNA Exam prep labs
- Cisco CCNA Packet Tracer Ultimate labs: ICND2 Exam prep labs
- Cisco CCNA Security 210-260 (IINS)
- Cisco CCNA: The A, B, C's of IPv6
- Cisco CCNA: Vlans, Access-List & NAT + Bonus Material!
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- Cisco CCNP GNS3 Labs: Pass your CCNP exams with GNS3!
- Cisco CCNP Route (300-101): The Complete Course
- Cisco CCNP Switch (300-115): The Complete Course
- Cisco CCNP T-Shoot (300-135): The Complete Course
- Cisco ICND1 100-105 – CCENT Certification Bootcamp
- Cisco ICND2 200-105 – CCNA Bootcamp
- Cisco Networking Fundamentals & iOS Administration Labs
- Cisco NEW CCNA R/S (200-125): The Complete Course
- Cisco VPNs with GNS3 Labs: Practical GRE, IPSec, DMVPN labs
- CISSP Certification Introduction. Prepare for the exam right
- CISSP certification practice questions: Domain 1 & 2 – 2019
- CISSP certification practice questions: Domain 3 & 4 – 2019
- CISSP certification practice questions: Domain 5 & 6 – 2019
- CISSP certification practice questions: Domain 7 & 8 – 2019
- CISSP Certification: CISSP Domain 1 & 2 Video Boot Camp 2019
- CISSP Certification: CISSP Domain 3 & 4 Video Boot Camp 2019
- CISSP Certification: CISSP Domain 5 & 6 Video Boot Camp 2019
- CISSP Certification: CISSP Domain 7 & 8 Video Boot Camp 2019
- CISSP practice questions #2 – ALL CISSP domains 250 Q – 2019
- CISSP practice questions #3 – ALL CISSP domains 250 Q – 2019
- CISSP practice questions #4 – ALL CISSP domains 250 Q – 2019
- Clear and Simple VMware Horizon View 7.5 VCP– DTM (2019)
- Clear and Simple VMware vSphere 6.5 VCP– DCV (VCP 2019)
- COBIT5 Introduction - 30mins ONLY!
- CompTIA A+ Certification 220–901: Practice Tests
- CompTIA A+ Certification 220–902: Practice Tests
- CompTIA A+ Certification 901. The Total Course
- CompTIA A+ Certification 902. The Total Course
- CompTIA Cloud+ Certification Exam Prep CV002 – 2019
- CompTIA Cybersecurity Analyst CySA+ (CSA+): The Total Course
- CompTIA CySA+ (CSO–001) 5 Practice Certification Exams
- CompTIA CySA+ (CSO–001): Complete Course and Practice Exam
- CompTIA IT Fundamentals; FC0–US1. The Total Course
- CompTIA Network+ (N10–007): 6 Practice Exams and Simulations
- CompTIA Network+ Cert (N10–007): Full Course & Practice Exam
- CompTIA Network+ Cert. (N10–007): The Total Course
- CompTIA Security+ (SY0–501): Complete Course & Practice Exam
- CompTIA Security+ (SY0–501): Practice Exams with Simulations
- CompTIA Security+ Cert. (SY0–501): Practice Tests
- CompTIA Security+ Certification (SY0–501): The Total Course
- Computer Hacking Forensic Investigator (CHFIv9) Practice Exam
- Confluent Certified Developer for Apache Kafka (CCDAK)
- Convert HEX to Decimal in under 30 seconds!
- Designing Server 2012 (70–413)
- Docker Certified Associate 2019
- Easily Create a vSphere 6.7 VCP Lab with VMware Workstation
- Ethical Hacking and CompTIA PenTest+ with 2 Practice Tests
- Free CCNP SWITCH Video Boot Camp: HSRP And Security
- Free Cisco CCNA and CCNP Remote Labs! Free Cisco VIRL labs!
- GNS3 Certified Associate Exam Official Course (GNS3A).
- Google Cloud Professional Cloud Architect Practice Test
- HDPCD:Spark using Python (pyspark)
- HDPCD:Spark using Scala
- HP ATP HP0–Y49 and HP2–Z30 exams. Downloadable Videos +more
- Information Security Awareness – ISO 27001:2013
- Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 (70–410)
- iXperts CCNA DCICN Data Center Course
- IQBBA Certified Foundation Level Business Analyst (CFLBA)
- ISO/IEC 20000–1. IT Service Management System
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- ISTQB Certification Advanced Level Test Manager
- ISTQB Certification Agile Testing
- ISTQB Foundation Level Certification (CTFL)
- ISTQB Foundation Level Practice Exams
- ISTQB Foundation Preparation Exam Review FREE
- ISTQB Test Analyst Advanced certification
- ITIL 4 Foundation: Complete Course & 2 Practice Exams
- ITIL 4 Foundation: Practice Certification Exams (6 Exams)
- ITIL Foundation (2011): Complete Course & 2 Practice Exams
- ITIL Foundation (2011/v3): Practice Exams (6 Exams)
- Java Certification : OCA (1Z0–808) Exam Simulation [2019]
- JNCIA (JN0–102) Practice Test
- Kubernetes Certified Application Developer (CKAD) with Tests
- Layer 2 Switching & VLAN’s for Cisco CCNA
- Linux Academy Red Hat Certified Engineer Prep
- Linux Academy Red Hat Certified Systems Administrator Prep
- MB2–716 Dynamics 365 Business Rules, Workflows, BPF (Part 4)
- MB2–716 Dynamics 365 Entities, Relationships, Fields Part 2
- MB2–716 Learn To Configure Microsoft Dynamics 365 Part 1/4
- MB2–718 Cases, Knowledge Base, Customer Service Hub (Part 1)
- MB2–718 Dynamics 365 Queues, Entitlements and SLAs (Part 2)
- MB2–718 Dynamics 365 Unified Service Desk (USD) (Part 4)
- MB2–718 Microsoft Dynamics 365 Field Service (Part 5)
- MB2–718 Service Analysis & Voice of the Customer (Part 3)
- MCSA Windows Server 2016 (70–740) Course
- Microsoft MTA Security Fundamentals: 98–367
- Microsoft Python Certification Exam (98–381): Practice Tests
- Microsoft SCCM Training
- Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Certification (70–741)
- MPLS Fundamentals: Cisco CCNP & Real World
- MPLS Layer 3 VPN
- MTA 98–366 Network Fundamentals Class & Practice Exam Bundle
- MTA 98–367 Security Fundamentals Class & Exam Prep Bundle
- NEW Cisco CCNA IPv4 Course!
- New for 9.2! Part 1 Foundation Certification Training
- NEW! CompTIA A+ 2019 Certification 1001. The Total Course
- NEW! CompTIA A+ 2019 Certification 1002. The Total Course
- NEW! CompTIA Network+ Cert. (N10–007): Practice Tests
- Oracle Java Certification: Shortest Way To Crack OCA 1Z0–808
- Oracle PL/SQL is My Game: EXAM 1Z0-144
- Part 1 and Part 2 Certification Exam Strategy
- Part 1 Foundation Enterprise Architect Certification Trng
- Part 2 Certified Enterprise Architect Certification Training
- Passing Certification Exams with Strategic Test Taking!
- Prepare & Pass AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner Exam
- Prepare RHCSA Exams with Real Exam Practice Test
- Preparing to Certified OpenStack Administrator (COA) Exam
- Python Certification Exam Preparation (PCAP & PCPP
- RHCE Linux System Engineer Complete Course
- Routing Configuration & Router Administration for Cisco CCNA
- Salesforce Administrator Certification Course
- Salesforce Development & Administration for Beginners
- Salesforce Platform Developer 1 Certification Course
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- SAS Programming Advanced Certification Prep Course: 3 in 1
- Server Administration Fundamentals 2017 (Server+ SK0-004)
- Service Cloud Exam: Contact Center Industry Knowledge
- ServiceNow Certified Administration For Beginners
- ServiceNow Certified System Administrator CSA Practice Exam
- Tableau for Beginners: Get CA Certified, Grow Your Career
- The Complete CCNA & CCNP Labs Course 2019– Basic to Advanced
- The Complete Ethical Hacker Certification Exam Prep Course

Network & Security

- 1:M Cyber Security Awareness Training Course for Beginners
- A Comprehensive Guide On Domain Name & Web Hosting
- An Introduction to Profibus DP Networking
- Anatomy of a Cyber Attack: Beginner Hacking with Metasploit!
- Ansible for Network Engineers: Quick Start GNS3 & Ansible
- ARP spoofing & Man In The Middle Attacks Execution & Detection
- AWS Certified Advanced Networking – Specialty 2019
- Basic Cellular Networks Operator Course
- Build a Plug & Play Hacking Box in 3 Hours + Free eBook
- Build an Advanced Keylogger using C++ for Ethical Hacking!
- Build EU GDPR data protection compliance from scratch (CIPT)
- Build Security Incident Response for GDPR data protection
- Cisco – TCP/IP & OSI Network Architecture Models
- Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure – ACI
- Cisco ASA AnyConnect VPN
- Cisco ASA Clientless VPN
- Cisco ASA firewall basics
- Cisco ASA Firewall Fundamentals
- Cisco Firepower Threat Defense (FTD) Firewall Implementation
- Cisco ISE v2.4 Video Training
- Cisco Nexus Training: Go from Beginner to Advanced!
- The Complete Networking Fundamentals Course. Your CCNA start
- The Complete ServiceNow System Administrator Course (2018)
- The Ultimate AWS Certified Solutions Architect – Associate
- Ultimate AWS Certified Developer Associate 2019 – NEW!
- Ultimate AWS Certified Solutions Architect Associate 2019
- Ultimate AWS Certified SysOps Administrator Associate 2019
- Windows Server–Installation, Storage, Compute (Exam 70-740)
- Wireshark Tutorial – Get Wireshark Certification

- Cisco OSPF Breakdown!
- Clear and Simple VMware NSX 6.2 and vSphere Virtual Networks
- Complete, practical SDN and OpenFlow Fundamentals: over 8hrs
- CompTIA PenTest+ (Ethical Hacking) Course & Practice Exam
- Computer Forensics Fundamentals
- Configuring Fortigate Unified Threat Management Appliances
- Conversation on Cryptography: A Total Course w/ Mike Meyers
- Create a 3-Tier Application Using Azure Virtual Machines
- Credit Card Security Basics
- Cryptography Beginners Guide with openSSL
- Cyber Security For Normal People: Protect Yourself Online
- Cyber Security: Network Fundamentals & Network Layer Attacks
- Design, Build and Manage your own Cisco Meraki Network
- Digital Forensics and Electronic Evidence
- Ethical Hacking Course: Protect Yourself From Being Hacked
- Ethical Hacking with Metasploit: Exploit & Post Exploit
- Ethical Hacking: Network Scan by Nmap & Nessus
- Expert Malware Analysis and Reverse Engineering
- Fortinet Fortigate Firewall – Admin Crash Course
- Free Tools for Penetration Testing and Ethical Hacking
IT Operations

- GDPR – in a nutshell
- GNS3 & Packet Tracer Quick Start Guides (vs VRL & Physical)
- GNS3 Fundamentals (Official Course) Part 1
- GNS3 Fundamentals (Official Course) Part 2
- GNS3, Docker, Open vSwitch, SDN, OpenDaylight and OpenFlow
- Hacking For Beginners
- Hacking Web Applications and Penetration Testing: Fast Start
- Hands-on Penetration Testing Labs 2.0
- Hands-on: Complete Penetration Testing and Ethical Hacking
- IBM Qradar SIEM Admin&Config for Incident Response
- IBM Qradar SIEM Fundamentals for Incident Response
- Information Security Awareness – ISO 27001:2013
- Information Security Management Fundamentals for Non-Techies
- Information Systems Security for Professionals: CISSP
- Intermediate Computer Forensics
- Introduction to Cloud Security with Microsoft Azure
- Introduction to Computer Networks for Non-Techies
- Introduction to IP Addressing and Subnetting the Easy Way
- Introduction to Malware Analysis for Incident Responders
- Introduction to SAN and NAS Storage
- Introduction to SDN and OpenFlow
- JNCIA – Juniper Networks Certified Associate (JN0-102)
- Juniper Chassis Clusters (SRX/EX)
- Kali Linux Hacking Lab for Beginners
- Kali Linux Tutorial For Beginners
- Kali Linux Web App Pentesting Labs
- Learn Cryptography Basics in Python and Java
- Learn Ethical Hacking From Scratch
- Learn FISMA Compliance (RMF steps 1-5)
- Learn Hacking Using Android From Scratch
- Learn How to Fix Wi-Fi, Computer, and Networking problems!
- Learn Network Hacking From Scratch (WiFi & Wired)
- Learn Python & Ethical Hacking From Scratch
- Learn Social Engineering From Scratch
- Learn Subnetting So You Can Network With Confidence
- Learn Web Hacking and Penetration Testing for Bug Bounty
- Learn Website Hacking / Penetration Testing From Scratch
- Learn Wi-Fi Password Penetration Testing (WEP/WPA/WPA2)
- Learning Path: Wireshark – The Advanced Network Analysis Tool
- Learning Salt
- Linux Security: The Complete Iptables Firewall Guide
- Mastering BGP in Depth on Cisco Routers
- Mastering Modbus RS485 Network Communication
- Mastering Modbus TCP/IP Network Communication
- Mastering Wireshark 2
- Metasploit Framework: Penetration Testing with Metasploit
- MikroTik RouterOS Hardening LABS
- MikroTik Routing All-in-1 Video Bootcamp
- MikroTik Traffic Control with LABS
- Mobile Penetration Testing of Android Applications
- Network Hacking Continued – Intermediate to Advanced
- Network Security Analysis Using Wireshark, Snort, and SO
- Nginx 2019 – Beginner to Advanced
- Nginx Fundamentals: High Performance Servers from Scratch
- Nmap: Network Security Scanning Basics & Advanced Techniques
- Overlay SDN Solutions (Network Virtualization) Introduction
- Practice Your First Penetration Test: Kali & Metasploit Lab
- Python 3 For Offensive PenTest: A Complete Practical Course
- Python for Network Engineers: Netmiko, NAPALM, pyntc, Telnet
- Python Programming for Network Engineers: Cisco, Netmiko ++
- Real-World Ethical Hacking: Hands-on Cybersecurity
- Risk Management for Cybersecurity and IT Managers
- SDN, NFV, Whitebox switching and OpenFlow Intro 2017 Updates
- Security: Manage Network Security With pfSense Firewall
IT Operations

- Snort Intrusion Detection, Rule Writing, and PCAP Analysis
- Software Defined Networking with VMware NSX
- Start Using Wireshark to Hack like a Pro
- Starting an ISP with MikroTik
- Step by Step: Fault-tolerant, Scalable and Secure AWS Stack
- Storage Area Network with Oracle ZFS on Centos Linux : L1
- Storage Area Network with Oracle ZFS on Centos Linux : L2
- The Absolute Beginners Guide to Cyber Security 2019 – Part 1
- The Complete Cyber Security Course : Anonymous Browsing!
- The Complete Cyber Security Course : End Point Protection!
- The Complete Cyber Security Course : Hackers Exposed!

Operating Systems & Servers

- 70-461 Session 1: Querying Microsoft SQL Server (SQL code)
- 70-461 Session 3: Querying Microsoft SQL Server (T-SQL)
- 70-461 Session 4: Querying Microsoft SQL Server (T-SQL)
- 70-461 Session 5: Querying Microsoft SQL Server (write SQL)
- Active Directory ( AD ) Management using Windows PowerShell
- Active Directory & Group Policy Lab
- Active Directory Lab using Hyper-V Virtualization Platform
- Active Directory on Windows Server 2016 with lab access
- Active Directory with Windows Server 2016: The Total Course
- Administering Windows Server 2012 (70-411)
- Advanced Linux System Administration
- Advanced Windows Performance Troubleshooting
- Asterisk Administrators Guide to VoIP Polycom IP SIP Phones
- Asterisk Made Easy: Learn to Install Asterisk and Linux
- The Complete Cyber Security Course : Network Security!
- The Complete Ethical Hacking Course
- The Complete Kemp VLM Load Balancer Course
- The Complete Nmap Ethical Hacking Course : Network Security
- The Complete Penetration Testing Course: Beginner To Expert
- The Complete Social Engineering, Phishing, OSINT & Malware
- The complete walkthrough of Azure networking services
- The Practical Guide to Mac Security
- Understanding and Troubleshooting SIP
- Web Application Security for Absolute Beginners (no coding!)
- Web Security and Hacking for Beginners
- WiFi Hacking: Wireless Penetration Testing for Beginners
- Zimbra Messaging Server Complete Course
- Azure – Active Directory
- Azure – Deploying Virtual Machines
- Azure – SQL
- Bash Shell Scripting: Crash Course For Beginners
- Build Your Own NetApp Storage Lab, For Free!
- Building an Automated SQL Server Performance Tuning Engine
- CentOS 7 Linux Server: Alternative to Red Hat Enterprise
- Citrix Application and Desktop Virtualization – 7.6
- Citrix NetScaler – Introduction
- Clear and Simple VMware Certified Associate (VCA-DBT)
- Clear and Simple VMware vSphere 6.5 Foundations VCP – Part 1
- Clear and Simple VMware vSphere 6.5 Foundations VCP – Part 2
- Command Line Essentials: Git Bash for Windows
- Complete Exchange 2013 and 2016 Practical Guide
- Complete Linux Administration with Troubleshooting skills
- Complete Linux Bash Shell Scripting with Real Life Examples
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- Complete Linux Training Course to Get Your Dream IT Job 2019
- Complete Windows Server 2016 Administration Course
- Create a vSphere 6.0 VCP Lab with VMware Workstation
- Create Your Own DVR with Mythbuntu (Ubuntu + MythTV)
- Creating and Managing Azure Virtual Machines with PowerShell
- Creating Reports with SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services
- Docker Advanced – SWARM – Hands-on – DevOps
- Docker Crash Course for busy DevOps and Developers
- Ermin Kreponic's Course for CentOS and Red Hat Linux – RHCSA
- Fundamental Computing Skills for the Digital Middle Age
- Get up to speed with Windows 10
- Getting Started with Azure Virtual Machines
- High Availability for the LAMP Stack, Step-by-Step
- How To Begin Your Career As a SQL Server DBA
- How to Install and Configure OPC Client/Server Software
- How to Perform an Express Migration from Exchange to O365
- HP-UFT 12.0 Automation
- Introduction to Server Administration
- Introduction to SIP
- Introduction to Virtualization – One Hour Crash Course
- Introduction to Windows PowerShell 5.1
- Introduction to Windows Server 2012 & Linux for Beginners
- IT Help Desk Professional
- Learn Linux Administration and Supercharge Your Career
- Learn Linux in 5 Days and Level Up Your Career
- Learn Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Best Practices for VLDB
- Learn Microsoft Windows 10 the Easy Way for Beginners
- Learn the Mac Terminal Today
- Learn to Write Your Own Asterisk VOIP Dialplans and Queues
- Learn VirtualBox: Step by Step (Install 5 Operating Systems)
- Learning Linux Essentials: Taking your first steps in Linux
- Learning Path: Automation with Ansible, Puppet, and Salt
- LEARNING PATH: Complete Roadway to Informatica Powercenter 9
- Learning Path: Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager
- Learning Path: Powershell: Getting Started with Powershell 6
- Learning Path: PowerShell: The Road to PowerShell DSC
- Learning VMware vRealize Operations Manager
- Linux Administration Bootcamp: Go from Beginner to Advanced
- Linux Command Line – From Zero to Expert
- Linux Command Line Basics
- Linux Command Line Essentials – Become a Linux Power User!
- Linux Diagnostics And Troubleshooting
- Linux for Beginners
- Linux for Network Engineers: Practical Linux with GNS3
- Linux Mastery: Master the Linux Command Line in 11.5 Hours
- Linux Security Fundamentals: Level up your security skills
- Linux Shell Scripting: A Project-Based Approach to Learning
- Linux Technical interview questions and answers 2019
- Linux Troubleshooting Course with Practical Examples
- Linux Tutorials and Projects (Free)
- Mac OS X Superuser – Use Mac OS X like a Pro
- Master Salesforce Lightning Reports, Dashboards & Listviews
- Mastering DNS on Windows Server 2016
- Mastering Group Policy on Windows Server 2016 w/ Lab Access
- Mastering the Basics of SQL Server Query Optimization
- Mastering Windows 10 Made Easy Training Tutorial
- Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) Training
- Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS)
- Microsoft Windows 8
- Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Training for Beginners
- Migrating from Microsoft Exchange to O365
- Monitoring and Alerting with Prometheus
- Mule3 in Depth
- NetApp Storage Clustered Data ONTAP Complete
- OpenShift for the Absolute Beginners – Hands-on
- OpenStack Essentials
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- Oracle Analytic Functions In-Depth & Advanced Oracle SQL
- Oracle Solaris 11 Administration and Sun Cluster Practical
- Perfect 3 Days Linux Course
- PowerShell – essential course with labs
- PowerShell for Active Directory Administrators with Lab
- Red Hat Enterprise Linux (EL) Administration
- Salesforce Lightning Framework
- Salesforce Lightning: Learn about Salesforce Lightning
- Securing Windows Server 2016
- Sensu – Intermediate
- Sensu – Introduction
- SQL Server 2016 Database Reporting
- SQL Server 2017 Express Basics
- SQL Server Administration: (SQL Server Integration Services)
- SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) – An Introduction
- SQL Server Reporting Services Part 1 (SSRS)
- SQL Server Reporting Services Part 2 (SSRS)
- The Complete Course to Manage G Suite
- The Complete Job Control Language (JCL) Course
- The Complete ServiceNow Developer Course (2018)
- The Guide to macOS Sierra / High Sierra
- Ubuntu Desktop for Beginners: Start Using Linux Today!
- Ubuntu Linux Server Basics
- Ubuntu Linux Server Troubleshooting
- Ubuntu Web Development Setup
- Unleashing the Mac OS X Terminal for Absolute Beginners
- Up & Running with ServiceNow (2018 – London)
- Use SAP BRFplus Like a Pro!
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 1 – Virtualization, ESXi and VMs
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 2 – vCenter, Alarms and Templates
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 3 – Storage, Resources, VM Migration
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 4 – Clusters, Patching, Performance
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 5 – VM Backup and Replication
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 6 – P2V Migrations With Converter
- Web Server IIS Mastery Course
- Windows 10 End User
- Windows 7 New Features
- Windows 8 For Dummies Video Training
- Windows Deployment Services: Build Your Server From Scratch
- Windows Server 2012 System Administration: Get an IT Job!
- Windows Server 2016 Administration with Lab Access
- Windows Server 2019 Training for Beginners
- Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) Training For Beginners
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 1 – Virtualization, ESXi and VMs
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 2 – vCenter, Alarms and Templates
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 3 – Storage, Resources, VM Migration
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 4 – Clusters, Patching, Performance
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 5 – VM Backup and Replication
- VMware vSphere 6.0 Part 6 – P2V Migrations With Converter
- Web Server IIS Mastery Course
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Whether you’re a new manager or want to enhance your existing abilities, build important soft skills like strategy, communication and influence so that you grow as a leader.

Communication

- 12 Strategies for Dealing With Difficult People
- 2019 Complete Public Speaking Masterclass For Every Occasion
- 7 Scientifically Proven Steps to Increase Your Influence
- A Complete Guide to Building Your Network by Keith Ferrazzi
- Active Listening Masterclass
- Acumen Presents: Chris Anderson on Public Speaking
- Acumen Presents: Sheila Heen on Difficult Conversations
- Advanced communication skills for 21st Century leaders
- Ask Better Questions - Build Better Relationships
- Assert Yourself - Master the benefits of assertive behaviour
- Bad Boss: Dealing with a Difficult Manager
- Become the Leader on Effective Workplace Communication
- Better Business Writing Skills
- Better Virtual Meetings: How to Lead Effective Meetings
- Body Language to Help Your Business Career
- Bounce Back From Failure & Turn Conflict into Collaboration
- Business Etiquette 101: Social Skills for Success
- Business Presentation Skills – Excellence Made Easy
- Business Skills: Email Etiquette Rules Everyone Should Know
- CCMM: Learn How to Grow Your Professional Network
- Charisma: You Can Develop Charisma
- Communication & Social Skills
- Communication Fundamentals: How To Communicate Better
- Communication in the Workplace: Using Humor at Work
- Communication Skills every Manager should Master

Leadership & Management Topics

- Communication
- Leadership
- Management
- Strategy

Featured Leadership & Management Courses

- Powerful Speaking
  - Julian Treasure
  - ★★★★☆ 4.4 (4056)
- The Essential Guide for Effective Managers
  - Marie Deveaux
  - ★★★☆☆ 4.2 (182)
- Communication Skills for Beginners
- Communication Skills Machine: Master Persuasion & Influence
- Communication Skills: Use a Teleprompter Effectively
- Complete Guide to Conflict Management in the Workplace
- Complete Media Training Master Class – Confidence on Camera
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- Complete Presentation Skills Masterclass for Every Occasion
- Confidence On Camera: Make Amazing Videos, Easily.
- Conflict Management with Emotional Intelligence
- Conscious Listening
- Constructive Feedback: Manager’s Step-By-Step Guide
- Create ‘How-To’ Writing Like a Pro
- Cross-Cultural Communication: How To Flex Your Style
- Dealing with Conflict at Work: Real World Strategies & Tools
- Difficult Conversations at Work Made Easier
- Difficult Conversations: Master Difficult Conversations
- Digital Body Language
- Digital Diversity/Cyber-Citizen/Cross Cultural Communication
- Drawing for Meetings, Presentations and Trainings
- Editing Mastery: How To Edit Writing To Perfection
- Effective Delegation – How To Delegate Work & Responsibility
- Effective Email Communication: Enhancing Your Voice at Work
- Effective Executive Presentation Skills
- Effective Presentation and TED like Public Speaking
- Email Etiquette: Write More Effective Emails At Work
- Excel at Teaching English: Be a Better ESL Teacher
- Facilitation: You Can Be a Facilitator
- Feedback is Fuel
- Get Big Things Done: Become a Standout Collaborator
- Giving and Receiving Feedback for Management and Leadership
- Giving Effective Feedback: Empower and Retain Your Employees
- Grant Writing for Nonprofits and Freelance Writers
- How to Build your Professional Network
- How to Delegate without Stress: What Managers Need to Know
- How to Manage Difficult Conversations: Beginner’s Guide
- How to Negotiate a Higher Salary with Any Employer
- How to Present Your Thoughts Smoothly, Clearly & Powerfully
- Influencing Others Positively at Work and in Life
- Instant Negotiating Skills: Learn Negotiation in 70 Minutes
- International Business Etiquette
- Intro to Storytelling: Wow Your Crowd
- Jump Start Your Presentation Skills Today to Be The Best!
- Leadership Through The Art Of Masterful Communication
- Leading Disciplinary Meetings and Investigations
- Learn Business Networking Basics in 1 Hour
- Learn to Write Movies: Screenwriting Step by Step
- Listening Skills – The Ultimate Workplace Soft Skills
- Manager’s Guide to Difficult Conversations
- Managing conflict with skill and confidence
- Managing Difficult Conversations with skill and confidence
- Master 120 common phrasal verbs
- Master Business Writing and Editing
- Master Personality Power For Influence And Success
- Mastering Collaboration: Work together for the best results
- Mastering Effective Communication
- Motivation: You Can Become a Motivational Speaker
- Negotiation Fundamentals: How To Negotiate Effectively
- Networking for Introverts: Gracefully Exiting a Conversation
- Networking for Introverts: Overcoming Nervousness
- Networking Growth Hacks: Take Your Career to the Next Level
- Networking with Confidence: Grow Your Circle of Influence
- Ninja Writing: The Four Levels Of Writing Mastery
- Personal Branding: Strengthen Your Professional Reputation
- Personal Media Training
- Pitch Yourself! Learn to Ignite Curiosity + Inspire Action.
- Powerful speaking
- Presentation Skills – Advanced: Speak Without Reading Notes
- Presentation Skills: Give a Great Team Presentation
- Presentation Skills: Give More Powerful, Memorable Talks
- Presentation Skills: How to Give a Virtual Keynote Speech
- Presentation Skills: Master Confident Presentations
- Presenting with Confidence: Prepare, Practice and Perform!
- Public Speaking & Communicating: Skip Theory, Master the Art
- Public Speaking and Presentations Pro: No Beginners Allowed!
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- Public Speaking and Presenting at Work
- Public Speaking Crash Course For Busy Professionals
- Public Speaking Skills: Give a Great Informational Speech
- Public Speaking: You Can Give Great Financial Presentations
- Punctuation Mastery
- Radiate Confidence: How to Create a 1000 Watt Presence
- Report Writing Made Simple
- Seth Godin on Presenting to Persuade
- Soft Skills: The 11 Essential Career Soft Skills
- Solid Foundations in Intercultural Communication
- Speak Like a Pro: Public Speaking for Professionals
- Storytelling for Public Speaking
- Storytelling to Influence
- Tackling sensitive workplace conversations with confidence
- Tactics for tackling difficult people in life and work
- Take Lessons from an Actor -- Speech & Confidence Training
- The Complete Body Language for Business Course
- The Complete Communication Skills Master Class for Life
- The Complete Presentation and Public Speaking/Speech Course
- The Complete Storytelling Course for Speaking & Presenting
- The Story Course – Storytelling Masterclass
- Time Management Public Speaking – Drastically Reduce Prep
- TJ Walker’s 1-Hour Public Speaking Presentation Skills Class
- Winning Communication Skills for Telephone, Conference Calls
- Workplace Communication: You Can Speak Up at Meetings!
- Write Better Emails: Tactics for Smarter Team Communication
- Writing With Confidence: Writing Beginner To Writing Pro
- Writing With Flair (New Edition)
- Writing With Flair: How To Become An Exceptional Writer

Leadership

- 101 Crucial Lessons They Don’t Teach You In Business School
- 21 Day Crash Course in Emotional Intelligence
- 7 steps to effective Performance Management Conversations
- 7 tips for new leaders – avoiding common mistakes
- Acumen Presents: Al Pittampalli on Open-Mindedness
- Acumen Presents: Kim Scott on Radical Candor
- Acumen Presents: Seth Godin’s Leadership Workshop
- Advanced Leadership: Managing People, Knowledge and Change
- Applying Innovation
- Avoiding Common Mistakes New Managers Make
- Balanced Scorecard: Master Your Data Driven Performance
- Be A Better Manager 1 – Influential Management Training
- Be A Better Manager 2 – Data Driven Manager Training
- Be A Better Manager 3 – Team Building Management Training
- Be a Great Mentor: A Practical Guide to Mentorship
- Be Intelligent about your Emotions, Leaders and Managers!
- Better Leadership Through Better Coaching
- Building an All in Culture with Chester Elton
- Building Your Team – Forming to Performing – A Quick Course
- Business Leadership & Management: How To Be A Better Leader
- CCL Boost™: Flip Your Script For New Leader Success
- Climbing the Ladder: Moving from IT Pro to Manager
- Coaching Managers & Leaders for Continuous Improvement
- Coaching Skills For Retail Managers
- Collaboration and Emotional Intelligence
- Conscious Business Module 1: True Success by Being Yourself
- Conscious Business: Building Collaborative & Engaged Teams
- Conscious Business: Building Empowered Relationships
- Culture | How to be a Great Coach
- Culture | How to Make Team Decisions
- Culture | How to Manage Team Conflict
- Day-to-Day Leadership that Gets Results
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- Decision Making: Solve Problems with Emotional Intelligence
- Delegation Mastery: Increase Productivity & Hit Your Goals!
- Deliver Powerful, Painless Feedback to Motivate vs Frustrate
- Delivering Useful Feedback in a Corporate Setting
- Disciplined Dreaming: Lead Breakthrough Creativity at Work
- Discovering the Leader Within You
- Effective Delegation
- Effective Delegation for New Managers
- Emotional Intelligence at Work: Learn from Your Emotions
- Emotional Intelligence Training: EI in the Workplace
- Emotional Intelligence: How To Influence People & Businesses
- Ethical Decision Making Framework
- Form Your Virtual Team & Lead Your Virtual Team
- How to Become a Corporate Leader
- How to Become a Workplace Coach: The Fundamentals
- How to Hire & Manage Virtual Teams
- How to Manage & Influence Your Virtual Team
- How to Manage by Delegating (So You Can Achieve Your Goals)!
- How to Motivate Employees (So That Productivity Increases)!
- How to Succeed In Your First Management Job
- How to Use Leadership Styles Effectively: Matched Leadership
- Inclusive Leadership: Working with Equality and Diversity
- Intro to Entrepreneurship: Get started as an Entrepreneur
- Leadership & Likability - Striking the Right Balance
- Leadership | How to Make Best Learning Environment Choices
- Leadership | How to Succeed through Direction
- Leadership Masterclass
- Leadership Skills Training: Become an Inspiring Leader!
- Leadership Skills: How to Increase Your Influence at Work
- Leadership Styles and Corporate Culture
- Leadership: Growth Mindset for Leadership and Organizations
- Leadership: How to Become an Effective CEO, Leader, Manager
- Leadership: How to Influence, Inspire and Impact as a Leader
- Leadership: New Manager Training for Technical Professionals
- Leadership: Practical Leadership Skills
- Leadership: Teaching Managers to be Leaders
- Leadership: You Can Speak Like a Leader
- Leading Effective 1-on-1 Meetings: Win loyalty and retention
- Leading Effective Meetings – You Can Lead Effective Meetings
- Leading Global Teams – Inclusively
- Leading Global Virtual Teams
- Leading Millennials: How to be an Effective Coach!
- Leading Virtual Teams – A Quick Course
- Lean Leadership, Lean Culture & Lean Management
- Lean Management: Reduce waste and boost efficiency
- Management & Leadership
- Management Coaching Employee Performance Coach Certification
- Management Crash Course: Tactical Training for New Managers
- Management Skills – Build Employee Engagement & Performance
- Management Skills – Team Leadership Skills Masterclass 2019
- Management Skills: New Manager Training in Essential Skills
- Managing Change Fundamentals: The People Side
- Managing Employees Young & Old (Multi-Generation Mgmt)
- Managing Generational Conflict
- Master Persuasion Psychology
- Master your Decision-Making Skills, Leaders and Managers!
- Masterclass: Introduction to Emotional Intelligence
- Mentor for Impact – Start Mentoring
- Moral Leadership: The Principles of Transformational Leaders
- Motivating Your Team – A Quick Course
- Motivation: The Science of Motivating Yourself and Your Team
- Motivational Ethics
- New Leader Crash Course Part 2
- New Leader Crash Course Part 3
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- New Manager: The Basics and More of Being a Great Leader
- New Manager’s Five-week Success System: 25 Days > Management
- People Power: How to influence anyone anywhere
- Performance appraisal: Manager’s guide to performance review
- Performance Management: Build a High Performing Team
- Performance Management: Objective setting for new managers
- Persuasion Masterclass: How To Powerfully Influence Anyone
- Roadmap to Leadership
- Seven effective ways to maximise Team Performance
- Simple Strategies from Game Theory, for Leaders & Managers!
- Succeed, Influence and Inspire as a Woman in Leadership
- Talent Development for Leaders: Develop Your High-Potentials
- Team Facilitation: The Core Skill of Great Team Leaders
- Team Leadership: A Master Class in High Performing Teams
- The Climb: 6 Steps to a Powerful Personal Brand
- The Emotionally Intelligent Leader
- The Essentials of Feedback & Performance Management (2018)
- The FliPsides of Collaborative Decision Making
- The Manager’s Guide to Effective One on One Meetings
- The Science of Leadership
- The Soul of Leadership with Deepak Chopra
- The Superboss Playbook for Managers
- Think Like a Leader with Brian Tracy
- Traits of the Best by Molly Fletcher
- Understanding and developing Emotional Intelligence
- Understanding Personality Types at Work
- Why EQ Trumps IQ
- Women Empowerment Coach Certification #1 ECA Accredited
- Women Empowerment Coach Certification #2 ECA Accredited
- Women Empowerment Coach Certification #3 ECA Accredited
- Women’s Leadership Masterclass
- Workplace Communication: Effectively Deliver Criticism

Management

- A Mini Course on Time Management
- Be Approachable & Coach as a Manager
- Build Upwards Relationships & Manage Your Career
- Build Your Team Like a Pro: Partners and Employees
- Building Influence at Work
- Career Navigator: A Manager’s Guide to Career Development
- Coaching skills for managers
- Developing Emotional Intelligence in Teams
- Effectively Managing Employee Performance
- Essential Lean Manufacturing for Management Consultants
- Global Business: Cultural and Behavioral Norms
- Goal Crushing: Use OKRs to achieve business results
- Goal Setting at Work: Plan for Success and Reach Your Goals
- How To Reduce Constant Work Interruptions
- How to Run truly Productive Meetings – and add value
- Leadership Ethics, Integrity, Morality: Insights & Lessons!
- Leading Effective Meetings
- Leading Effective Meetings: Beginner’s Guide
- Learn Social Psychology Fundamentals
- Make Meetings Work & Tackle Time Management Troubles
- Managing Change Resistance – Clear a Path to Success
- People Skills – How People Tick
- Performance Management For Managers
- Probability & Statistics Misconceptions in Decision Making!
- Productivity Machine: Time Management & Productivity Hacks
- Quick Start to Todoist
- Risk Management for Cybersecurity and IT Managers
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• Six steps to leading productive meetings
• Teamwork
• The Complete Soft Skills Course for Techies and Coders
• The Essential Guide for Effective Managers

Strategy

• 1 day MVP 2.0 | Go from idea to MVP in just 1 day
• 12 Steps Business Case Development
• Acumen Presents: Adam Grant on Developing Original Ideas
• AMAZING Change Management Plan
• An Entire MBA in 1 Course: Award Winning Business School Prof
• Building a Balanced Scorecard
• Business Continuity Management System. ISO 22301.
• Business Fundamentals: Corporate Strategy
• Business Model Innovation: Differentiate & Grow Your Company
• Business Strategy Execution: The Agile/Lean Way
• Business Strategy: Learn The Art of Differentiation
• Change Management
• Change Management Training: Master the Change Process!
• China 101: All you need to succeed in the Middle Kingdom
• Connecting Globally When Leading Change
• Consulting Approach to Problem Solving
• Cooper Crash Course: Design Thinking in 3 Steps
• Creating a Mindset for Change
• Creating a Vision for Leading Global Change at Your Company
• Creativity, Design Thinking, and Innovation for Business
• Crowdfunding Startups and Nonprofits: 4 Keys to Success
• Defining a Digital Transformation Roadmap
• Design Thinking + Entrepreneurship: My 8-Step Launch Program
• Design thinking for entrepreneurs & startups (part 1)
• Develop your innovation – Certified Design Thinking Bootcamp
• Effective Business Strategy and Leadership
• The Neuroscience of Reframing & How to Do It
• Time Management Mastery: Do More, Stress Less
• Time Mastery For Managers
• Working Remotely: How To Succeed In The New Workplace
• Essentials of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
• Explaining the Core Theories of Econometrics
• Fundraising Success: Board Engagement & Empowerment
• How to Build Your Nonprofit Startup 1
• How to Identify Key Factors For Winning Change Management
• How To Write A Business Plan & A Winning Business Strategy!
• Ideas, Innovation and Creativity, for Leaders and Managers!
• Importing from China – How to manage your first China trip
• Innovation Master Class
• Innovative Growth Strategy: A Beginner’s Guide
• Introduction to Organization Change – Getting Started
• Lean Enterprise: Corporate Innovation Certification
• Lean Problem-Solving for Team Members and Leaders
• Level 1 Intelligence Analyst Certification
• Level 2 Intelligence Analyst Certification
• Managing and Leading Change: Real World Strategies & Tools
• Managing Organizational Change for Strategic Results
• Master Cognitive Biases and Improve Your Critical Thinking
• Master Strategic Thinking and Problem Solving Skills
• Mastering Your Industry: Competitors, Products, & Suppliers
• NEW Lean Startup Principles Save Entrepreneurs a Fortune!
• OKR Goal Setting 101 – Achieve more goals than ever! Faster!
• Ontologies for Business Analysis
• Rapid Prototyping for Entrepreneurs | Build a Demo in 2 hours
• Retail for Business Analysts and Management Consultants
• Selling Sponsorships for Meetings, Events & Nonprofits
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- Startup Fundamentals! Become a Successful Business Owner!
- Startup Growth Strategies: Simple Approaches for Fast Growth
- Successfully leading through change and uncertainty
- The Complete Business Plan Course (Includes 50 Templates)
- The economic model of emerging countries - Michael Spence
- The Essential Guide to Entrepreneurship by Guy Kawasaki
- The Ultimate Disruption Playbook with Charlene Li
- Think Strategically and Make Your Ideas a Reality
- Understanding Cultural Implications When Leading Change
- Understanding Macroeconomics for University and Business
- Vet Your Startup Ideas With the Startup Matrix
Keep pace with the latest marketing tool, trends and best practices. Explore fundamentals, as well as digital techniques like social media, content marketing and SEO to connect with your customers.

Content Marketing

- 3-Step Writing System: Blogging & Writing Secrets [2019 NEW]
- Blog Post Ideas
- Business & Technical Writing Immersion
- Content Marketing Masterclass: Create Content That Sells
- Content Marketing Mastery 2018: Beginner’s Ultimate Guide
- Copywriting – The Psychology Of Your Irresistible Offer
- Copywriting Blunders: Do You Make these 10 Common Mistakes?
- Copywriting Headline Masterclass
- Copywriting secrets – How to write copy that sells
- Copywriting Secrets: Become a Content Writing Expert
- Copywriting: How To Convert Features Into Benefits That Sell
- Create Animated Explainer Videos – Complete Walkthrough
- Email Marketing – The Complete Guide to MailChimp
- Email Marketing 2018: Build and Launch Effective Campaigns
- Email Marketing 2019 - Beginners Guide To Email Marketing
- Email Marketing A-Z Mailchimp Masterclass For Business 2019
- How To Write Better Headlines – For Content, Email & Social
- Pardot Training: Get up and running with Salesforce Pardot
- Professional Podcast Production, Editing & Blueprint
- The Complete Copywriting Course : Write To Sell in 2019
- The Complete MailChimp Email Marketing Course
- The Ultimate Marketing Training 2019 - Sales Copy

Academy
- Video Editing using DaVinci Resolve
- Viral Blogging 101: Blogging & Content Writing Masterclass
- VP1: Creating Quality Videos for Entrepreneurs & Nonprofits

Featured Marketing Courses

- Digital Marketing Masterclass - 23 Courses...
  Phil Ebner, Diego Davila, Video ...
  ★★★★☆ 4.3 (6,528)

- Instagram Marketing 2020: A Step-By-Step to...
  Benjamin Wilson, Social Fast Lane
  ★★★★★ 4.3 (14,504)

- Web Content Optimization – Building an audience of true fans
- Webinar Presentation Pro: No Beginner’s Allowed!
- Website Copywriting
- Write to Ignite – Master the Art of Sales Copy & Copywriting
Marketing

- Writing Tools & Hacks: Copywriting/Blogging/Content

Digital Marketing

- (2019) Growth Hacking with Digital Marketing [Version 6.2.2]
- 10 YouTube Marketing Strategies That Make Me 6-Figures
- 34 Digital Marketing Hacks – Improve Social Media Marketing
- Become a Growth Marketer: Learn Growth Marketing & Get a Job
- Chatfuel for Beginners: Build a Chatbot Without Coding
- ClickBank Success – Affiliate Marketing Without A Website
- Competition Analysis course for new digital marketers
- ConvertKit 101: Lead Magnets and Landing Pages
- Digital Advertising & Marketing 101: Take The Complete Guide
- Digital Advertising & Marketing 201: Today’s Trends & Topics
- Digital Marketing Automation: Save Time and Get More Done
- Digital Marketing Masterclass – 23 Courses in 1
- Digital Marketing Masterclass:Get Your First 1,000 Customers
- Digital Marketing: How to Generate Sales Leads in 2019
- Ecommerce - Introduction To The Top 12 Ecommerce Platforms
- Facebook Ads & Facebook Marketing MASTERY 2019 | CourseNvy™
- Facebook Ads Profit Bootcamp: Covert Ads into Sales!
- Fast & effective Landing Page course: Start converting today
- Google Tag Manager for Beginners+ (Challenges)
- How To Create Highly Successful Retargeting Campaigns (2019)
- Landing Page Design & Conversion Rate Optimization 2018
- LinkedIn Marketing: B2B Sales & Lead Generation From Scratch
- Marketing Campaign Strategy from A to Z
- Scale Your Business With Web Analytics & Conversion Strategy
- The ActiveCampaign & Interest Driven Sales Funnels Course
- The Complete App Marketing Course
- The Complete Digital Marketing Course – 12 Courses in 1
- The Complete Facebook Ads Course – Beginner to Advanced
- The Complete Facebook Marketing Masterclass
- The Complete Facebook Sales Funnel Blueprint
- The Podcast Masterclass: The Complete Guide to Podcasting
- The Ultimate Digital Marketing Bootcamp
- The Ultimate Facebook Ads and Facebook Marketing Guide 2019
- Website Localization For Translators
- Website Traffic Without SEO: 3 Traffic Boosting Case Studies
- YouTube: Get Laser Targeted Traffic With YouTube Ads

Marketing Analytics & Automation

- A/B Testing and Experimentation for Beginners
- Build Incredible Chatbots
- Building a Facebook Chatbot in Chatfuel
- ChatBots: Messenger ChatBot – DialogFlow and nodejs
- Chatfuel for Beginners: Build a Chatbot Without Coding
- Digital Marketing Automation: Save Time and Get More Done
- Facebook ChatBot Marketing: The Smart Way To Use ManyChat
- Facebook Marketing – Build Facebook Messenger Chatbots
- Google Analytics Certification Exam Training
- Google Analytics Certification: Become Certified & Earn More
- Google Analytics For Beginners (Step by Step)
# Marketing

- Google Analytics for Marketing – Boost Sales & Lower Costs
- Google Analytics Reports and Dashboards with Data Studio
- Google Analytics Training for Beginners
- Google Tag Manager (GTM) Training Course – From Zero to Hero
- Hands-on Chatbots with Google Dialogflow

## Marketing Strategy

- Acumen Presents: Dan Ariely on Changing Customer Behavior
- Advanced Product Management: Vision, Strategy & Metrics
- Become A Conversion Rate Optimization (CRO) Expert
- Become a Product Manager | Learn the Skills & Get the Job
- Brand Campfire: The Art & Science Of Brand Storytelling
- Branding: How to Brand Yourself and Your Business
- Business Branding With Personality: Build An Authentic Brand
- Business Fundamentals: Marketing Strategy
- Dan Rather on Journalism & Finding the Truth in the News
- Debbie Millman on Branding for Social Change
- Double your business – Marketing blueprint/pricing strategy
- Fast Track Retail Buying and Merchandising
- GDPR in One Hour – The Basic Facts
- Growth Team Management – How to Build a Growth Team
- How To Build A Brand On Social Media! (2018)
- How to Price Consumer Products (FMCG/CPG)?
- How to Write a Winning Marketing Plan
- Information Security Awareness: An introduction for UK SMEs
- Intro to Branding
- Learn to Craft and Build Your Personal Brand on LinkedIn®
- Making your Marketing Memorable
- Marketing Analytics: Stand Out by Becoming an Analytics Pro!
- Marketing And Manipulation: A Consumer’s Guide
- Marketing Fundamentals – 5 Pillars – Learn-Apply-Earn
- Marketing Fundamentals – Small Business Marketing Success
- Marketing Psychology – The Art of Ethical Persuasion
- Marketing Strategy : 21 Digital Marketing Tips & Techniques
- Master the Product Manager Interview – The Complete Guide
- Master the Shopper Experience to build your retail business.
- MBA in a Box: Business Lessons from a CEO
- Media Training: Look Your Best–Get the Exact Quotes You Want
- Modern PR — How To Get Press Coverage For Your Business
- Personal Branding Blueprint
- Personal Branding Masterclass: The Complete Branding Course
- Personal Branding: Master Your Elevator Pitch
- Powerful Growth Hacking Strategies & Tools – 2019+Checklist
- Press Coverage, Publicity & Public Relations For Branding
- Product and Service Management
- Product Management & Marketing: Personas
- Product Management 101
- Public Relations: Media Crisis Communications
- Seth Godin’s Value Creation Master Class
- Storytelling for Marketing and Entrepreneurship
- The NEW 2019 Complete Growth Hacking & Conversion Course
- Understanding Strategic Marketing
Paid Advertising

- (2019) Facebook Ads: Facebook / Instagram Advertising Course
- 2019 New Google Ads (AdWords) Course – From Beginner to PRO
- 30 Copywriting Secrets from the Best Ad Campaign of All Time
- Become Google AdWords PRO to Grow Your Business Without SEO
- Complete Media Training Master Class – Confidence on Camera
- Create A Sales Funnel With ClickFunnels
- Digital Advertising & Marketing 101: Take The Complete Guide
- Digital Advertising & Marketing 201: Today’s Trends & Topics
- Digital Marketing: How to Generate Sales Leads in 2019
- Easy, Effective Google Grant Adwords for Non-Profits
- Event Management for Beginners
- Facebook Ads & Facebook Marketing MASTERY 2019 | Coursenvy™
- Facebook Ads Profit Bootcamp: Covert Ads into Sales!
- Google Ads/AdWords Consultation – Learn From Former Googler
- Google AdWords for Beginners 2018
- Google Adwords Grant for Nonprofits
- Google Analytics Certification Exam Training
- Google Analytics Certification: Become Certified & Earn More
- Google Analytics For Beginners (Step by Step)
- Google Analytics Training for Beginners
- Guy Kawasaki’s The Art of Evangelism
- List Building: Definitive Guide To 1000 Subscribers for 2018
- Social Media Marketing MASTERY | Learn Ads on 10+ Platforms
- The Complete Facebook Ads Course – Beginner to Advanced
- The Complete Facebook Marketing Masterclass
- The Complete Facebook Sales Funnel Blueprint
- The Complete Google AdWords Course: Beginner to Expert!
- The Ultimate ClickFunnels Training Course + FREE Funnels!
- The Ultimate Facebook Ads and Facebook Marketing Guide 2019
- The Ultimate Guide to Funnel Optimization
- The Webinar Selling System
- Twitter Ads: Twitter Advertising 2019 Certification Course
- YouTube Marketing: Grow Your Business with YouTube
- YouTube: Get Laser Targeted Traffic With YouTube Ads

Search Engine Optimization

- 2019 New Google Ads (AdWords) Course – From Beginner to PRO
- Affiliate Marketing & SEO For Amazon, Clickbank, Cpa, SEO++
- Amazon Affiliate Marketing + SEO | 250+ Videos | 18.0 Hours
- Become Google AdWords PRO to Grow Your Business Without SEO Complete SEO Training With Top SEO Expert Peter Kent!
Marketing

- Google Ads/AdWords Consultation – Learn From Former Googler
- Google AdWords for Beginners 2018
- Google Tag Manager (GTM) Training Course – From Zero to Hero
- SEO for Content Marketers: Boost Your Rank with Ahrefs
- SEO For WordPress [Beginners]: #1 Step-by-Step SEO System
- SEO Training: Get Free Traffic to Your Website With SEO
- SEO Tutorial for Beginners
- The Complete SEO Guide to Ranking Local Business Websites
- The SEO Bootcamp For Beginners 2019
- Ultimate Google Ads / AdWords Course 2018 – Profit With PPC!
- Ultimate Google Analytics course + 50 practical examples
- YouTube SEO: How to Rank #1 on YouTube

Social Media Marketing

- 10 Facebook Ads Strategies That Make Me 6-Figures
- 10 Facebook Marketing Strategies That Make Me 6-Figures
- 10 Instagram Marketing Strategies That Make Me 6-Figures
- 2019 YouTube Marketing & YouTube SEO To Get 1,000,000+ Views
- Become a God of Instagram Marketing Step by Step proven ways
- Building a Facebook Chatbot in Chatfuel
- Comprehensive Guide to LinkedIn in 2019
- Design stunning Social Media Marketing Images with Photoshop
- Facebook ChatBot Marketing: The Smart Way To Use ManyChat
- Facebook Marketing – Build Facebook Messenger Chatbots
- Facebook Marketing 2019: 1000% Engagement & Sales Strategies
- Facebook Marketing: A Step-by-Step to Your First 1000 Fans!
- How To VLOG on YouTube! Create, Edit, & Publish Your Videos
- Instagram Domination: Build Your Brand To 10,000+ Followers
- Instagram Marketing | Grow Your Audience With Instagram 2019
- Instagram Marketing 2019: A Step-By-Step to 10,000 Followers
- Instagram Marketing: 3 Tips To Get Real Instagram Followers
- LinkedIn Marketing & Lead Generation for B2B Sales & Coaches
- LinkedIn Marketing, Lead Generation & B2B Sales for LinkedIn
- LinkedIn Marketing: B2B Sales & Lead Generation From Scratch
- LIVE Streaming Pro: Ultimate Course | From Beginner to Pro
- Online Reputation Management: Negative Business Reviews
- Periscope: Use Periscope To Grow Your Business
- Pinterest Marketing: Using Pinterest for Business Growth
- Snapchat Ads 101 - Build 4 Marketing Ad Campaigns
- Social Media Live Streaming: The Power of Video Marketing
- Social Media Marketing – Digital Marketing Strategy New 2019
- Social Media Marketing Masterclass – 8 Courses in 1
- The Complete Facebook Retargeting Course
- The Complete Instagram Marketing Masterclass
- The Complete Twitter Marketing Bootcamp
- Twitter Blueprint
- Ultimate Facebook Marketing Course 2019 – Step by Step A–Z
- YouTube Masterclass – Your Complete Guide to YouTube
- Youtube SEO Course :How TO Rank #1 On YouTube in 2019
# Marketing

## Video & Mobile Marketing

- 10 YouTube Marketing Strategies That Make Me 6-Figures
- 2019 YouTube Marketing & YouTube SEO To Get 1,000,000+ Views
- Social Media Live Streaming: The Power of Video Marketing
- YouTube Marketing: Grow Your Business with YouTube
- Youtube SEO Course: How To Rank #1 On YouTube in 2019
- YouTube SEO: How to Rank #1 on YouTube
- YouTube: Get Laser Targeted Traffic With YouTube Ads

## Social Media Marketing

- 10 Facebook Ads Strategies That Make Me 6-Figures
- 10 Facebook Marketing Strategies That Make Me 6-Figures
- 10 Instagram Marketing Strategies That Make Me 6-Figures
- 2019 YouTube Marketing & YouTube SEO To Get 1,000,000+ Views
- Become a God of Instagram Marketing Step by Step proven ways
- Building a Facebook Chatbot in Chatfuel
- Comprehensive Guide to LinkedIn in 2019
- Design stunning Social Media Marketing Images with Photoshop
- Facebook ChatBot Marketing: The Smart Way To Use ManyChat
- Facebook Marketing – Build Facebook Messenger Chatbots
- Facebook Marketing 2019: 1000% Engagement & Sales Strategies
- Facebook Marketing: A Step-by-Step to Your First 1000 Fans!
- How To VLOG on YouTube! Create, Edit, & Publish Your Videos
- Instagram Domination: Build Your Brand To 10,000+ Followers
- Instagram Marketing | Grow Your Audience With Instagram 2019
- Instagram Marketing 2019: A Step-By-Step to 10,000 Followers
- Instagram Marketing: 3 Tips To Get Real Instagram Followers
- LinkedIn Marketing & Lead Generation for B2B Sales & Coaches
- LinkedIn Marketing: B2B Sales & Lead Generation From Scratch
- LIVE Streaming Pro: Ultimate Course | From Beginner to Pro
- Online Reputation Management: Negative Business Reviews
- Periscope: Use Periscope To Grow Your Business
- Pinterest Marketing: Using Pinterest for Business Growth
- Snapchat Ads 101 - Build 4 Marketing Ad Campaigns
- Social Media Live Streaming: The Power of Video Marketing
- Social Media Marketing – Digital Marketing Strategy New 2019
- Social Media Marketing Masterclass – 8 Courses in 1
- The Complete Facebook Retargeting Course
- The Complete Instagram Marketing Masterclass
- The Complete Twitter Marketing Bootcamp
- Twitter Blueprint
- Ultimate Facebook Marketing Course 2019 – Step by Step A–Z
- YouTube Masterclass – Your Complete Guide to YouTube
- Youtube SEO Course : How TO Rank #1 On YouTube in 2019
Employees across industries spend much of their days working feverishly with office productivity tools. Master a wide range of office programs to work more efficiently and creatively.

**Collaboration**

- Best Practices in Document Management
- Effective teamwork using SharePoint and Lync 2010
- Getting Started with Google Drive
- Google Cloud Productivity – Drive and Google's Office Suite
- Learn JIRA with real-world examples (+Confluence bonus)
- Learn Trello: Get More Done With Trello
- Lync 2013 Introduction
- Mastering Microsoft Teams (2019)
- Moodle 3.0x Administration Tutorial: ADVANCED COURSE
- Moodle 3.0x Masterclass: Complete Educator’s Guide to Moodle
- Moodle Administration Tutorial: Beginner, Intermediate Guide
- Moodle: From Novice Teacher to Expert Online Educator
- Office 365 Delve
- Office 365 Getting the Most out of OneDrive
- Office 365 SharePoint Sites
- Office 365 Skype for Business
- Office 365 Teams
- Office 365 Yammer
- SharePoint 2010 Introduction
- SharePoint 2013 Complete Training
- SharePoint 2013: End User
- SharePoint 2013: Site Manager
- SharePoint 2016 Site Owner

**Office Productivity Categories**

- Collaboration
- Email & Productivity
- Operating Systems
- Presentations
- Spreadsheets
- Word Processing

**Featured Office Productivity Courses**

- Excel Essentials: The Complete Excel Series -
  Alan Jarvis
  ★★★★★ 4.6 (10,030)

- Eye-catching presentations using...
  Ulrika Hedlund
  ★★★★★ 4.3 (723)
Email & Productivity

- Become A Learning Machine 2.0: Read 300 Books This Year
- Communicate for Business: Write, Email, Close the Loop
- Cut the Time E-mail Steals from You by Half
- Double your Gmail productivity in just over one hour
- Effective Strategies for Managing E-mail
- Effective use of OneNote 2013 in real life
- Effective use of Outlook 2010
- Effective use of Outlook 2013
- Effortless Email: Achieve Inbox Zero for Good & Master Gmail
- Email Ninja – Take Back Control of Your Email Inbox
- Evernote GTD - How To Maximize Your Productivity in 2019
- Executive Assistants: Manage Your Client's Calendar
- G Suite Setup for Your Business - The Right Way
- Getting Started with Google Office: Docs, Sheets, Slides
- GMail, IFTTT, Virtual Assistant - Ultimate Productivity Trio
- How to be uncommonly productive using Evernote
- Learn Microsoft Outlook 2013 the Easy Way - 7 Hours

Operating Systems

- Fundamental Computing Skills for the Digital Middle Age
- Get up to speed with Windows 10
- Learn Microsoft Windows 10 the Easy Way for Beginners
- Mac OS X Superuser - Use Mac OS X like a Pro
- Master Salesforce Lightning Reports, Dashboards & Listviews
- Mastering Windows 10 Made Easy Training Tutorial
- Microsoft Windows 8
- Operating Systems from scratch – Part 1

Presentations

- Advanced PowerPoint Training
- Animate Sketch App Designs with Apple Keynote
Office Productivity

- Business Presentation in PowerPoint
- Captivate 5 Introduction
- Captivate 5 New Features
- Eye-catching presentations using PowerPoint 2010
- Eye-catching presentations using PowerPoint 2013
- How to create an awesome demo video in Keynote
- How to Create Animated Videos with Powerpoint
- How to Create Epic Presentations & Videos with Prezi
- How to Create Video Tutorials and Perform on Camera
- Introduction to Microsoft PowerPoint 2013
- Mac Keynote: Creating Presentations On Your Mac
- Master Microsoft Excel, PowerPoint and Word 2013 – 27 Hours
- Master Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 the Easy Way
- Master Microsoft Visio 2010 Training the Easy Way
- Mastering Office 365 (2018)
- Microsoft PowerPoint in 1 Hour : Introduction to PowerPoint
- Microsoft Sway Essentials
- Microsoft Visio 2013/2016 Like a Boss. The Definitive Course
- MS Office – Advanced – Efficiency Training
- Office 2013 For Dummies Video Training, Deluxe Edition
- Office 2013 New Features
- PowerPoint & Camtasia Video Fusion
- Powerpoint 2010
- Powerpoint 2013 Advanced
- Powerpoint 2013 Introduction
- Powerpoint 2016 Advanced
- Powerpoint 2016 Introduction
- PowerPoint Animation Deep Dive: Office Ninja Training
- The Complete Prezi Course for Prezi Next 2019

Spreadsheets

- 7 Steps To Excel Success – Excel Skills And Power Tips
- Advanced Excel: Top Excel Tips & Formulas
- Bank Reconciliation & VAT on Excel
- Beginner to Pro in Excel: Financial Modeling and Valuation
- Complete Web Automation with Excel VBA
- Comprehensive Microsoft Excel
- Data Analysis Essentials Using Excel
- DAX Power Pivot – 10 Easy Steps for Intermediates
- DAX Power Pivot Time Intelligence – 10 Easy Steps
- Effective use of Excel 2013 in real life
- Excel 2010 Advanced
- Excel 2010 Intermediate
- Excel 2010 Introduction
- Excel 2010 VBA
- Excel 2013
- Excel 2013 For Dummies Video Training, Deluxe Edition
- Excel 2013 Introduction
- Excel 2016 – The Complete Excel Mastery Course for Beginners
- Excel 2016 Advanced
- Excel 2016 for Mac 3: Pivot Tables Intro & Masterclass
- Excel 2016 Intermediate
- Excel 2016: Customize Excel – Save Time & Be More Productive
- Excel Charts – Excel Charts and Graphs Basic Training
- Excel Charts: Visualization Secrets for Impressive Charts
- Excel Data Analysis For Dummies
- Excel Deep Dive: Pivot Tables Workshop
- Excel Essentials: The Complete Excel Series – Level 1, 2 & 3
- Excel for Accountants: Volume 2
- Excel Formulas & Functions – Find Answers in Your Excel Data
- Excel Hacking
- Excel Interactive Dashboards and Data Analysis
- Excel Shortcuts, Excel Tips, Excel Tricks – Excel Skills!
- Excel to Access: Intro to Microsoft Access for Excel Users
- Excel VBA Macros: Hyper-disambiguated Excel VBA Programming
Office Productivity

- Excel VBA: How to Write Macros Like a Professional
- Excel with Interactive Excel Dashboards
- Excel with Microsoft Excel VBA User Forms
- Excel: Data cleaning and analysis techniques
- From Excel Pivot Table to Power BI
- Intro to Excel Macros Part 1
- Introduction to Google Sheets
- Introduction to Microsoft Excel 2010
- Learn Microsoft Excel 2013 – Advanced
- Mac Numbers: Creating and Using Spreadsheets On Your Mac
- Master Excel Pivot Tables – Excel 2016
- Master Google Sheets (and see why it’s better than Excel)
- Master Microsoft Excel 2013 & 2016 for Beginners
- Master Microsoft Excel Macros and Excel VBA
- Mastering Microsoft Excel 2016 Made Easy Training Tutorial
- Microsoft Access VBA for Non Programmers – YOU Can Do This!
- Microsoft Access VBA, Design and Advanced Methods Workshop 1
- Microsoft Access VBA, Design and Advanced Methods Workshop 2
- Microsoft Access VBA, Design and Advanced Methods Workshop 3
- Microsoft Access VBA, Design and Advanced Methods Workshop 4
- Microsoft Access VBA, Design and Advanced Methods Workshop 5
- Microsoft Excel – Advanced Excel Formulas & Functions
- Microsoft Excel – Data Analysis with Excel Pivot Tables
- Microsoft Excel – Data Visualization, Excel Charts & Graphs
- Microsoft Excel – Excel from Beginner to Advanced

- Microsoft Excel – From Beginner to Expert in 6 Hours
- Microsoft Excel – Intro to Power Query, Power Pivot & DAX
- Microsoft Excel 2013 Beginners/Intermediate Training
- Microsoft Excel 2016 Beginners & Intermediate Excel Training
- Microsoft Excel 2016 Mac 1: Beginner-Specialist Certificate
- Microsoft Excel 2016 Mac 2: Intermediate to Expert advanced
- Microsoft Excel for Mac – Office 365 on Mac OS
- MS Office 2013; 10-in-1 Courses To Maximize Productivity
- Office 365 Power BI
- Power BI A-Z: Hands-On Power BI Training For Data Science!
- Power BI Master Class – Consume and Transform Data
- Power BI Master Class – Dashboards and Power BI Service
- Power BI Master Class – Data Modeling and DAX Formulas
- PowerPoint & Excel Fusion (+250 PowerPoint Slides)
- Presenting Financials with Excel and PowerPoint
- Sharper skills using Microsoft Excel 2010 for business
- Statistical Analysis Excel 2013 Essentials
- Tables and Formulas with Excel
- The Complete Google Sheets Course: Beginner to Advanced!
- The Microsoft Excel Course: Advanced Excel Training
- The Ultimate Excel Programmer Course
- The Ultimate Microsoft Excel 2013 Training Bundle – 19 Hours
- Ultimate Excel Waterfall Chart Course
- Unlock Excel VBA and Excel Macros
- Visually Effective Excel Dashboards

Word Processing

- Adobe Acrobat Pro 9
- Comprehensive Microsoft Word

- Getting Started with Google Office: Docs, Sheets, Slides
- Introduction to Google Docs
Office Productivity

- Introduction to Microsoft Word 2013
- Learn LibreOffice now, start using the FREE suite: Writer
- Learn Microsoft Publisher 2013 Training
- Learn Microsoft Word 2013 the Easy Way – 9 Hours
- Learn Microsoft Word 2016 For Beginners – Basics to Advanced
- Mac Pages: Mastering Apple's Word Processing App
- Master Microsoft Excel, Outlook and Word 2013 – 26 Hours
- Master Microsoft Word 2010 the Easy Way
- Master Microsoft Word Beginner to Advanced
- Microsoft Word 1: 9 hours to Specialist (intermediate) level
- Microsoft Word for Mac – From Beginner to Expert in 5 Hours
- Microsoft Word for Mac – Office 365 on Mac OS
- Microsoft Word VBA Macro Programming – Introduction
- Office 2010 New Features
- Professional documents using Word 2013
You’re most productive when you have the time and resources to be happy and mindful. Dive into a variety of topics ranging from stress management to meditation and yoga.

Arts & Creativity

- 5 Exotic Guitar Scales and How to Use Them Effectively
- Acoustic Guitar Redefined. Learn Chords, Rhythm and Melody!
- Acrylic Painting – Introduction to Acrylic Painting
- Acumen Presents: Elizabeth Gilbert’s Creativity Workshop
- Art Fundamentals – Building Blocks of Digital Painting
- ArtWorks! Art Therapy Guide For Personal Development
- Audio Engineering: Mixing with Studio One
- Awaken Your Heart, Creativity & Wisdom with Tara Brach
- Become a Better Singer: Lessons & Exercises for All Levels!
- Beginner Piano
- Bob Davis’ Professional Photography Lighting Techniques
- Character Art School: Complete Character Drawing Course
- Complete Filmmaker Guide: Become an Incredible Video Creator
- Complete Guitar System – Beginner to Advanced
- Creativity for Coders: How to Create Ideas from Scratch
- Design is in the Details: How to Accessorize Like a Pro
- Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For Dummies Video Training
- Disciplined Dreaming: Lead Breakthrough Creativity at Work
- Dramatic Black and White Photography in the Digital Age
- Drawing and Painting on the iPad with Procreate
- Drawing for Meetings, Presentations and Trainings
- Drones: how to tell aerial stories
- DSLR Video Production – Start Shooting Better Video Today

Personal Development Categories

- Arts & Creativity
- Health & Fitness
- Language Learning
- Personal Finance
- Personal Growth
- Stress Management

Featured Personal Development Courses

- Become a SuperLearner® 2: Learn Speed Reading ...
- Time Management Secrets For Busy People

- Essential Cooking Skills
- Essential Theory and Technique for Guitar
- Film, TV, & Video Game Music Composition + Production BASICS

- Fingerstyle Guitar – Fingerpicking Techniques For Beginners
- Foundations for Mastering Watercolor Painting
- Healthy Cooking Fundamentals
- How to Draw and Sketch for Absolute Beginners
- How To Sing #1: Complete Vocal Warm ups & Voice Physiology
Personal Development

- How To Sing #2: Increase Vocal Range & Blend Registers
- How to Use Color Like a Pro
- Interior Design for your Modern Home: A Room by Room Guide
- Introductory Photography Course
- iPhone Photography | Take Professional Photos On Your iPhone
- Jewelry Making For Beginners: Alcohol Ink Pendant Necklace
- Jewelry Making: Wire Wrapping for Beginners
- Learn Photography: A Simple System for Photography Starters
- Learn to draw fashion with Adobe Illustrator CC
- Intermediate
  - Learn To Play The Drums
  - Learn To Play The Drums Without A Drum Kit
  - Mastering Brushstrokes – Part 1
  - Mastering Brushstrokes – Part 2
  - Music + Audio Production in Logic Pro X - The Complete Guide
  - Music Production in Logic Pro X : Digital Audio Mastering
  - Music theory for complete beginners
  - Paint Realistic Watercolor and Botanicals – STUDIO BASICS
- Photography – The Ultimate Guide to Using Off-Camera Flash
- Photography Fundamentals for Beginners
- Photography Masterclass: A Complete Guide to Photography
- Piano Music Theory (Back To Basics) by JFilt
- Pianoforall – Incredible New Way To Learn Piano & Keyboard
- Play Modern Blues Now
- Sewing 101
- Skyrocket Your Creativity and Get Better Ideas: 7 Easy Ways
- THE ART & SCIENCE OF DRAWING / BASIC SKILLS
- The Art of Baking with Yuppiechef
- The Complete Introduction To Music Theory Course
- The Complete Piano & Music Theory Beginners Course
- The Secrets to Drawing
- The Ultimate Drawing Course – Beginner to Advanced
- Ultimate Ableton Live 10 COMPLETE: Parts 1, 2, and 3
- Ultimate Ableton Live 10, COMPLETE: Parts 4, 5, and 6
- Ultimate Ableton Live 9 COMPLETE: Parts 1, 2, & 3
- Ultimate Ableton Live 9 Complete: Parts 4, 5, & 6
- Ultimate Guide to Digital Sketching: Beginner to Advanced

Health & Fitness

- 14-Day Yoga Detox and Empowerment Course
- 8-Hour Yoga Alignment Course with Lesley Fightmaster
- Basic Life Support
- Eat Real Food: How to Eat a Whole-Food, Plant-Based Diet
- Elevate Your Tennis Game: Learn from Champion Andre Agassi
- Express Pilates: Build a Daily Practice
- Fitness For Beginners
- Forward Head Posture Exercises to Improve Appearance & Health
- Health Masterclass: How To Transform Your Health & Life
- Introduction to CBT: Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
- Life Coaching Certificate Course (Beginner to Advanced)
- Lower Back Pain: Relaxation and Therapeutic Exercise
- Meal Planning Masterclass: Create Your Own Meal Plan
- Nutrition Masterclass: Build Your Perfect Diet & Meal Plan
- Office Health A−Z™− Posture, Ergonomics, Vision, Food & More
- Posturecise (Level 1) Create Healthy Posture Habits for Life
- Posturecise (Level 2) – with self-tests & self-treatments
- Restoring Deep Sleep to Enhance your Health
- Sit Less Move More – Office Desk Exercise To Improve Posture
- Sleep and insomnia: Improving health with CBT and meditation
- Tai Chi Made Fun and Easy
- The Sitting Solutions For The Busy Professional
Personal Development

- Total Yoga Challenge: 15 Minutes x 15 Days
- Weight Loss And Nutrition: Lose Fat & Get Your Dream Body
- Yoga Balance Challenge: 15 Minutes x 15 Days (5/6)
- Yoga Flexibility Challenge: 15 Minutes x 15 Days (2/6)
- Yoga for Back Pain Relief & Prevention
- YOGA FOR INSOMNIA: 7 DAYS TO SLEEP LIKE A DREAM!
- Yoga For Relaxation: 15 Minutes A Day (4/6)
- Yoga Mobility Challenge: 15 Minutes x 15 Days (6/6)
- Yoga Strength Challenge: 15 Minutes x 15 Days (3/6)

Language Learning

- 3 Minute French – Course 1
- 3 Minute French – Course 2
- 3 Minute French – Course 3
- 3 Minute French – Course 4
- 3 Minute Italian – Course 1
- 3 Minute Italian – Course 2
- 3 Minute Italian – Course 3
- 3 Minute Portuguese – Course 1
- 3 Minute Portuguese – Course 2
- 300+ Phrasal Verbs | Spoken English Vocabulary 4 Conversation
- 50 English Phrases, Idioms, and Expressions for ESL Students
- American English Pronunciation
- American Sign Language Level 1
- Basic English Grammar And Structures
- Beginner Spanish: Practical Tools for Everyday Interactions
- Building Your English Brain
- Business English Course for ESL Students
- Business English Idioms
- Business English Vocabulary: Learn Essential Business Words
- Business English: Easy English for Meetings
- Chinese In 9 Weeks: Introduction Course
- Chinese Made Easy L1: Understand 65% of Chinese in 10 hours
- Complete Russian Language course for Beginners A1
- Conversational Russian for beginners
- CORE CHINESE 1: Build Up Chinese Foundations by Practice
- CORE CHINESE 2: Advance to Intermediate Level
- Customer Service English Essentials
- Effective Business English for Logistics
- Effective Business English for Service Staff
- English Fluency Master
- English Grammar – Tenses and verb structures
- English Grammar & Pronunciation: Talking About The Past
- English Grammar Launch Advanced: Upgrade your speaking
- English Grammar Launch: Upgrade your speaking and listening
- English Grammar Pro | Beginner to Advanced (A1–C1) Grammar
- English Grammar: Apostrophe Beginner to Apostrophe Expert
- English Idioms Launch: Upgrade your speaking and listening
- English Phrasal Verbs Launch: Upgrade your speaking
- English punctuation made easy
- English Speaking Patterns Mastery: Upgrade your English
- English Vocabulary – SAT, GRE, GMAT, TOEFL
- English Vocabulary Launch: Upgrade your speaking
- ESL English: Understand Native English Speakers, Beginning
- Essential Business English
- French for Beginners : Level 1
- German Made Simple: A Complete Course for Serious Learners
- Get 7–9 in IELTS Speaking: IELTS Speaking Masterclass
- IELTS 9: Speaking Mastery
- IELTS Vocabulary: Learn 400 Essential Words for IELTS
- Improve your English with TOEFL Speaking Success
- Learn 500 Arabic Words with Flashcards + Grammar Essentials
- Learn Arabic! Start Speaking Arabic Now!
- Learn English: The Next Gen Guide to English Grammar
Personal Development

- Learn German Language: German Course – Upper Intermediate
- Learn Japanese for Beginners: The Ultimate 100-Lesson Course
- Learn Korean for Beginners: The Ultimate 100-Lesson Course
- Learn the Maltese language: speak and write Malta’s language
- Learn to Read and Write Arabic For Beginners
- Legal English
- Master 320 Common English Phrases
- Master English: 100 Phrasal verbs for IELTS, TOEFL, CAE, FCE
- Master English: Improve Your Speaking, Listening, & Writing
- Master The English Verb Tenses
- Mastering IELTS Speaking: The Express Course
- Mastering IELTS Writing: Task 1 (Academic)
- Mastering IELTS Writing: Task 1 (General Training)
- Mastering IELTS Writing: Task 2 (Achieve Band 7+ in 5 Hours)
- Mastering IELTS Writing: Task 2 (Band 9 Model Answers)
- More ESL English: Popular Listening Practice, Intermediate
- Perfect English Pronunciation: British English
- Perfect Your British English Accent – English Pronunciation
- Perfect Your German: Tips & Tricks to Avoid Common Mistakes
- Spanish for Beginners. The Complete Method. Level 1
- Spanish for Beginners. The complete Method. Level 2.
- Spanish Made Simple: Advanced Spanish
- Spanish Made Simple: Beginner Spanish
- Speak German like a Native: A Practical Conversation Course
- Technical English for Beginners
- The Complete TOEFL iBT Success Course
- TOEFL Preparation in 2 Days: The TOEFL Emergency Course
- TOEFL Speaking Success in 90 Minutes
- Write German like a Native: 10 German Dictation Exercises

Personal Finance

- Acorns’ Guide to Personal Finance
- Bulletproof Personal Finance: Expert Asset Allocation
- Creating Wealth in Your Life and in Your Business
- Learn How To Budget – Personal budgeting made easy
- Personal Finance Masterclass – Easy Guide to Better Finances
- Personal Finance: Financial Security Thinking & Principles
- Personal Financial Well–Being
- The Complete Personal Finance Course: Save,Protect,Make More
- The Step-By-Step Guide To Your 401k Plan

Personal Growth

- 10X Effective Learning: Speed Reading & Memory Booster
- 10X POWER Focus: Maximize Your Brain
- 20 Free Life Hacks to Inspire You to Excel in Business &Life
- 30 Day Challenge to a More Productive and Much Happier You!
- 5 Amazing Psychology Experiments
- Unshakable Confidence: Become 100% Secure in Who You Are
- Working Effectively From Home
- ArtWorks! Art Therapy Guide For Personal Development
Personal Development

- Be Happier with Positive Psychology
- Become A Learning Machine 2.0: Read 300 Books This Year
- Become a Speed Reading MACHINE How To Read 307 Books In 2019
- Become a SpeedDemon: Productivity Tricks to Have More Time
- Become a SuperLearner® 2: Learn Speed Reading & Boost Memory
- Become an Algebra Master
- Body Language for Entrepreneurs
- Boost Your Productivity: Adapt, Improve, Do!
- Brain Science: Improve Your Memory & Boost Your Memory
- Build Grit
- Calculus 1 Fundamentals
- Clarity: A Complete Blueprint For Getting ‘Unstuck’ in Life
- CONFIDENCE and SELF ESTEEM: Develop Confident Body Language
- Create an Explosive Resume
- Creating a Meaningful Life & Developing Habits of Happiness
- Critical Thinker Academy: Learn to Think like a Philosopher
- Develop Amazing Social Skills & Connect With People
- Develop Daily Self-Discipline
- Dominate GMAT Verbal – Comprehensive GMAT Verbal Prep Course
- Dressing to Win in the Workplace
- Effectively Create Goals and Set Priorities
- Emotional Intelligence: Control Your Thoughts And Behaviours
- Emotional Intelligence: Master Anxiety, Fear, & Emotions
- Empower Your Brain With Neurogenesis
- Essentials : Learn The 5 NLP Core Principles of Success
- Everyday Brilliance: Productivity For Creative Pros
- Freeing Ourselves With Mindfulness - with Tara Brach
- Get Things Done: How To Organize Your Life And Take Action
- GMAT Data Sufficiency : The ULTIMATE GUIDE
- GMAT/GRE Math- Permutations & Combinations(18,000+ students)
- GMAT® Math | Official Guide 2018
- Goal Setting Mastery Course
- Goal Setting Success: A Complete Blueprint for Life Planning
- Graph Theory
- Happiness Hormones: Secrets to Live in a Beautiful State
- Happiness Psychology: 5 Proven Tips
- How to Be A Human Lie Detector
- How to be Successful: Create A Growth Mindset For Success
- How to Build Confidence in Your Abilities
- How to Build Self-Discipline
- How To Remember Everything With Tom Weber
- How To Stop Procrastinating
- I Am In Control – CBT, Mindfulness & Neuroplasticity
- Infinite Mind: Acquire Photographic Memory & Become a Genius
- Learn How To Coach Yourself and Solve Any Problem
- Learn Social Psychology – The Self & Self-Esteem
- Learn to Fully Charge Your Work & Life by Tom Rath
- Learn to Play Chess: from a Novice to a Fierce Competitor
- Learning How to Learn From Video Courses
- Life Mastery - Happiness, Health & Success
- Make Your Ideas Happen: 8 Proven Steps for Taking Action
- Management Consulting Productivity Hacks
- Managing Change: Learn to thrive through change.
- Master Discrete Mathematics: Sets, Math Logic, and More
- Master your brain: Neuroscience for personal development
- Master Your Mindset & Brain: Framestorm Your Way to Success
- Meet your brain: a short introduction to neuroscience
- Mind map for Beginners. How to make learning fun and fast.
- Mind Mapping Mastery --> Effective Mind Maps --> Step by Step
- Modern Productivity — Superhuman Focus In A Distracted World
- Motivation – Learn to Finally Take Action – by Edwin Diaz
- Music Theory Comprehensive Complete! (Levels 1, 2, & 3)
- Neuroplasticity: How To Rewire Your Brain
- Neuroscience for parents: How to raise amazing kids
- NLP Master Practitioner Course (Achology Certified)
- NLP Practitioner Certificate Course (Achology Certified)
- Overcome & Develop Any Habit: Use Full Potential in Life
Personal Development

- Parenting Skills to Raise Responsible, Mature Children
- Performance Under Pressure – Taking Action
- ProCreate Masterclass: How to Draw and Paint on Your iPad
- Productivity 10X – The Secret Skill Of Peak Performance
- Productivity and Time Management for the Overwhelmed
- Productivity Hacks: Free Up Your Time & Live Better
- Productivity Masterclass: A Guide To Personal Effectiveness
- Radical Acceptance with Tara Brach
- Releasing Negative Beliefs & Thought-Patterns – Tara Brach
- SELF-CONFIDENCE: 40-minute Confidence & Self Esteem Guide
- Setting and Achieving Goals
- Start Finishing Your Projects
- Success: How To Set and Achieve Goals
- Success: How To Take Your Life From Good To Great To Amazing
- Supercharge Your Productivity
- The 7-Step Surefire System for Goal Setting and Achievement
- The Complete Guide To Activating High Performance
- The Complete Personal Productivity Course – Business & Life
- The DEFINITIVE course on Speed Reading. All techniques+hacks
- The Fundamentals of Skilled Helping, with Gerard Egan
- The NLP Confidence & Self Esteem Breakthrough Programme
- The Power Of Focus: Boost Your Brain
- The Psychology Of The Ultimate Entrepreneur
- The Science of Happiness
- The Secrets of Body Language
- The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide to Outdoor Photography – 2018
- The Ultimate Guide To Memory And Learning Skills
- Time and Task Management: Time Management Techniques
- Time Management & Productivity Best Practices: Get More Done
- Time Management Mastery: Do More, Stress Less
- Time Management Secrets For Busy People
- Unshakable Confidence: Become 100% Secure in Who You Are
- Working Effectively From Home

Stress Management

- Basics of Meditation with Deepak Chopra
- Flourishing in Stressful Times – with Tara Brach
- How to Develop Emotional Resilience to Manage Stress
- Learn Meditation with Certification to Guide + 10 MP3 Audios
- Manage Workplace Stress & Strike a Balance
- Managing mental health issues in the workplace
- Manifesting Your Best Life with Deepak Chopra – Part 1
- Manifesting Your Best Life with Deepak Chopra – Part 2
- Meditation and the Evolution of Consciousness with Daaji
- Mindfulness For Busy People
- Mindfulness Meditation for Real Life
- OM Meditation: The Sound & Symbol of Yoga and Meditation
- Practical Meditation – Master Meditation Today
- Practical Mindfulness – Mindfulness and mindful meditation
- Soundscaping for health, relationships and success
- Stress management for business owners, directors & managers
- Stress Management: 40+ easy ways to deal with stress
- Taoist Meditation Course & Guided Meditation
Being a great operations professional requires a wide set of skills. Master project management skills and certifications, as well as operations strategies to help your organization run effectively.

**Agile & Scrum**

- Agile Business Analysis
- Agile Crash Course: Agile Project Management; Agile Delivery
- Agile Fundamentals: Scrum, Kanban, and ScrumBan - 2019
- Agile PM 101 – Learn the Truth About Agile versus Waterfall
- Agile PM 102 – What Is The Future of Agile Project Mgmt?
- Agile PM 201 – Understanding Agile at a Deeper Level
- Agile PM 202 – Introduction to Agile Project Management
- Agile PM 301 – Mastering Agile Project Management
- Agile PM 401 – Advanced Agile Project Management
- Agile PM 402 – Enterprise-level Agile Project Management
- Agile Project Management for Executives
- Agile Scrum Course: Scrum Fundamentals | Scrum Certification
- Authoring Elegant and Meaningful Agile User Stories
- Fast, Good & Cheap
- Getting and Writing IT Requirements in a Lean / Agile World
- ISTQB Certification Agile Testing
- Lean Masterclass: Part 1 (Become Certified Lean Proficient)
- Lean Masterclass: Part 2 (Become a Certified Lean Expert)
- Making Sense of User Stories
- Mastering Agile Scrum Project Management
- PMI-ACP Agile Certified Exam Prep – PMI REP 21 PDUs

- Robust Scrum Product Owner
- Scrum Master Professional Cert, Real Cases and Exam Questions

**Featured Project Management & Operations Courses**

- Agile Crash Course: Agile Project Management:...
  - Mauricio Rubio - Agile Guru & Fo...
  - 4.3 (11,290)

- Beginning Project Management: Project...
  - Joseph Phillips
  - 4.4 (6,725)

- The Agile Samurai Bootcamp
- Business Analysis: Conduct a Strategy Analysis
Operations Management

- Agile Business Analysis
- Become an expert in the new SAP Activate Methodology.
- Best Practices in Document Management
- BPMN for business analysts
- BPMN Process Analysis using Visio 2016
- Business Analysis Fundamentals
- Business Analysis: Conduct a Strategy Analysis
- Business Analysis: Developing Requirements
- Business Analysis: Essential Modeling Skills & Techniques
- Business Analysis: Identify & Define the Problem
- Business Analysis: Plan the Project
- Business Analysis: Working with Use Cases
- Business Analyst: Land Your First Business Analyst Position
- Business Analyst: Project Management Techniques and Tools
- Business Analyst: Software Testing Processes & Techniques
- Business Process Modeling A–Z™: Learn BPMN 2.0 From Scratch
- Certified Quality Engineer Training
- Certified Six Sigma Black Belt Training
- Certified Six Sigma Green Belt Training
- Certified Six Sigma Yellow Belt Training
- Cost Reduction: Cut Costs and Maximise Profits
- Data Flow Diagrams – Simply Put!
- Fundamentals of Business Analysis
- Introduction to Business Process Modeling
- Introduction to Oil and Gas Drilling
- ISO 14001:2015 Environmental management system
- ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System Auditor Course
- ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System Transition Course
- Lean For Manufacturing & Services (Dutch BKO Accredited)
- Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Online Course
- Lean Six Sigma Introduction Specialist
- Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt Online Course
- Learn Risk Analysis, Evaluation & Assessment – from A to Z
- Learn SAP ABAP Objects – Online Training Course
- Learn SAP BEx Analyzer – Training Course
- Learn Smart Plant Instrumentation (SPI) – INtools
- Master Outsourcing | Get the best price & save time
- Mastering the Seven Quality Tools
- Microsoft Dynamics 365 (CRM, NAV, AX) Intro Training Course
- Practical Project Management for Management Consultants
- Quality Management Essentials Simplified
- Quality Management for Business Excellence
- Risk Management using Failure Modes Effects Analysis
- Robotic Process Automation – RPA Overview
- SAP : Supply Chain Logistics in R/3
- SAP ABAP Programming For Beginners – Online Training
- SAP ABAP Training – in Plain English
- SAP BI/BW 7.4 Training
- SAP Debugging for Functional Consultants
- SAP HANA Implementation, Modeling and Reporting Course
- SAP MM Training – in Plain English
- SAP S/4HANA Training – in Plain English
- SAP S4 HANA SIMPLE LOGISTICS
- SAP SD Advanced Training
- SAP SD Training – in Plain English
- SAP Simplified for Absolute Beginners
- Six Sigma Black Belt: Become a QFD Specialist
- Six Sigma Green Belt
- Six Sigma Green Belt (With Excel Application) BKO Accredited
- Six Sigma Green Belt Masterclass (includes a GB Case Study)
- Six Sigma Green Belt Using Minitab
- Six Sigma White Belt
- Six Sigma White Belt (Dutch BKO Accredited)
Project Management & Operations

- Six Sigma White Belt: Learn Six Sigma & Grow Your Potential
- Six Sigma Yellow Belt Masterclass (includes a YB project)
- Supply Chain Fundamentals: Understanding the Basics
- Supply Chain: Inventory Control & Safety Stock Calculation
- Supply Chain: Planning of Resources & Detailed Scheduling
- Technical Program Management
- The Complete free SAP NW Installation Guide for ABAP and BW
- The Complete Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2018 Beginners Course
- The complete SOLAR ENERGY course. Beginner to advanced level
- The Practical (Beginner’s) Guide to Process Flowcharts
- The Practical BPMN 2.0 Master Class
- Trade: Supply Chain, Logistics, Transportation, Import-Export
- UiPath – Level 1 Robotic Process Automation
- UiPath RPA – Level 2
- UiPath RPA – Tech Primer
- Virtual Assistant: Find, Hire, Train, and Manage

Project Management Certifications

- Agile PM 102 – What Is The Future of Agile Project Mgmt?
- Agile PM 402 – Enterprise-level Agile Project Management
- CAPM Exam Prep: Earn Your CAPM Certification
- CompTIA Project+ Exam Prep
- Deeply Practical Project Management (Earn 16 PDUs)
- Hack Multiple Choice Exams and Pass
- How to Prepare For PMI-ACP Certification
- Introduction to PgMP® Certification (1 PDU)
- Mastering Agile Scrum Project Management
- PMI-ACP Agile Certified Exam Prep – PMI REP 21 PDUs
- PMI-ACP Exam Prep for PMBOK 6 – 21 PDUs from a PMI REP
- PMI-ACP Practice Exam
- PMP Certification Practice Test/Exam – High Quality Questions
- PMP Exam Prep Seminar – PMBOK Guide 6
- PMP EXAM PREP – Project Management Professional FULL
- TRAINEE
- PMP Exam Prep: 2 Full PMP Exam & PMP Change Management Qs
- PMP Exam Prep: Earn Your PMP Certification
- PMP Math Prep – PMP Math and Formulas
- PMP® Certification v6: 2 PMP Exams & Detailed PMP Math_14pdus
- PMP® Practice Exam 2019
- PRINCE2 Agile Foundation: Complete Course & 2 Practice Exams
- PRINCE2 Foundation Complete Course & 2 Practice Exams
- PRINCE2 Foundation: Practice Certification Exams (6 Exams)
- Project Management: Master Project Management – PMP/PMI
- Risk Management for PMI Certification
- Scrum Master Certification Preparation + Mock Exam Questions
- Scrum Master Exam Prep
- Scrum Master Professional Cert, Real Cases and Exam Questions

Project Management Fundamentals

- Advanced Project Management (1/4): Project Initiation
- Beginning Project Management: Project Management Level One Business Analyst: Project Management Techniques and
Project Management & Operations

Tools
- Comparing Agile vs Waterfall Project Management
- Deeply Practical Project Management (Earn 16 PDUs)
- Deliver Your Project & Master Project Management
- Introduction to Project Management for Finance and Acct’g
- Lean Project Management
- Practical Project Management for Managers and First Time PMs

Project Management Essentials
- Project Management for the Real World
- Project Management Fundamentals: Complete Crash Course
- Project Management Fundamentals: Run projects effectively
- Project Management Skills #1 – Financial Appraisal with NPV
- Project Management: Simple Software Project Management
- The Project Management Course: Beginner to PROject Manager

Project Management Tools
- Capacity, Release & Project Planning with JIRA Portfolio
- Introduction to Microsoft Project 2010
- Introduction to Microsoft Project 2013
- JIRA Visual Reference: Issue Administration
- Master Microsoft Project 2016 – 6 PDUs from a PMI REP
- Microsoft Excel for Project Management – Earn 5 PDUs
- Microsoft Project 13/16/19 – Like a Boss (Exam 74-343 prep)
- Microsoft Project 2013 Advanced Training
- Microsoft Project 2016: BEGINNER to EXPERT 10 Projects 9 PDU
- Microsoft Project ADVANCED: Project Management Technics 3PDU
- Primavera P6 Advanced Training
- Primavera P6 Foundations Course
- Project Management With MS Project – Scheduling Master Class
- Team workflows in JIRA
- The Ultimate Microsoft Project 2010 Training Course 17 Hours
- Trello Project Management: Complete Course
- Ultimate Microsoft Project 2016 Course – Beginner to Expert
- Understanding Jira for users, managers and admins
The right sales skills can help you better influence and engage with prospects. Learn techniques from the professionals who’ve mastered them to break down the barriers and close the deal.

Customer Service

- Account Management for Beginners
- Brilliant Customer Service: How to Impress your Customers!
- Customer | How to Build a Customer Service Strategy
- Customer | How to Build Customer Loyalty
- Customer | How to Develop Customer Centric Metrics
- Customer | How to Manage Customer Feedback
- Customer | How to Understand Customer Needs
- Customer Service
- Customer Service Mastery: Delight Every Customer
- Customer Service: How to sell more without advertising
- Customer Service: Keep 'em coming back!
- Customer Service: Soft Skills Fundamentals
- Customer Success | How to Actively Engage Your Customers
- Customer Success | How to Exceed Your Customers Expectations
- Customer Success | How to Exceed Your Customers Expectations
- Customer Success | How to Listen to Today's Customers
- Customer Success | How to Put Your Customers First
- Customer Success | How to Understand Your Customers
- Customer Success | Profit from the Power of Your Customers
- Customer Success Manager 101: Foundations to your CSM career
- How To Quickly Diffuse Another Person's Anger
- Increase sales through great customer service skills
- Instant Skills: Learn Digital Customer Service in an Hour!

Sales Categories

- Customer Service
- Sales Skills & Tools

Small or new business? Want to grow by 46%?

Featured Sales Courses

- Successful Negotiation: Master Your Negotiating...
  Chris Croft
  ★★★☆☆ 4.4 (3,373)

- Create B2B Sales Cold Calling Scripts & Value...
  Derek Shebby
  ★★★★☆ 4.4 (224)

- B2B Sales Objections Simplified
- B2B Sales Training: Why Some Customers Buy & Others Don’t
- Business Development & B2B Sales for Startups– Sales Valley
- Business to Business Selling Skills
- Closing Sales – Business by Design
- Cold Calling for B2B Sales: How to Prospect on Foot
Sales Skills & Tools

- A Business Manager’s Complete Guide to Salesforce CRM
- Acumen Presents: Daniel Pink on the Art of Selling
- B2B Sales Objections Simplified
- B2B Sales Training: Why Some Customers Buy & Others Don’t
- Business Development & B2B Sales for Startups – Sales Valley
- Business to Business Selling Skills
- Closing Sales – Business by Design
- Cold Calling for B2B Sales: How to Prospect on Foot
- Cold Calling for B2B Sales: How to Prospect over the Phone
- Cold Calling: A New Approach
- Create B2B Sales Cold Calling Scripts & Value Propositions
- CRUSH IT !!! – Sales Strategies
- Email Sales Prospecting – With The High Value Email
- First Meeting B2B Sales Tips That Close for the Next Step
- Grow Sales
- Handling Objections & How To Be A Master Closer
- How to Ask Powerful, Emotionally Engaging Questions
- How to Find an Email Address & Get Your Dream Job
- How to Sell Anything to Anyone
- Increase Your Sales Commissions by Winning the Numbers Game
- Lead Generation Machine: Cold Email B2B Sales Master Course
- Learn Social Psychology
- Learn to Sell Anything by Grant Cardone
- Nailed It! Turn your B2B Sales Meetings into Opportunities
- Negotiate like a Champion in Any Walk of Life
- NLP For Sales, Persuasion & Influence: Certified NLP & Sales
- No Pressure Prospecting – Close More Sales
- POWER Sales Questions
- Presentation Skills: Give a Great New Business Pitch
- Professional Sales Training – Compelling Conversations
- Project Based Salesforce Admin & Adv Admin Hands-On Training
- Proposal Tips from a B2B Sales Pro
- Questions that Sell
- Sales and Persuasion Skills for Startups
- Sales Coaching – All you need to be a great sales coach
- Sales Machine: The Sales Training B2B Master Course
- Sales Skills – How to sell value instead of price
- Sales Skills – Negotiation Skills Sales Training Masterclass
- Sales Skills Mastery – An Immediate Increase In Your Results
- Sales Skills Training: Consultative Selling Master Class
- Sales Training – Everyone sells!
- Sales Training: How To Close More Sales
- Sales Training: Practical Sales Techniques
- Salesforce New User Training
- Selling More by Talking Less
- Selling to Different Personality Types
- Smart Marketing with Price Psychology
- Success in sales: Building your book of business
- Successful Negotiation: Master Your Negotiating Skills
- Supercharge Your Sales with Body Language
- Supercharged Prospecting
- The Business Building Email Formula to Launch Your Startup
- The Complete Sales Prospecting Bootcamp Course
- Tools for Dealing with Rejection for B2B Sales Reps
- Understand the Mind: 15 Fascinating Psychology Studies